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ABSTRACT
This case study examines the sustaining factors of a fully implemented and
nationally recognized high school service-learning program. More specifieaJly, it

investigates wby Community Service Learning has sustained itself for nine years at a

New England high school recognized as a National Service-Learning Leader School by
the Corporation for National Service. The study desco"bes the process ofadoption,
design, impIementation, and paths to institutionalimion. It also considers the
organi78tional conditions tbat promoted institutionalization at this site. The research

approach was primarily qualitative. The study exposes the broad narrative of the case
ftom the perspective offOur data sources: observations, documents and artifacts,
interviews and a &culty survey. Key actors and supports as well as obstacles and coping

processes are noted in the findings. Recommendations gleaned ftom the study are

directed at sustaining comprehensive service-Ieaming programs that provide a framework
of meaning and higher purpose to academic work.

The findings indicate that Community Service Learning at this site was

institutionalized more as a 1eamiog process or pedagogy than a separate educational or
adjunct program. Its design was wide in focus and application, thus allowing for
educational diversity and autooomy in a wide range of users. A combination ofbigh user
assistance, administrative pressure and commitoent, as wen as high system level support
were iDstrumenta1 &ctors that influenced institutionalization. A theme that ran through

the findings was that proaram leadersbip was adept at using multiple organimtional
approaches to implement and sustain this innovation.
A focus on service, understood as promoting community development, was found

to be the critical element that enabled overall implementation and enhanced

sustamability. Recommendations are presented for future studies involving fundamental
issues ofquality and community impacts in fWly implemented programs.
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Chapter I
Overview ofthe Study
Support for incorporating community service and service-learning into the
education ofpublic school students in the United States bas now reached the magnitude
of a national trend. A survey released by the U.S. Department ofEducation (1999) bas
found that a majority (64%) ofthe nation's public schools has embraced conununity

service. AccordiDg to this study, about one..third blend such service with the school's
academic program. This practice is known as service-learning. In the past decade,
service and service-learning have seen dramatic growth. From 1984 through 1997, the
number ofK-12 students involved in service programs rose from 900,000 to 12,605,740

and the percentage ofhigh school students participating in service nationwide increased
from 2% to 25% to over 6,181,797 (National Center for Educational Statistics, 1999).

The number ofhigh school students involved in service-learning has changed more
dramatically during the same time period from 81,000 to 2,967,262 (Shumer, 1999c).

In 1997, the President's Summit for America's Future in Philadelphia spotlighted
volunteerism and sparked a national discussion of service in schools. Given the renewed
interest in community service, a weD-informed understanding ofthe dynamics of service
in a school's culture enhances the ability ofeducators to advance it as pedagogy.
Research, while still limited, finds that students who help others help themselves both
academically and sociaDy.

Billig (2000a) notes that serVice-learning programs exist in every state in the U.S.
States such as California and Maryland have established service-learning goals for all
students. In 1992, Maryland became the first state to mandate service as a graduation
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requirement. South CaroJiDa, DeJaware:. Kentucky, mt Vermont promote service
leaming as a strategy for educational reform. As Superinteudent ofthe Philadelphia

Public Schoo~ David Hornbeck: took: bold steps to engage all K-12 students in
meaningful service activities directly coDDeCted to the district's academie standards and
leaming goals. Hornbeck: (2000) notes tbat teachers say they feel inspired, creative, and
passionate when they use service-leaming to help their students meet academic standards.

Billig (2000&) sees the thrust ofthe present service-1eamiDg movement as two-fold: to
create a better society by instilling the value ofcommunity service in students as a
lifetime philosophy; and to revitalize educational practices by incorporating collJlllUDity

service leaming into curricula as an effective tool for teaching and learning.
Service-leaming is not a new development in public education. The current

movement is another phase on a continuum of how to bring service and education
together. The concept traces its roots back: to university-based extension programs of the
1860:'5. Its theoretical foundation stems from John Dewey's pragmatic philosophy in the

early 1900's. In a series ofclassic wo~ Dewey presented the concepts of reflective
thinking, community-centered education, and the value ofactions directed toward the

wel.f8re ofothers. These principles became intellectual underpinnings for experiential
education and youth service (Denton, 1998, p. 14).
Campus and collJlllUDity-based organizing initiatives in the 1960's civil rights

movement placed service-learniDg within the context ofbigher education. As a

~

this association gave it an activist orientation. Interestingly, many of tile pioneers and
notable researchers in the field trace their roots to the community service movement of
the 1960's and 1910's (Stanton, Giles, &, Cru.z, 1999). Sigmon and Ramsey were first to
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articulate the term "service-Ieaming" in 1967 growing out oftheil' work at the Southern
RegioDBl Education Board (Eyler " ~ 1994, p.78).

In the 1980's. two major national service efforts were Jauncbed at the grassroots
leveL The NatioDBl Youth Leadership Council was founded in 1982 to promote service
among students in K-12. Campus Compact, fOrmed by a cohort ofcollege presidents in
1985, was established to help mobilize service programs in higher education. Campus
Compact members began using the term "service-Ieaming" in their publicatioDS soon
after its inception. The notion ofyouth service as part ofK-12 instruction did not gain
much momentum until it became associated with the national school reform movement.
Denton (1998) believes the critical event was when Ernest Boyer proposed creating a

new Carnegie unit for high school students based on 120 hours ofcommunity service to
teach social respoDSibility. In response to Boyer's proposal, state boards in Washington,
Pennsylvania, and Minnesota authorized local programs aDd funding (Denton, 1998, p.
14).
In 1m, President Bush created the Office ofNational Service in the White

House and the Points ofLight Foundation to foster volunteering. That same year. the
National Community Service Act was signed into law. This act authorized grants to
schools to support service-learning and demonstration grants for national service
programs to non-profits, youth corps. and higher education. In 1993. President Clinton·s
NatioDBl and Community Trust Act (p.L. 103..82) created the Corporation for National
Service (CNS) to administer and fund federal volunteer programs. CNS fimds Learn and
Serve ~ which in tmn provides funding for school and community based service
learning programs for school-aged youth. According to a 1997 University of
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Massachusetts study ofEastem U.S. schools, Learn and Serve America grants nom the
Corporation for National Service were identified as the most effective support structure in
moving comnnmity service towards service-learning (Molloy and WohJleb as cited in
Shumer, 1999c, p.3).

In the New England state where this case study is ~ the "Conummity Service
Commission" was formed in 1991 as a public-private partnership to coordinate National
Service Programs funded by the CNS. A foundational document ofEducational Refonn
in this state centers on a "common core ofleaming" and specitically mentions service
learning in its second chapter as a recommended instructional method to improve
teaching and learning. Between 1999 and 2001, five

hi&h schools in this state were part

ofthe 200 public, independent, and church-sponsored schools recognized nationally by
CNS as "National Service Leader Schools" through a presidential initiative to recognize
schools for their excellence in service-learning. As part oftheir' award, National Leader
Schools are asked to lead other schools in starting or improving service-learning
programs. National Leader Schools have the option to renew their status every two years.
Community service-learning activities have also bad long history and pervasive
presence in both independent and church-sponsored schools. A 1997 study conducted by
the National Association ofIndependent Schools found 87.5% ofresponding independent

schools (505 of577, N=963) have a community service or service-learning program. The
study indicates that it is standard practice for independent schools to involve their

students in service to the commuoity (Genzer, 1997). In 2002, the Coamnunity Service
Network ofIndependent Schools, sponsored by the C01.lllCil for Spiritual and Ethical
Education, will bold a national conference exploring how independent schools can move
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cornnumity service programs ftom charity to centering more on the roo~ causes and
issues of social injustice.

American Catholic schools have been in:fJ.uenced by the publication of the
American Bishops pastoral1etter of 1972, To Teach as Jesus Did, which promoted
service as one of the goals of the Catholic schooL Carey (2000) reports that many
Catholic schools in the U.S. and especially Jesuit high schools have developed
community service programs that integrate experiential education in justice as an

essential and organic dimension of the formal curriculum. In its literature, the National
Catholic Education Association (NCEA) has traditionally considered community service
as an integral part of a quality Catholic secondary education. The NCEA is in the midst
ofa multi-year comprehensive SUlVey ofCatholic secondary schools in the U.S eaJled
CBS 2000. Survey data about service programs will be analyzed and published in 2002.
All U.S. Jesuit high schools have service programs, with 41 out of4S schools reporting
service as a requirement for graduation. Forty-two Jesuit high schools also report having
a service program director (JSE~ 1999). To date, seven U.S. Catholic high schools have
been chosen as National Service-Learning Leader Schools since 1999.
Focus of the Study
Between 1994 and 1997, the Center for Human Resources at Brandeis University

studied service-leamiDg programs at 7 middle schools and 10 high schools around the
country as part ofan evaluation ofLeam and Serve America program grant recipients
(Melchior, 2000). The schools studied had a variance of serviee-leamiDg strategies.
Some were school-wide efforts, aimed at involving every student in some form of
service-learning over the course ofthe year. Others integrated service-learning into one
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or more core academic classes as a way ofcoDDeCtiDg mainstream academic subjects to
conmunity experiences. A number ofschools created stand-alone elective or advisory

period programs. At minilll~ service-1earniDg was tied to a formal curriculum in each
school studied with an average ofmore than 60 hours of service per student. The Learn

and Serve America grants to these schools ranged widely from 57500 for a single school
to 595,000 for a large dist:rict with an average grant of534,OOO.
The experience of the 17 sites highlights some of the difficuh:ies involved in
integrating service more broadly into the curriculum and instruction in the schools.
According to the Brandeis study, involvement in service-learning was concentrated
among a small group ofteacbers in a majority ofthe schools revealing a lack ofschool
wide ownership. Few of the sites had success initiatiDg formal, organized efforts to

expand the use ofservice-leaming into the curriculum. The programs also showed

"limited success" as vehicles for institutional chaDge and were weakly institutionalized

(Melchior, 1999, p. 26). In addition, the results :from the follow-up study indicated that
positive Ieaming impacts began to dissipate after two years. The study concludes that
there is little evidence to support that one-time participation in even high quality service

Ieaming activities is likely to produce long-term benefits.
Two years after receiving their private foundation grant, there was an increase in
sc:hoolwide teacher participation in the Community Service Learning Program at
Newman High School I The implementation of service-Ieaming at Newman High also

sparked a significant restructuring ofcurriculum and iostruction through interdisciplinary
projects and co-teaching. In a community in which it is estimated between 1991-2001

I

The name ofthe school used in this study is a pseudoaym.
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that only 200'" ofthe fiunilies had students in the schools, service-learning projects and
their broad learning impacts have served to increase public support for education through
positive coDJJeCtions with the community. Since its fourth year, the superintendent

reports that the program. bas been funded out oftile operating budget and to date the
school committee bas not questioned its role in the continuation of fimding for service

learning. The program"s successful and effective implementation resulted in its
recognition as a National Service-Learning Leader School inl999 by the Corporation for
National Service.
Community Service Learning at Newman High is a unique example of a program

that has demonstrated sustainabi1.ity and bas contributed to positive Ieaming and
organizational impacts. In a growing field where many schools are struggling with
implementation issues, the filctors that have coDtn'buted to this program"s sustainability

and supported its institutionalization are a rich source for study. Shumer and Belbas note
that many servk:e-Ieaming programs are relatively new and do not have the length or
breadth ofexperience to serve as model sites (as cited in Shumer,. 1997, p. 120). Berman

and McLaughlin's research on educational innovations indicates further that program

start-up is quite frequent whereas program persistence or survival is infrequent (as cited
in Levison, 1994). The success ofthe Newman program stands in contrast to these
trends.

Research ~ions
This study attempts to determine the filctors and processes that sustain service

learning at this National Service-Learning Leader School The unit of analysis in the
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case is institutionaljmtion. The following subsidiary research questions guided the
iDquir:y:
1. What were the key events., decisions and basic features of the process during

the periods ofplanning,. initiation, and implementation?
2. What were the suppo~ obstacles, and coping strategies during the periods of

planning:. initiation,. and implementation?
3. What supports and coping strategies led to overall implementation?
4. How

wen institutionalized is the program into the ordinary structures and

procedures of the school and the district?
Theoretical Rationale

Nearly a decade ago, Conrad and Hedin (1991) wrote a synthesis of the research

in service-learning and noted a growing trend toward the adoption ofservice-learning in

K-12 schools because oftwo perceived needs: the "refurm of youth" and the "reform of
education" (Billig,. 2000b). At that point,. little had been proved about the impact of
service by educational research. Moreover, they also fuund the variable of "service"

difticuh to define making it difticuh to determine the appropriate Ieaming variables to
study. They concluded that although service-learning was still an "unproven"

educational approach, it received provisional support from quantitative and experimental
studies and even more consistent affirmation ftom qualitative data (Conrad & Hedin,

1991).
According to Billig (2000b), advocacy fur service-learning has grown in the past

decade but many of the issues raised by Conrad and Hedin remain current. She notes

fi.uther that research in the field has not caught up with the certainty and passion that
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educators feel for service-learning. Billig bas reviewed 120 sources ofservice-learning
literature fiom the past decade aDd finds no research identified with negative impacts on
youth development, civic respoDSlbility, academic learning, career aspirations, schools, or
communities. She descnbes only a few studies showing no impact or no sustained
impact over time in these areas (Billig, 2000a).

Service-learning is understood in much of the secondary school literature on the
subject as an innovation effort aimed at two levels of school improvement: (a) better
integration ofservice activities into the standard cuniculum; and (b) a way to motivate
educational reform around ahemative methods of teaching and learning. Accordingly,
this case study looks at what the school and program leadership have done to implement

and sustain this innovation, as well as examines the guiding approaches to the process.
Connections are made between this schoors experience with implementation, service
learning literature, and also research on understanding and sustaining school change.

Billig believes that service-learning needs many of the same supports to sustain it
as are needed for other educational innovations. These supports may include active
leadership, quality professional development. a vision and action plan ofhow service is
to be implemented, alignment with ~ assessment systems that are aligned with
activities and curriculum, a person to help coordinate activities with community agencies

as well as sufficient fimding and other resources (Billig, 2000b).
Melchior also notes that the Jack ofa broader impact and integration does not

appear to be the resuh ofactive opposition to service-learning, but is more likely the

result ofa host of major aDd minor barriers to institutional change in schools. These
barriers may include Jack offunds and available time for professional development,
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competing professional development priorities, concerns about meeting new standards

and graduation require~ lack of planning time for teachers, logistical problems,
infleXIble school schedules, and continued emphasis on community service over service
learning (Melchior, 1999, p. 23).

In an analysis of bow his 1C-12 district used service-learning as a long-term school
improvement strategy, Berman (2000) highlights the following systemic indicators that
point to institutionalization: presence in all curricuJar areas and grades, fi:tcuJty
participation in professional development activities, user consistency in service-learning

standards (e.g. participation and reflection), connection to curriculum frameworks,
percentage ofstudent and teacher participation, endorsement in district policies, public
recognition, sustained funding and as a stated value in hiring, mission statements, and the
school committee's goals for the district.
Several key studies on educational innovation from the last two decades provide
an important knowledge base about iDitiating, implementiDg and sustaining service
learning. In their study of 12 elementary and secondary schools, Huberman and Miles

(1984) located the degree ofinstitutionalization ofan innovation in supporting
organizational conditions. They looked for a series ofsupporting conditions related to
current operations (core application, operation on a regular basis, intemaJ/extemal
support, whether competing practices bad been eliminated); for the completion of
important passages (movement fiom soft to bard money, standard job description,
established organizational status, supply maintenance routines); and for the survival of

the innovation through several organimtional cycles (survives annual budget cycles,
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survives departurefmtroduction ofnew per5ODDCI, achieves widespread use, survives

equipment turnover or loss).
Huberman and Miles found that about balftbeir sites succeeded in
institutionalizing their innovative programs. Innovations moved through the ''passages''

and "cycles" ofrountinization to stable continuation. It was clear to the researchers that
satistilctory current operations and support were not enough. Sites with strong
institutionalization had made clear organizational changes- mandating the innovation.
building it into the curriculum, and changing working procedures or structures- that were

relatively irreversible (p. 221).
Huberman and Miles also believed that administrative pressure, lack ofserious

local resistance, and at least minimal teacber·administrator harmony were predictors of
good institutionali73tion. Strong institutionalization meant for them organizational
transformation accompanied by a reasonable amount of assistance, enough to bring about

stabilized use by a large percentage of users. In addition. it also helped if there was
personnel stability on the part ofboth users and administrators. When key personnel
leave, innovative programs tend to wither away (p 221). One path to high
institutionalization stemmed from administrative mandate; another went was the result of
strong user commitment and practice mastery. Low-institutionalizing sites were

characterized by either vulnerability where administrators projected the new practice

against internal or external resistance or by indi.fTerence where administrators did not
work bard to supply local assistance and protection and users disbanded (p.277).

Based on the research, Levison (1994) collapses indicators of institutionalization
into five inclusive categories: program centrality, allocation of resources, administrative

•
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COlIIlIJjlnkMt. program routinizatio~ and astute program leadership (p.

27). Using these

indicators to gain understaDdiog ofthe institutionalization phenomenon, Levison believes

it is possible to descn"be the prospects ofa program becoming institutionalized.
More recent studies on school improvement efforts stress specific strategies and
cOlIllDililents needed to sustain educational innovation. In their study offive urban high
schools, Louis and MiIes (1990) described that evolutionary planning, vision building,
resource management, and coping skiDs were key action motifS to draw conclusions

about what works and why in the context of school improvement. This study added to
prior research showing that large-scale education innovations are sustained by the amount
and quality of assistance that their users receive once the changes are under way

(Hargraeves and Fink, 2000). Louis and MiIes explain further that adopted changes need

both implementation support and pressure. There needs to be a balance. Hargraeves and
Fink suggest that pressure without support can lead to resistance and alienation while
support without pressure can result in maintaining the status quo.

The coping strategies that lead to overall implementation are an area ofconcern
throughout this investigation. Change theory employed by Fullan (1991) stresses
continuous staff development as a resource to deal with implementation challenges. No

matter bow much advance staffdevelopment oa:urs., PuDan believes that it is when
people actually try to implement new approaches and reforms that they have the most

specific concerns and doubts. Thus., he fee~ it is extremely important for people to get
support during the early stages ofimplementation. It is getting over this initial hump that
represents a major movement toward sustaining change (p. 8S). Early navigation of this
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"impJemeutation dip" can mean the difference between success aod failure (Joyce '"

Showers, 1988 in Hargraeves '" Fink, 2000).
Service-Ieamiog is about context, values, aud change (Sbumer, 2000a). In order
to UDderstand the organimtional conditions. supports. aod coping strategies that lead to
overaU institutionalimtion of service-1eamiDg, this study looked at the dimensions of

human interaction in this school culture as wen as descnDed the story and process of
implementation. The inquiry included what assistance was provided and how problems

. were managed. It also looked for evidence ofinstitutionalization through the research
based indicators mentioned by Billig, Berman, Huberman., and Miles. Guided by the
general1iamework ofLouis and ~ attention was given to the internal values and
supports that influenced the Newman High program and the direction it took. Finally,
Fu11an's themes and issues ofchange management were used to better understand the
relationship between identified variables.
Significance of the Study

The Corporation for National Service bas recognized Newman High School for
excellence as a "National Leader School" in service-learning. The Leader Schools
program "honors schools that fully integrate service into the school's curriculum and give

students meaningful opportunities to give back to their communities while improving

their academic skiDs" (Corporation for National Service, 2000). Thus, documenting the
program's formal and informal supports can strengthen the emerging practice ofservice
Ieamiog as more schools move from initiation and implementation concerns towards
institutionaJjmtion and Iong·term sustainability. A review of the secondary school

literature reveals a first-level discussion ofgetting service-learning in place. With the
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field's recent rapid expansion. a deeper discussion about sustainability is needed to help
practitioners and school leaders sustain newly emerging programs. This is especially
important iffunding or public interest shifts. Now in the spotlight, service-learning needs
to become more empowered as a legitimate strategy to re-energize American education
(Billig, 2000a). This study adds to that deeper discussion.
Service-learning is at a criticaljunctw'e. According to Kendall, waves ofinterest
only have a few years to be institutiomli?ed or "they will recede with the tide to the next
idea wave that comes along" ~ 1990, p.12). She notes that the current interest in
service-learning is similar to "a wave of interest in community and public service in the
late 1960's and early 1970's" (1990, p.7). By the time programs enter into their fifth
year, they are bumping into similar problems that programs in the 1960's and 1970's
confronted. Some of these problems included balancing differing goals ofagencies,
students and schools, assessment of learning, and gaining institutional support. Another
problem Kendall highlights is the creation of a "climate of sustained support for
combining service and learning" (1990, p.12). This dissertation specifically examines
what was required to make service-learning an enduring part oftbis high school's
educational program.
Research Desim
This study investigates the structures and supports that increased motivation and

acceptance of service-learning into the educational program at Newman High. The broad
narrative ofthe case includes a general description ofschool's culture and context, the
character ofthe service-learning program itself: the story of implementation, and a view

IS
ofoverall institutionalization. A final section of the case presents a discussion about
sustainahility and recommendations for sustainable practice.
Case study is the study of the particularity and complexity ofa single case,
coming to understand its activity within important circumstances (Stake, 1995, Xl). It is
qualitative, naturalistic, and interpretive in nature. It is not a methodological choice, but

a choice of the object to be studied (Stake, 1994, p. 236). This research is a case study
where qualitative inquiry domiDates.

In qualitative research, the researcher uses strategies and methods necessary to
gain understanding. Because service-learning is context-driven and idiosyncratic to the
site and program, qualitative research methods were chosen that helped focus the
research on the details of the people and the process. Thus, I used ethnographic
techniques including program observation and interviewing to learn the story of
implementation. I also observed both formal and informal staffdevelopment sessions,
meetings ofcommunity stakeholders, community showcase days, and informal get·
togethers among staff. These observations resulted in written field notes. Interviews of

aduh staffwere both structured and unstructured. Analysis ofdocuments, artifacts, and a
filculty survey were used for further research data triangulation.

The primary population of this study included teachers, instructional support staff,
and administrators at Newman High School Other district faculty and administrators
involved in supporting the high school service program in other school buildings were

also invited to participate. Sampling was purposive. It attempted to obtain a
representative croa.section of administrative and teaching staffinvolved in service
learning in order to gather sufficient information to answer the research questions. In
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order to uncover the level ofuse, curriculum and area coordinators were asked at a
regular coordinator's meeting to provide a short, written overview describing their

departnent's participation.. Key interviews irK::1uded the superintendent, the assistant
superintendent, the principal, an assfitaot principal. the program director, service-learning
statfmembers, the system's service-learning consultant, the former community service

director, two curriculum coordinators, six teachers, an agency director, and a school
committee member who was also a parent. Table 1 in chapter three provides a complete
overview of all those interviewed for this study. For the purpose ofconfidentiality,
pseudonyms are used.

Data was analyzed using inductive content analysis.

Patt~

themes, and

categories ofanalysis evolved from the data and were coded accordingly. Theoretical
constructs were then created and tramlated into meaningful variables in order to evaluate
the theoretical rationale.
Limitations of the Study

Readers of this dissertation should be aware ofcertain research limitations. Firs4
Newman High School is unusual among public schools in that it received a major outside
grant. In 1992, the district was the recipient ofa S500,000 grant from a regional

foundation. According to Melchior (2000), the majority ofpublic schools involved in
service-leaming receive little or no outside fimding. The source oforiginal ftmding

makes the Newman case quite unique.
From preliminary observations, participating staff members and community
partners appear most enthusiastic about the program. Service-leaming bas become a

stated system wkle goal by the superintendent. However, in light of this fact, some staff'

•
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members interviewed who held a minority view might have feh reluctant to discuss their

positiom. In a 1994 proaram evaluation at this site, the evaluators noted that these
concerns tended to be stronger among teachers of"content-bound subject areas of

mathemati.es and foreign languages." Thus, this researcher took a special effort to invite
and hear minority professional concerns.

In educational research, the researcher's own personal predispositions and bias
may not only affect the portrayal of findings but also the site chosen as

wen as the

methods and focus used. I have been a service practitioner in Catholic high schools for
fourteen years. I have worked in this capacity at both Xaverian Brothers' and Jesuit
sponsored schools. I bring a set of previous service roles aDd commitments to the field
relations ofthis study. WIth this study's initial respondents aDd gatekeepers, I invoked a
relationship ofcommon interest and collegial respect about commllnity service in order to
build trust and gain acceptance in this culture. The ability to do this at Newman High
School with key stakeholders certainly influenced why I chose this site.

The bulk of my professional work in cormnunity service bas centered on
maintaining a school-wide program, implementation ldevelopment ofan urban
immersion program, and creating co-eurricular activities that enhance the social justice
mission ofa Catholic high school My ideology for service is one ofsocial change and
my approach to learning is CODDDunity centered.
I believe that service should promote learning in reciprocal relationships. My bias

is against a traditional definition ofservice that focuses on charity or "noblesse oblige'"

and stresses a deficit understanding of the client or group served. I understand "noblesse
oblige" to be a private act of kindness performed by the privileged that simply reinforces
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the status quo. Programs taUing under the category of charity have a strong potential of
letting service devolve into patema'ian and unequal relationships between parties. This

bias makes perspective on service more justice oriented and activist in nature.
Definition ofTerms

Interviews, questioonai.res, and the survey in this study refer to the national
quality standards of service-learning, effective program outcomes as defined in relevant

research literature, and a definition of service-Ieaming used by the Department of
Education (OOE) of this New England state. However, service-learning is variously

defined. Discussion of its definition is often a source of disagreement event for its
proponents (Billig, 2000).
Kendall found 147 di5:!ent terms and definitions related to service-learning in a

review of the literature (1990, p.18). She groups these definitions into two categories: as
a "type ofprogram" and as an "overall philosophy ofeducation that reflects a particular
epistemology and set ofvalues" (1990, p. 20). The diversity ofterms and blurry
definitions used to describe experiences that combine service and learning make it

difJ:icuit to speak across programs. Billig calls this the "fiuit salad" phenomenon of the
movement. Definitional clarity is a very important element in any service-learning

discussion.

In this dissertation., I will use the following definitions:
SERVICE-LEARNING is an instructional methodology based on experiential
leaming. The experiential component is expressed by linking curri!.,,'Ulum learning goals

to service activities that meet real needs in the community. Activities emphasize both
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service and learning outCOJJ:a. It is also refened to in the literature as well as in the
findjngs and c:tiscussion sections of this study as community service leamiDg (CSL).

COMMUNITY SERVICE is either mandatory or volu.ntary service done in the
community without any formal attachment to planned curriculum outcomes. While the

iDdividual may be learning in the community, the focus of the program is on the service
dimension (perkins it Miller, 1994). The difference between service-learning and
community service is precisely in service-leamiDg's focus on "learning" and its
intentional1inlcage to the curriculum and its standards.

INSnTImONALlZATION is the degree to which the service-learning
innovation is "built..in" or incorporated into the ordinary structures and procedures of the
school and the district. It is characterized by the presence ofindicators that the
innovation has become organizationally routine (Huberman it Miles, 1984, p. 188).
IMPACT means the specific educational areas intluenced by service-learning. It
can be the academic, civic, developmental, or career connections fostered in individual
service-learning activities.

OUTCOME of the innovation can be the more general resuhs for either students,
teache~

or for the organimtion. For example, a service..leaming outcome could be

collegiality for teachers, school climate for students, or institutionalization for the
organization.
This chapter bas provided an introduction to the context and background of the
study. It iDcludes the focus of the study, research questions, a theoretical rationale for
conducting the study, a briefdescription of the design and methodology, the study's
significance and limitations, and important definitions. The second chapter is a review of
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relevant literature aDd research on the topic with commentaries on usefulness to the
study. The third chapter describes in more depth the study's research design. This
chapter discusses sampling, data gathering procedures, a description of the population
and sample chosen. the aualysis procedure, aDd ftamcworks for discussion of the

findings. Chapter foW' explores the broad narrative of the case ftom the perspective of

the data sources. Chapter five organizes the aualysis of the data under each of the study's
research questions. Chapter five also provides a discussion of the findings in the light of

the theoretical rationale and the relevant literature, and makes recommendatioDS for
sustainable practice and further research.

•
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Cbapterll
Review ofthe Related Literature
This chapter presents swnmaries of the literature in four areas. The first seetion
eoncems the definitions and supporting rationales ofserviee-learning. The second area
deals with researeh on potential impacts and effeetiveness. The third section deals with

the supports and ehaJlenges involved with the implementation and institutionali73tjon of
educational change. The fourth seetion eoncerns literature on the study's research
methodology.
Service-learning has become an important topic for research and implementation
in tile educational eommunity. Interest appears to be driven by current availability of
funding through Learn and Serve .America, the Corporation for National Service~ and
other sources. The nationwide movement toward educational reform has also sparked
interest in service-learning as a reform strategy (Berman.. 2000). Research that bas been
eonducted to date on K-12 service-learning is ~ with most sources occurring during

the past decade (1990-2000).

However~

what is available begins to build a case for its

power and its potential for instilling the value ofeommunity service in students as a

lifetime philosophy and for revitalizing the educational process through or by means of
its incorporation into the curriculum as an effective tool for teaching and learning.

Definitions and Sup,portiDa Rationales
The origins oftile term "'service-learning" £leW out of the work ofRobert Sigmon
at tile Southem Regional Education Board in 1967 (Eyler" Giles, 1994). In 1979
Sigmon developed three fundamental principles, which he believed qualified educational
activities to be recognized as serviee-leaming:
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•

Those being served control the service provided;

•

Those being served become better able to serve and be served by their own
actions;

•

Those who serve are also learners. and have significant control over what is
learned. (Sigmon. 1990, p. 57)

In these principles, Sigmon suggests a philosophy of reciprocalleamiDg where all parties
in service-Ieamiog - those serving and those served - have influence in determining what
is to be learned. Reciprocity has been emphasized as an ethical component of service
IeamiDg activities since the early days ofthe movement (KendaJl, 1990).

/JejIIIitiD1IIII V"""ee ofSnvke-LetuniIt,g ill 'M Utet'tlllln
Since Sigmon. the defiDition bas been variously defined in the literature. In
recognition of a need for some common ground. the Al6anee for Service-Learning in
Education Reform (ASLER), a nationwide group of service-learning educators developed

this widely used definition in 1993:
Service-1eamiDg is a method by which young people learn and develop through

active participation in thoughtfWly organized service experiences: that meet
actuaI community ~ that are coordinated in collaboration with the school and
coDDllunity, that are integrated into each young person's academic curriculum.
that provide structured time for a young person to think, talk. and write about

what helshe did and saw during the actual service activity, that provide young
people with opportunities to use newly acquired academic skills and knowledge in

reall.i1e situations ,in their own communities, that enhance what is taught in the
school by extending student learning beyond the classroom, and that help to foster
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the development ofa sense of cariDg fOr others. (as cited in Wade,

1991~

pp 19

20)
Wade (1991) DOtes that the ASLER definition is almost the S8IJW: as the definition
presented in the National and Community Service Act of 1990. One important difference

is that the ASLER version includes both curriculum integration and reflection as
important aspects ofservice-learniDg. The CoJDlDlmity Service Act specifies that service
experiences could be integrated into the aeademic cuniculwn or that structured time to
think, ~ and write about service experiences (reflection) be included (Wade,

1991~

p.

20). The components ofcurriculum integration and reflection are what distinguish
service-leamiug from community service.
Kraft (1996) states that some agreement bas been achieved on the definition of

service-Ieaming in recent years, but he observes that practices do DOt always match the
definition. For these reaso~ the Corporation fOr National Service developed specific
definitions of service-learning and community service for use in the 1999 National Center
for Education Statistics study entitled Service-Learning and Community Service in K-12
Public Schools. They read as follows:
COM:MUNITY SERVICE. Student community service is defined as service
activities that are non-curriculum based and are recognized and/or arranged by the
schooL They may be lD8IIdatory or voluntary. They generally do not include
explicit learning objectives or organiUAi reflection or critical analysis activities.

They may include activities that take place offschool grounds or happen
primarily within the school.
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SERVICE-LEARNING. Service-leaming is defined as curriculum-based
conBDUUity service that integrates classroom instruction with CODlJDUntty service
activities. The service must be organized in relation to an academic course or
curriculum; have clearly stated learning objectives; and address real community
needs in a sustained manner over a period of time. These activities assist students

in drawing lessons from the service through regularly scheduled, organized
refleetion or critical analysis activities such as classroom discussions.
presentations, or directed writing. (NeES. 1999)

In its literature. the DOE in this New England state proposes the following
definition to identify service-learning as both an instructional and school improvement
strategy:

School-based Community Service Learning (CSL) is defined as a method

whereby students learn and develop through thoughtfully organized service
experiences, which are integrated into the academic curriculum. Community

Service Learning places curricular concepts in the context ofreal-life situations.
enabling students to see the meaning and significance ofthese concepts as they
use theory, newly acquired knowledge and skills to address community problems
or issues...CSL is a catalyst for school restructuring and improvement efforts, or
can further school restructuring(unprovement efforts already underway in the
State's schools and districts. CSL also serves to further the goals for reform
under the Education Reform Act.

In a response to the need for service-learning sites to be able to correctly present
service-learning to school staft; parents, and the community, the OOE issued a document
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in the spring of 1996 entitled What CommunitY Seryice Learnina is... and is Not. It was

first attempt

!n

this ;;tate to convey the DOE 9 s definition of service-learning to funded

school-based sites. It stressed the following parameters for school practitioners:
Community Service Learning must:
•

Be embedded in the curriculum. or must serve as the basis for curriculum
development;

•

Be designed with a balance oftime spent in the classroom studying the
issues and in the field addressing or presenting the findings on issues;

•

Involve students in service experiences;

•

Be based. in student interests and must build on student questions,
concerns, observations, and feedback; and

•

Have clearly defined service outcomes and must engage students in real
problem-solving or long-term relationship building.

Conununity Service Learning is not:

•

An extracurricular club activity;

•

A one-shot beacb clean up following a unit on water pollution.

•

Any service activity implemented outside the context of the academic or
vocational-technical curricula.
F~ llIJIiolUllt!s ofSnvice.UtI.miIIg

In their review ofservice-1eaming definitions since Sigmon s wor~ Eyler and
9

Oiles (1994) described a central belief advocated by the movement s pioneers: service
9

and the learning should inform and transform one another. In additio~ Kendalrs review
oftile literature revealed 147 different terms and definitions related to service learning
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(1990). She contends from her research that "service--leaming" is not only a type of

propam that advances a particular educational method but also an overall philosophy that
set ofvaJ.ues about education (l990, p.

20). As a philosophy, it represents values that

iDdividuaIs have about the role service plays in human and community development.
Besides being value-laden, Sbumer (2000a) notes that service--leaming is an amorphous

concept: that resists rigid. definitions and universal UDderstanding. Sbumer's review of the
literature reveals that service programs exist in all kinds of settings and for all kinds of

purposes (2000a, p.79).
Wade (1997) observes that the rationales for service-learning are rooted in a
concern for the development ofyoung people sociaBy, psychologically, and intellectually
as weD as an interest in the tnmsformation of schools and learning. Comad and Hedin
(1989) describe advocates of these rationales as "youth reformers" aod "education
reformers" respectively. The youth refol'JllerS see service learning as an effective aDd

needed means for improving self-esteem and self-confidence ofyoung people while also
promoting a more positive portrayal of youth. Conrad and Hedin (1989) note further that
education reformers view service-learning as a pedagogical tool for helping young people
learn more and retain more ofwbat they learn. Wade (1997) observes that these
educators are also concerned. with transforming school culture and creating school
commlmities that empower students to be IitClong learners. She also holds that this
perspective is groUDded in the legacy of experiential education.
Service-learning rationales rest on theories ofexperientialleaming that stress the
contextual nature ofknowledge and learning outcomes that are more complex than
simple knowledge acquisition. Dewey, Kolb, Freire, and Pa1mer have asserted that direct
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experience and reflection are essential to effective learning. Dewey (191611985) called
for education to be deeply rooted in experience but that experience in and ofitself was
not always educative (1933/1998). In other words, Dewey believed that "experience"

and "learning" were not the same. Although encounter with an experience bas the
potential to develop key perceptions for further growth and interactions. Dewey held that

it was only when the experience is thoughtfully considered and analyzed that
generalizations are formed to influence further action (Bringle & Hachter, 1997; Eyler "
Giles, 1994). Dewey (1938/1997) set out a six-step process of inquiry to derive learning

ftom experience. This included: 1) encountering a problem, 2) formulating a problem or
question to be resolved, 3) gathering information which suggests solutions, 4) making
hypotheses, 5) testing hypotheses, and making warranted assertions.
K.olb's experientialleaming theory (1984) built upon the foundational work of
Dewey and provides a conceptual ftamework that is widely used by service-learning
educators. He conceptualizes Dewey's six: steps as a four-stage cycle involving concrete
experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualiuUon, and active
experimentation. Kolb's model has helped service-learning educators develop an
awareness of the role reflection in relating the world ofconcrete experiences to abstract
theories (Cone" Harris, 1996). It also shows that community-based experiences require
additional work in order to be transformed into learning.
Palmer (1990) presents an "epistemology ofcommunity" that offers a firm
underpinning for service-leaming as an emerging pedagogy. He finds that a relational
approacb to how we know and learn, when used in a creative tension with an objectivist
approach, can revitalize the learning process for everyone involved. Palmer holds that

the mode of knowing which dominates traditional education creates discomections

between teachers, their subjects, and their students. This epistemology, called
objectivism, "portrays truth as something we can achieve only by discoDDeCting
ourselves, physically and emotionally, from the thing we want to know" (1998, p. 51).

The pedagogy that emerges from objectivism is a tOp-dOWD approach to leamiDg.
The teacber-expert generates and transmits pretabricated subject matter to knowledge
deficient learners. Freire previously described this as a type of"banking method" of
education in which teachers and students "treat knowledge like a static commodity to be

accumulated like capital" {DearJsy 1999, p. 21). Freire called for a more h'berationist
educational paradigm that redefines the role ofteaehing through shared praxis and critical
reflection. In the pedagogical tradition ofFreire, Palmer advocates "subject-centered"
learning where both teachers and students enter into complex patterns ofcolDD1Ul1ication

by sharing observations and interpretations around a common subject.

A relational way of knowing nurtures a "community of truth" in schools that

advances knowledge through are interactive, challenging, and supportive network of
relationships (palmer, 1990, p. 103). Learning becomes a reciprocal, shared activity
where the teacher is a learner and the learner also becomes a teacher. Education becomes
then a mutual endeavor with the community sharing in the role and responsibility of
teaching. Palmer's epistemology ofcommunity calls for a paradigm shift from
traditional models ofteaching and learning. Education moves beyond the assumption
that school personnel are the only experts in the learning process. There is a sense of

sharing within a larger community ofeducational identity and mission. More

specifically, Palmer believes service-Ieamiog proarams are a &csh response to traditional,
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objectivist-based pedagogies. Service-learning is an important way to "invigorate those
connections between (teachers) subject.s, stude~ and soWs" which are fundamental to
energizing communities ofleamiDg (1990, p. 120).

LeIuwiIIg Tlu!Dry SIfPPOI'Ifor St!rvice-LelJming
Current brain-based research gives support to experiential theorists like Dewey,
Freire, Kolb, and Palmer who advocate active involvement of the whole person in the

leaming process. Caine and Caine propose the foDowiDg theory on brain compatible
education based on the research:
Brain research establishes and confirms that multiple complex and concrete
experiences are essential for meaningfulleamiDg and teaching. Optimizing the

use of the human brain means using the brain's infinite capacity to make
connections - and understanding what conditions maximize the process. In
essence, students learn from their entire ongoing experience. In many ways.
content is inseparable from context. (as cited in Metz, 1995, p. 39)

Metz notes an emphasis in the research on the use of both the left (analytic, logical) and
right (~ contextual) brain hemispheres in the learning process. His review ofthe
research concludes that by using both hemispheres, the student will1eam material more
thoroughly and have it more accessible (Metz, 1995, p. 43).

Learning-style research during the last decade bas found that learners use three
primary learning channels: the visual, the auditory, and the kinesthetic (i.e. physical).
The proficient Ieamer is able to use all three channels equally well and will adapt his or
her own learning style to the material and way it is presented (Metz, 1995, p. 62).
Gardner proposes that learning is accomplished not by a single modality or intelligence
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but through a variety of modalities and intelligences. Gardner believes that each person

is a composite of seven intelligences: 1iDguistic, logical-mathematical, musical, body

kinesthetic, spatial, interpersonal, and intrapersonal (as cited in Metz, p. 65).
Goleman (1998) bas also added "emotional intelligence" to Gardner's list.
Emotional intelligence is born largely in the brain's limbic system and governs

feelings, impulses, and drives. It increases with individualized attention, extended
practice, and feedback (Goleman, 1998, p. 97). Moral inspiration that motivates people
to be more collaborative, connected, and giving engages emotional intelligence. Haidt
(2000) coDDeCts this to the positive emotion of elevation and bas embarked on

psychological research to support elevation as a distinct emotion and root ofcharitable or

service oriented actions. In his phenomenology ofservice, Coles descn"bes more
specifically such satisfaction in doing service as "the enthusiasm and pleasure, the
exhilaration that accompany the action taken, and the consequences of such action: deeds
done, people very much touched, and in return, quite eager to return the favor, through
dozens of reciprocal gestures, remarks, initiatives" (1993, p. 74).
Current research on both learning styles and multiple intelligences recognize the
underdeveloped or unused intelligences that students may possess. It also supports
teaching methodologies that promote the active involvement of the whole person in
multi-dimensionallearning. Such approaches can also help the student gain deeper
insights and become more engaged with the learning process.

A

~1op"1II11l U1Ulerstluuling

0/Service-LetuwiIIg ill lilt! LitertlllIn

Service-learning is premised on the integration ofcommunity service with
intentional, structured learning. Service, the foundation ofservice-learning, is a
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contested term in the literature. Morton and Saltmarsh (1997) note that relatively little
attention has been given to UDderstanding what is meant by community service aod that
no comprehensive history of community service in America exits. They state:

The absence oftbis (community service) history is felt in our collective difficulty
in articulating what service-leaming is about; in sorting our the various often
competing expectations of service that students, faculty, and COD)DlUDity partners

bring to service-leamiog; and in deepeniDg the discussion about the ~ning and
potential ofour work. (1997, p. 137)
The nature of service and the rationale behind serving is broad and understood in

dUferent ways (charity, care, socialjustice, citizenship). In spite oftbis difference, it is
clear from research, theory, and discussions ofbest practice that "service" is a central
value to a service-leaming experience. However, an attempt to identifY conunon values.

principles, aod language from the literature results in a continuum of meaning with all
forms having some value. At one end, the literature points to "less developed" forms of
service-learning that understand. service more as "charity" with little reflection or
developed relationship between the school aod the community. At the other end, there is

a discussion of'~re developed" or "advanced" service learning that understands service
as '1ustice" with a higher degree ofreflection and a larger context for learning. Here, the
relational dimension is more complex with more emphasis on collaboration and

reciprocalleaming with the community.
According to Alliance for Service-LearniDg in Education Reform (1993), service

is the cornerstone of a quality service-leaming program. Service understood here is not
the same as charity; it involves working ''with'' rather than just "for" others (Wade, 1997,
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p.22). Dewey again is considered by service-leamiDg theorists (Hatcher, 1997; Wade,
1997; Saltmarsh, 1996; Eyler & Giles, 1994; Barber, 1992) as a legitimate source to
understand the nature ofthis terminology. Concerned with the POSSIbility that associated
conduct across class divisions could perpetuate those divisions; Dewey explored the
qualities ofjustice aDd charity relationships (Saltmarsh, 1996). In 1908 Dewey wrote:
"Charity" (conceived as conferring benefits upon others, doing things for

them)...assumes the continued and necessary existence ofa dependent "lower"
class to be the recipient ofthe kjndness oftheir superiors; a class which serves as
the passive material for the cultivation in others ofthe virtues ofcharity, the

bigher class acquiring "merit" at the expense of the lower, while the lower bas
gratitude and respect for authority as its cbiefvirtue. (as cited in Morton and
Saltmarsh, 1997)

Dewey offered a justice orientation to service which "looks at the well-being of
society as a whole, realizes the interdependence ofinterests, is fixed upon positive
opportunities for growth, and is centered on social rights and possibilities" (as cited in
Saltmarsh, 1996).

Barber (1992) cautions that service should not be seen as a form ofcharity or be
completed in a simply obligatory manner. Following Dewey, he believes citizens should
work alongside those in need, recognizing our common purpose, and enabling those
being served to become more empowered in the process (1992, pp. 248-249). It is in this
manner that Wade (1997) believes that service-leamiDg can embody the original mission
ofpublic schooling to create active and informed citizens (p.l).
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Serviu-Lt!tJmiIrg GtIIIIs IIIIIl FrtIIIIIltf!Ot'b
W'dh the cur.rent interest in service-Iearning comes a need to cJarUY ideological

perspectives that underlie service programs. Kabne and Westheimer (1996) identifY
charity and change as two models that can characterize school-based service activities.
For them, a response to a community need also adds a moral and political dimeDsion to

the academic focus ofservice-leaming. According to the Kabne and Westheimer
framework. a charity--oriented program emphasizes the moral goal ofgiving, the political
goal ofcivic duty, and an additive or "add--on" intellectual experience. Moreover. a
change--oriented program fosters a moral goal of caring, a political goal of social

reconstruction, and a more transformative intellectual experience (see Figure 1).

Kahne and Westheimer's domains are not discrete and the goals can be
intertwined. In addition, their framework is not exhaustive since service-learning can
advance other priorities like vocational skills found in more "School to Work·' oriented
programs.
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Fiaure 1. Service-Learning Goals

Moral
Charity

Cba.ge

Political

Iatelleetual

ADDITIVE
EXPERIENCE

GIVING

CIVIC DUTY

-These activities are
characterized as
primarily voluntarism
with little potential for
reciprocity or personal
interactim.

-This view holds that to be
properly educated in a
democracy. students must
undergo experiences that
demmstrate the wlue of
altruism.
-The service is characterized by
a sense ofobligation. The
participant gives bade
something to what society bas
given to him or her.
-The participant recognizes the
respmsibility to help others.

CARING

SOCIAL
RECONSTRUCTION

TRANSFORMATIVE
EXPERIENCE

-Activities that emphasize
critical retlection and social
consciousness about societal
c:onditions or policies.
-Activities that promote
acquisition ofskills for
political participation and the
formation of social bonds.
-The participant connects the
act ofservice to the setting in
which it occurs through critical
examination ofthe situatim.
-Activities that promote a
wider understanding of the
c:onnectim of individual rights
and social responsibility.

-An additive experience that is
carried me step further. Critical
inquiry is combined with action.
-Transformatim happens in both
the disciplinary knowledge and
particular social issue with
which participants are engaged.
It can have weak, moderate, or
strong levels.
-Reflection is combined with
critical analysis to produce
solutions or new understandings.
-Students and teachers c:onsider
arguments that justify
conclusions as well as c:ontlict
with their own predispositims
and self-interest.

-These relationships
forge new
c:onnections.
-Activities that have
opportunities for
changing a
participant's
understanding of the
other and the context
within which her or
she lives.
-Activities that
diminish the sense of
"otherness" between
students and those
being served. This is
evidenced by a change
of perspective.

-Activities that help the student
engage in higher order thinking
in c:ontextually varied
environments.
-The service experience raises
self-esteem. impels students to
new experiences, and
demonstrates the use of
knowledge in real-world
settings.
-Reflectim when it is included is
descriptive but not combined
with critical analysis.

Source: Kahne & Westheimer (1996).
Eyler and Giles (1999) locate the bighly satisfying and invigorating learning
dimension of service-learniDg precisely in a dynamic ofcare. Given recently

summarized their epistemological framework in the following way:
1. Caring leads to the "need to know."

2. When students have a personal stake in the subject matter of the class. they
feel a genuine "need to know."
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3. Material that might have seemed ~cut and dried" when presented as an
abstraction is made more problematic when students are immersed in complex
situations.

4. Caring about others leads students to want to learn more about them and their
situation.

S. Important work generates questions and is strongly motivating.
6. Understanding depends on rich experiential consequences.
7. Until students can use theories to evaluate experience they have trouble
making sense ofthem.

8. LeamiDg occurs in context.

(Giv~

Moyer, DeV~ Embree9 &. Llewellyn,

20009 p. 72)

Starratt (1994) locates an ~ethic ofcare" as a foundatioual component in the development
ofgreater connectedness in an educational conununity.
Coles (1993) conceptualizes a number of motivations that may motivate an act of
service. He considers political and social activism, structured community service9
persoual g~ charity, as well as religious and patriotic service as some basic
categories. Coles notes that any attempt to categorize service experiences must take into
account overlap and a 4Jlend ofmotives and deeds." He also cautions against ~airtight
conclusions and formulations" (1993 9 33). Coles believes that service can have a
transformative influence upon the participant when there is a reciprocity in which the
distinctions between the helper and the helped constantly dissolve. Based on his review
of the literature. Leeds (1999) collapses the many rationales for service into three more
inclusive categories: citizenship, social change, and pragmatic problem solving.
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The theme ofeducation for citizenship bas been present tbrouahout the history of
education in the work ofTbomas Jefferson, John Dewey, and contemporary scholars such
as Benjamin Barber who asserted, wrhere are certain things a deJoocraey simply must

teach, employing its fWl authority to do so: citizensbip is first among them" (as cited in
Wade, 1997; p. 4). Practitioners drawn to the field through this rationale are interested in

fimdamental questioDS of dem.oeratic participation and the role ofeducation in fostering a
more engaaed and active citizenry.

The Compact for Learning and Citizenship (CLC) is a national organization of
chief state schooloflicers and district superintendents working to connect service
precisely to a discussion of citizenship. Through advocacy, policy development. and
networking, CLC provides leadership to help scbools improve student learning by

involving students in service-learning. CLC also works to make service opportunities an
integral part an academic curriculum. CLC connects service to the language of
participatory citizenship and strongly supports the shaping ofcharacter through public

life. As civic education, service-1eaming is understood as a way to give young people a
sense of hope, an experience ofcommunity, and a belief in their own personal

effectiveness,
After studying community service pro~ Kahne and Westheimer (2000)
found widespread c6sagreement on what a good citizen does. Their seven-year study of
"Serve America" found most programs emphasize altruism, charity, and simple

participation. Sandel characterizes these qualities as a neutral or procedural approach to
the role ofcitizen (1996, p. 117). However, Barber believes service programs must stress
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the ~ of citizenship" (19929 p. 256) iftbey are going to fWfill eduattion's primary

democratic goal teaching b"berty. He states:
Any colDlDUllity service elemeDt of civic education must be to teach citizenship,

not charity. Ifeducation is aimed at creating citizens, then it will be important to
let the young see that service is not just about altruism or charity; or a matter of

those who are weU-offhelping those who are not. It is serving the public

interest~

which is the same thing as serving enligbtened self-interest. Young people serve
themselves as members ofthe community by serving a public good that is also
their own. The re5pODSlble citizen finally serves b"berty. (1992, p. 256)

Barber thinks that service in this manner can be a laboratory for participatory citizenship
and promote a much-needed sense oflocal and national mission ofschools. The
centerpiece ofhis argument is a call for mandatory service-1earning or education-based

community service. Barber differs from experiential theorists in that his rationale for
service is more content focused and less process based (Leeds, 1997).
Morton (1995) suggests there is a large and vocal group ofpractitioners who see
service as "steps in a larger strategy to bring about cbange9 quite often assessed as the
redistribution of resources or social capital (Morton, 1995 9 p. 20). Stanton, Giles, & Cruz
(1999) state that many practitioners are motivated to enter the field by issues related to
the relationship between service and social justice in a democracy. Morton states that

service-1earning as social change focuses on collaboration ofstakeholders and "creating a
learning environment that continually peels away the layers of the onion called 'root
causes.'''(1995, p. 22). For some practitioners, the goal ofservice-1earning is to move
students along the continuum (charity to justice) to this highest level (Leeds, 1999).
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The work ofDorothy Day (1897-1980) gives symbolic as weD as practical
expression to the understanding of service as social change. Day, a twentieth-century
Catholic conv~ co-founded the Catholic Worker Movement in 1933. For Day, justice

set by culture. Service for her was "a way of discovering a

lire meaning that is

essentially spiritual and a principle for constructing a life that was integrated" (Morton &.
Saltmarsh, (997). In order to practice this type ofservice, Catholic Workers started a
series ofrural fiums that attempted to provide the urban poor with an agrarian.. communal
alternative to industrial capitalism. The words ofDorothy Day figure prominently in the

Call to Service by Robert Coles. The title comes from her statement; ''There is a call to
service - that we join with others to make tlUDgs better in the world" (1993, xxiii).
Stanton. Giles., &. Cruz (1999) observe that most pioneers ofthe service-learning
movement entered the field out ofa motivation to make education serve social needs.
Whether they worked from a school or community base, these pioneers focused on
preparation of students for efl'ective social engagement and as service resources for the
community (1999, p. 20). Service from this project-based rationale bas its roots in
progressive ideologies found in the early 1900's. During this era, justice and service
were related to economic and political problems ofdistribution and better social planning
(Leeds, 1999; Morton &. Saltmarsh, 1997). Cooper (1991) understands progressivism as

an organimtionaJ. ideology that stressed a more effective delivery ofa public service
rather than promoting empowerment or self-help. With respect to schools, this rationale
for service-learning would stress service projects related to strategic community problem
solving (Leeds, 1999).
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Project-based. commtmity service finds expression in the Settlement House
movement established by Jane Addams in Chicago during the 1890's. These were open
community centers., oriented towards the poor and immigrants, which focused on local
projects and problems. The hope of this movement was to help the under-resourced
move up the economic ladder ofsuccess and thus contribute to a more vibrant community
~

1999; Morton & Saltmarsh, 1997). TodaY!t neo-progressive school-community

partnerships that result in colDlllUDity projects that solve actual problems are a guiding
rationale of service (Leeds, 1999)
Howard (2000) observes that the rapid expansion of service-learning bas been

aQCOmpanied by a fi1.ir amount ofconfusion reflected in its myths and chaJlenges. Some
ofthese assumptions served as obstacles to teacher participation and program growth at

the site in this study. He summarizes these as follows:
1. THE MYTH OF TERMINOLOGY. Though often used interchangeably,

"community service" and "service-learning" are not the same. The challenge

with academic service-learning is to ensure that students see that community
service bas purposes in a course that are different than when performed
outside a course.
2. THE MYTH OF CONCEPlUALIZATION. Academic service-learning and
internships are not the same. The challenge here is to help faculty see the
distinction between teaching-learning models.
3. THE MYTH OF SYNONYMY. "Experience" and "learning.... are not the

same. The cballenge here is to develop assignments that transform the
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community experiences into learning worthy of the academic: course with

which it is integrated.
4. 1lIE MYTH OF MARGINALITY. A traditional course with a community
service requirement is not the SIIID: as academic service-learning. In the
former., the service parallels the course, never intentionally intersecting the

1earniog process. In the latter, the servK:e and the learning inform and
transform one another. The cballenge here is to help filculty see that academic
service-learning pays student learning and filculty teaching dividends.

SDYi«-Letlmillg ResUls Rigid DttfIllitlDII tIIUI UIIivosIII U1UIerstillldillg
A review ofJiterature on the definitions and rationales reveal that service-learning
is more complex tbanjust a specific instructional approach or methodology. As a
philosophy, it represents numerous rationales and values individuals have about service

and its role in human and community development (Coles, 1993, Shumer,2000a).
There is aJso wide diversity in what may constitute a service-learning activity. The term
"service-learning" can be used as a catcball term for a wide range of experiential

activities. It is important to note that more "advanced" practices in service-learning such
as problem-based learning or experiences that require participatory action in the
community involve more complex relationships and require different kinds of
institutional support. Observations on the nature ofservice-learning reveal that effective
practitioners need to acknowledge a diversity of settings and forms, be able to conduct
programs along a continuum of goals, and adopt models to fit local settings (Shumer,
1997, p. 115).

•
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lrrtpat:b and Effeetiveness from Research

PIIbIic SlIJ¥IDI'ffor ~LetImiIIg
Research during the past decade (1991-2001) has revealed a growing interest in

the adoption ofservice-1eamiDg in K-12 schooJs. In 2000, Roper Starch Worldwide
conducted a poD of 1000 Americaos via telephone for the W. K. Kellogg Foundation to

determine their views ofK-12 education and service-1eamiDg. A vast majority (78%) of
the respondents expected schools to provide students with the academic skills they need
for success in life. Yet, almost all respondents (94%) believed tbat success requires more

than mastering basic academic skills. They agreed that schools have a clear

respaDSlbility to link what students study in school to the skills they will need at work
and in their colDlDUDities (Roper Starch Worldwide, 2000). Ahhough many people in the

poD were DOt fiunjliar with the term "service-leaming," they supported this teaching
method when they learned more about it and the positive impacts it can potentially have
on students.
Reselll'Cil tI" Actulemic JmptJdS

In 1991, Conrad and Hedin wrote a synthesis ofresearch on the impact ofservice
1eamiDg to date and concluded "the case for community service as a legitimate

educational practice receives provisional support from quantitative, quasi-experimental
studies and even more consistent affirmation from the reports and testimony of
participants and practitioners" (p.749). From their synthesis., they presented three
arguments for the role ofservice in an educational program.: to stimulate learning and
social develo~ to reform society and preserve democracy, and to bait separation of
youth trom the wider society. Although advocacy for service-1eamiDg bas grown in the
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past decade. Billig9s review of the research since 1991 indicates many of the issues raised

by Conrad and Hedin remain current (2000b). She found that serviee-leamiDg is still

considered by many as an "unproven" educational approach and that leamiDg results

were mixed depending on what research methodology was used (2000b., p. 658). For
service-learning advocates., this was not the good news people wanted to hear.

In a study conducted in 1994, Alt and Medrich reviewed evidence ofthe effects of
conununity service on young participants., particularly elementary and secondary
students. They noted that there was a widespread belief that young people benefit from
serving, but there was little finn evideDCe that students engaged in service learn more,
develop in different ways, or learn difI'dCIlt things than those who do not participate in
service. They concluded that service may in fact influence students profoundly, but

methods employed to measure these effects may be flawed or inadequate to the task.
They also concluded that some students might change and grow in response to service

while others will not. The study showed that the length and intensity of time
commitment, interest and skill of program managers, and level of responsibility assigned

to participants might each produce differing results. Bi1Iig notes that similar studies since
the Alt and Medrich piece that used control groups continue to show no significant

difference in academic performance (2000b).
A. y",.;ay ofSII/JPD'* for Sc/uJoI PtUliciptltio"

Research on community service at public, private, and religious schools
conducted by the U.S. Department ofEducation (1997) found that almost baIf(49 %) of

all students in grades ~ 12 participated in service (N=8043). These volunteers tended to
be 11111 and 12111 • grade white females who receive high grades. Parents with college

t
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degrees were found to raise children who participate in community service. They were
also likely to participate if a parent in the household participated in community service.

The same report (U.S. Department of Education, 1997) notes that more than half
(56%) of the students who engaged in school-related service reported that their
COll'l'JlUntty

service was incorporated into the curriculum in some way. In addition, there

was a significant difference in participation depending on which type ofschool the
student attended. Students in private schools were more likely than those in public
schools to report that they bad participated in community service (66 % versus 47 %).

In addition, students in religious schools were more likely to participate in community
service than students in any other setting. The difference when comparing students in
church-related schools to public schools was 690..1. versus 47 %. According to Shumer
(1998), the data suggests home and community have a strong influence on developing a
pattern ofservice. Parents and religious orientation in addition to school programs
influence the formations of values about service. Shumer advises service-learning
proponents to be aware that developing an ethic ofservice is not the sole responsibility
nor sole result ofeducational systems (19989 p. 19).
In 1999, the National Center for Educational Statistics conducted a national-level

study of service-learning centering on America's K-12 public schools (N=2000).
Analysis of this study reveals that 83% ofthe public high schools sampled bad students

participating in community service activities recognized or arranged by the school and

53% ofthese schools utilized service-1eamiog. The data suggest here that many schools
support service-learning to some degree9 but it is not clear how deep or extensive such

support is.
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Rt!S4WdI l1li SllSIlIiIu!4illlptlClS IIIUI 0utetnItt!s
As mentioned in chapter one~ a 1998 Brandeis University study evaluated 17
Learn and Serve America grant recipients from 1994 to 1997. The evaluation centered

on fOur focus points: short-term and lona-term participant impacts, services provided to
communities, impacts on participating schools, and an analysis of program return on

investment. Results showed a positive impact on students immediately after
participation, however effects seemed to have dissipated after two years. Melchior
(1999) notes that when programs did bold after the two-year mark., impacts were seen in
multiple areas (academic,. civiclsocial attitudes, volunteer behavior. social development).
For sustained learning and organVational impact, Melchior believes service-learning
needs to become part of the educational program as a teaching methodology and not as an
"add-on" program with unsequenced or fiagmented activities. Shumer and Melchior both
acknowledge that research on sustained impacts is difficult since there are very few tb1ly
implemented programs to study that have made it past the five-year mark.
Service-learning advocates maintain that there are benefits for students, schools,
and communities when they work together on service-learning. The areas of potential

student impact are generally presented in the literature as youth personal/social
develop~

civic responsibility, career exploration/aspirations, and academic learning.

•

Melchior (1999) fOund that high school and middle school students who were
engaged in service-leaming were less likely to enaage in 'n.k" behaviors resulting in

arrest or teenage parenting and that students who engaged in quality service-learnioJl
programs reported greater acceptance ofcultural diversity.

•
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WIth respect to civic responsibility, Youniss and Yales (1997) in their study of an
urban Catholic high school found that participants developed more sophisticated
understandings of socio-bistorical contexts, were likely to think about politics and
morality in society, and were likely to consider how to eftect social change. In a research
synthesis ofprior longitudinal studies., Youniss and Yates (1998) note that bigh school
students who participated in service activities are more likely to be engaged in
conununity organj:zation and vote 15 years after their participation than those who did not
participate. Several studies also demonstrate that service-learning helps students acquire
workpJace literacy, career skills, conununication sIdIIs and knowledge of more careers
than non-participants (Billig, 2000b).

The limited nature of research on academic impacts makes it dif6cuh to conclude
that service-learning bas a strong impact on academic achievement. In the 1999 Learn

and Serve evaluation, Melchior found that involvement in service-learning did not
promote a substantial change in overall school performance during the course ofa single
year. However, a 1998 California study K-12 service-learning in California showed that
students in more than half ofthe high quality program schools had a moderate to strong
positive gain on student achievement tests in language arts and/or reading (Billig.. 2000c).
A just compIeted Indiana study (2000) indicates that participating students bad higher
standardized assessment scores on state assessments in grades three and eight in English

and mathematics (Billig, 2000c). The data suggest that service-leaming bas not harmed
students with respect to achievement and bas helped them in other ways not traditionally
supported in schools. As a

resuh.. these student outcomes in multiple areas can be used to

legitimize service-learning as a worthwhile pedagogy and educational program.
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IIf¥IIId ofs..b-LetuwiIw _ ScItt»Is
The areas ofpotential positive impact for service-leamiDg involvement extend
beyond student effects to such organimtional impacts as the teacher-student relatioDlhip,
teachers' collegial relationships, and overall school climate (Billig. 2000b; Wade. 1997).

Ina recent study, Waldstein (1997) studied staJfperc::eptions ofservice-1eamiDg in six
school districts in Iowa, Michigan, and Minnesota. The professional staff interviewed
reported that participation in service-learning projects built greater cohesiveness and
respect among students and teachers.

In his study ofteacher professional communities,

Westheimer (1998) also observed that participation in service-Iearning fostered a
collective professional culture in which teachers wi1Iingly engage in ongoing reflection

and analysis about teaching and learning (1998, pp, 121-126). Finally, Billig (2000a)
cites research by Weiler. LaGoy, Crane and Rovner where educators and students in
schools with strong progrtlJm reported a more positive school climate. TIUs occurred

through a feeling of greater connectedness to the school and through decreased teacher
turnover and increased teacher collegiality.

1"'PflCI ofSnvi«-Lellming Oil COllllllllllities
A review of the service-learning literature reveals that research on community

impacts for K-12 schools has not fully arrived. Nationally, most schools with service
learning programs are still dealing with implementation issues (Billig, 2000a. NCES,
1999). As a result. there are too few programs with the longevity needed to study

sustained COllD11lmity impact over time. Billig (2000a) highlights the following areas of
potential positive community impact: economic (jobs), municipal beautification,
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heaJ:thcare support, safety concerns as wen as inter&ith, intergenerationaL and
intercultural awareness.

Curreot research on schools, fi.unilies, and communities indicate that all three are
interconnected forces that influence student learning. The theory ofoverlapping

influence investigated by Epstein and her colleagues at Johns Hopkins University
conceptualizes the community's impact in service-learning. It demonstrates that
"children's development is influenced simultaneously, not sequentially by the forces of

fiunily,

schoo~

and conmunity" (as cited in Shumer, 1998, p. 19). Shumer understands

this to mean that schooJs cannot be perceived to operate effectively in isolation. He sees

that parents and community members hold positions of important influence over values,
attitudes, and expectations of youth, and their engagement in conmunity a.ffiUrs.

SIIIIUIImIs of QIUIIity
Melchior concludes from the Learn and Serve study that "quality" makes a
di1Ierence for service-learning integration and sustaioability. Practitioners need to ensure
sufficiently intensive activities that are well sequenced, not ftagmented, and tied to the

academic curriculum. The ASLER (1993) definition lists a series ofcomponents for
quality service-learning; other widely used guidelines are included in the documents

Principles of Good Practice for Combining Service and Leamin& (Honnet &= Poulson,

1989) and Essential Elements of Service Leamin& (National Service-Learning
Cooperative, 1998). Figure 2 presents a coomon core of essential components for
quality service-learning programs developed from the literature. Melchior adds that most
quality programs also value the idea ofstudent leadership but vary in actual app1ication.

He believes that maximum benefits are achieved in programs that are student driven with
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Fi&ure 2. Essential Components ofQuality Service-LeamiDg Programs
Component
Preparation

Collaboratioo

Service

Curriculum
Integratioo

Reflection

Assessment

&
Evaluation

Celebration

Elements

Ovaall plan
Stafforieotationlprofcssiooal
development
Scheduling
Transportation
Liability
Within school
School district
School committee
With local community
State department ofeducation
Developing networks
Indirect (not with people or
environment)
Direct (with people and the
environment)
Advocacy (eliminating cause
ofCOIDDIlD1ity problem or
informing public about the
problem)
Academic: intesration with
specific curriculum c:cntent
and alignment with standards.
Civie Res,ponsibilnr. explicit
connectioo with social and
citizenship issues
Career-related: intentional
connection to workplace
skills. career pathways. or job
knowledge
Desqjptive: the concrete
experience and reflective
observation
Causal: abstract
conceptualization and active
"""1.""1 iu..entatioo
Setting goals
ClarifYing expectations
Generating evidence of
student eompetency
Providing feedback using
muJtiole methods
For students
For teachers and staff
For community members
For the service-learning
program

Signific:ance to ... ~ .....
Program leaders,. student-participants and their
community collaborators choose a service project and
develop an overall plan that includes a time line..
responsibilities for all participauts., and desired outcomes
for students., school and commlD1ity.
Collaboratioo can be complex and unpredictable. It flows
from the value of reciprocity that is at the beart of
service-learning_ It can also build and sustain more
Rexible and creative response to other school issues.

Given the diversity and complexity of practice.. service is
variously defined in schools resulting in a diversity of
what is labeled service-learning.

Curriculum initiatives resulting from service-learning can
revitalize the teaching and learning pnx:ess for
participating staff, generate multiple paths for academic
success; empower students; create a non-threatening
venue for changes to be put into practice; and inspire a
professional dialogue about reform in a positive way.

The centrality ofreflection to learning has been found to
bave a positive etJeet on problem-solving. critical
thinking. problem analysis and issue understanding for
students. It aas as a structured opportunity to promote
youth leadership.
Assessment refers to feedback to help students learn and
to monitor how well students are meeting established
standards. Evaluation refers to feedback on program as a
whole. Specific learning that occurs through service calls
for assessment to ensure quality.
Celebration is not only a way to publicize and document
programmatic outcomes. but is also a means to inspire
others to engage in service. Community showcase days
that recognize projects are an example. Designed with the
goals ofthe program in mind. celebration can support
future recruitment and fimding needs.

SowveI: Alliance iIr Senic:eoa...ming in EdllCIdioft RdJnn (1993), BiUis(2OOOa), Eyler
NIItioaaI Scrvico-I..cIIrniDa Cooperative (1991), and Wade (1997).

a Gilea (1999), HOGIleI a Poll... (1919),
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teachers giving leadership around curriculum aod. cultural standards (A Melchior,
personal corrunurrication, March 17, 2(01).

In a national study of 109 different courses and at twenty colleges and

universities.. Eyler and Giles (1999) also concluded that the benefits ofservice-learning
are enhanced in a "high quality" program. Although oriented towards higher education,
their research furthers the discussion of quality in service-learning. They note the
following programmatic elements ofquality:

1. Arranging for service..leaming pJacements in which the students do varied and
important work;

2. Organizing classes in which the course content is closely tied to the service
leamiog experience;

3. Organizing classes so that there is substantial written and oral reflection on the
service-learning experience;

4. Arranging for service-1eamiDg placements where students work with diverse
groups;

5. Arranging for service learning placements in which students do work that is
the community acknowledges as important. (pp. 168-80)

SD11ice-Leamilrg: An Eff«:tive Delivery Syst_for II YtII"ie(v 0/ GtHIIs
To summarize, a broader discussion ofleamiog outcomes bas driven studies on
the impact ofservice-learning. Although research on service..learning offers mixed

findings, studies show that the quality ofprogram implementation matters (Eyler & Giles,
1999; Melchior, 1999). Quality cbaracteristics produce positive Ieaming outcomes in

students, including personal and social deveJop~ civic responsibility, academic

SO
ac~

and career exploration as wen as sustainable prograJm. The growing body

of evidence also points to service-Ieamiog as an etrective delivery system of achieving a
wide range of important school and commumty goals.

As mentioned previously. the "service" component of service-Ieaming is found in
a wide range ofeducational programs. What is unique about service-Ieaming is the
structured reflection that makes con:oectioDS to the classroom curriculum. Reflection is

a method of critical inquiry that promotes a processina of disciplinary knowledge and
experience. aoalys~ and revision ofstudent work. It also engages students in a larger
contextual discussion about the causes, re8pODSibilities, and solutions to community

problems. An important question emerges from impact and effectiveness studies about

the extent to which service and the anchoring oflearning in community experience result

in traditional, academic learning outcomes. Billig, Melchior!> and Shumer agree that
evidenced academic achievement and citizenship outcomes will sustain service-Iearning
programs.

Implementation and Institutionalization ofEducational Chanae

As a case study on the implementation and institutionalization of service-learning,
the school community's readiness, manageme~ and ability to sustain effective change
needs to be coDSidered. Fullan (1991) highl.ights the following &ctors as important in

understanding school change: purpose and passion behind cbaDge, professionalleaming
communities, leadership, focus on teaching and learning, links to external standards, as

well as parent and community engagement. Service-learning literature also otTers a set of
what FuUan (1999) describes as "coherence making strategies'" that help move the change
process from the adoption/initiation phase towards implementation. The successful
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results ofthe process are fOund in improved academic, personal, civic, and career student
1eaming.
U"""""'g EdIlallitHtlll ClllIIIge
Change is a complex process that can be best described as more of a journey than

a blueprint (Stacey, 1996). Bolmanand Deal (1991) suggest thinking ofchange as a four
dimensional process using the following organinrional frames:
1. STRUCTURAL. Organimtions need a sense ofrationality. Structures need
to be in place that can minimize problems and maximize efficiency. Roles,

tasks, and expeetations need to be clearly defined for the organ j7lJtion to run
smoothly and for expected outcomes to be realized.

2. HUMAN RESOURCES. Individual and group needs must be taken into
account in order to motivate towards collective goals and outcomes. Change

causes people to feel sometimes incompetent, needy, and powerless.
Developing new ~ creating opportunities for involvement, and providing
psychological support are essential.
3. POLITICAL. Organizations are comprised ofcoalitions that have the
potential to have conflicting interests and beliefS. This frame also holds that
various powers (positional, coercive, control of rewar~ framing the agenda,

expertise/information, control of symbols) maybe operating explicitly or

implicitly.
4. SYMBOUC. Meanings are constructed out ofordinary events that give shape
to the organization and purpose to work. A sense ofmission is a key element

in understanding and promoting the symbolic flame.

S2
A great deal ofthinking about school improvement and about service...1eaming
implementation in particuJar bas been directed at the structural frame. Toole (2000b)
observes that service-Ieaming raises UDique structural demaaxls on school statt: policies,

procedures, and organimtinnai plans because it involves community partnerships and
field-based learning. Questions oftraosportation, liability, scheduling, and inter-agency
communication require structural answers. Instead oftaking the approach that changes in
school structure will change teacher practice, Toole believes that service·leaming is a
promising practice that will inspire change in school structure. He observes that service·
learning bas been deemed by some advocates as the "Trojan horse ofschool reform" with

block scheduJing, youth leadership, and teachers as coaches as some of the "soldiers" or
outcomes that may jump out (Toole, 2000b, p. 10).
Using an historical perspective to comment on purpose, Cuban observes that
reforms that have lasted have been those that reflect a deep-rooted social concern for
democracy, for equity, or for preparing students to lead fulfiJling aduh lives (O'Neil,
2000). Reforms that have failed have often attempted to change teaching practice
through techniques without being wen understood by teachers at the ground level (Tyak

& Cuban, 1995). Hargreaves and Fink (2000) advise reformers that they must capture the
public imagination and help create a broader external support uthe iDDovations are to
Jive on after the originators' tenure. FuUan (1999) descn*bes this change strategy as

ScIwol CIIIIIII'tl
Research bas shown that schools need to build cultures that support improvement
efforts. Sarason (1996) observed that school and district cuJture need to support the
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desired reform for it to succeed and leaders need to consider what elements of the culture,
policies, and practices will support or impede innovation. Sapbier and King (1985) also

note that changes most likely to succeed are those that will have a positive impact on the
cuItmal norms of the school

In their examination ofschool cultures, FuDan and Hargeaves (1996) point out

four types ofteacher cultures - fiagmented individualism, balkanization, contrived

co1Iegiality, and coDaboration. Gr:immet and Crehan define strong cultures from the
research as "framed around tightly structured professionally oriented beliefs and values.
which constitute the basis for normative action, within an appropriately loose

bureaucratic structure" (1993, p. 64). A strong school culture also sustains collaborative
practices, which lead teachers to raise fundamental questions about the nature ofteacbing
and student 1eaming.
TII~ Illtl!r.Sl!ctioll

ofSlISIlIiIrtlbility. CoIllIbol'tltioll. turd TrllSt

Toole believes that collaboration is of particular importance to sustaining service

1eaming because it invites cross-age teaching and mentoring to happen in the schoo~
something that will occur only ifteacbers are willing to plan and conduct joint work
(2000a., p. 15). However in his analysis ofservice-leaming implementation in seven
elementary and middle schools in seven different American states, Toole found that the

innovation often fostered a balkanized culture where the &culty was divid::d into
different factions. Although schools can be already baIkanized for a variety ofreasons

(e.g. by departments., length of service at the schoo~ &culty attitudes), Toole saw that
service-learning implementation brought new opportunities to create further divisions.

He concludes, '70 the degree a select group of staff enjoyed the new benefits to the
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exclusion of others.. there developed DOt only ditierent fiIctioos but in-groups and out
groups" (Too~ 2000a, p. 28).
The challenges of implementing an innovation have the potential ofmaking
school stafffeel professionally and personally vulnerable. Coupled with the inherent
probleuw of balkanization., these realities higbHgbt the need for educatiooalleaders to

develop "cultures ofempowerment" (Fullan 1997) in order to build the social trust
necessary to sustain colJaborative innovations. Creating this type ofculture calls for

superintendents and principals to empower other instructional leaders to build trust at the
localleveL This happens by providing the social resources to nurture professional
colJaborationas well as opportunities to gain technical competence (Toole, 2000a). The
deeply social character of service-Ieaming requires particular attention to issues ofsocial
trust and different vuJnerabilities present in the school's cuhure.

Research has found that leadership which builds a professional community
centered on teaching and leaming helps cultivate the organizariooal capacity in a school's
cuhure that is needed to sustain positive change (Westheimer, 1998; Newmann &.
Wehlage, 1995). Teachers pursuing a shared purpose for student learning, engaging in
colJaborative activity to achieve that purpose, and taking coJ.lective responsibility
characterize this type ofprofessiooal community. In short., a strong professiooal
community within the teaching staffsharpens the educational focus and enJvmces the
technical and social support teachers need to be successfW. Newmann and Wehlage
outlined the following conditions that support professiooal community: quality school

ss
leadership, hiring mission sensitive sta1t interdependent work structure, providing

teacher leamiDg tiJD:, school autonomy to ~ and teacher autonomy over their work..
Leadership has been shown to be critical to school change initiatives and bas
undergoDC tremendous rethinking in the past decade. Effective leaders are seen more as

faciJitatiDg rather than conunanding change (Toole, 2000&). Louis and Miles (1990)
suggest tbat effective change leaders understand the context ofschool improvement,

evolutionary planning, vision building, resource management, and coping skills.
However, the complexity ofimplementing and sustaining school or district wide change
prevents district and school leaders from successfully doing it alone. Several studies

have found that in addition to teacher leadership, external and internal facilitators play an

and WebJage, 1995; Mi1es" 1983).
SllIdyblg l"".",.,tIIio" of E4IIctJtioIuIJ IIIIIOVtItioII

Moftett's review of implementation studies (2000) found that the presence of a
facilitator contributed to internal capacity building and to a greater sense of personal
mastery, confidence, and ownership in school staff. Louis and Miles (1990) write that a

school-wide change program may also need at least a half-time person as

wen as a

network ofcoordinating roles and groups to be successtW. Further supports may also
include an assigned coordinator, an advisory group, and external and internal appointed
change facilitators.
FulJan (1999) describes what external pressures edueational1eaders might

experience in a climate of reform:
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W'Ith change forces abounding, it is easy to experience over~ fragmentation
and incoherence. In fact, in education this is the more typical state. Policies get
passed independent of each other. Innovations are introduced before previous
ODeS

are adequately implemented; the sheer presence ofproblenm and multiple

unconnected solutions are overwhelming. (Fullan 1999, p. 27)

In order to conftont the incoherence and confusion in the complex circumstances of
change, Fu1Jan (1999) believes that the successful leader will need to work at meaning
making and coherence. These leaders create "mechanisms of integration." Moral

purpose, colDll1UDication., intense interaction. implementation plans, and performance

data all serve the purpose ofcoherence. Fullan notes ftuther that middle managers such
as principals are essential integrators in this process.
Sergiovanni (1995) addresses the nature ofmoralleadersbip that Fullan coneJates

with effecting positive change. The moral leader acts fimdameotally on deeply feh
convictions in addition to particular "strategies for organizational change'" (Bolman &
Deal, 1991). The IIlOralleader takes advantage ofopportunities to promote the core

values of the school community and readily accepts the consequences nhe or she

stumbles. As a result, moralleadersbip builds what Sergiovanoi describes as
"followership.'" FoJlowership creates constituency and consensus amongst situations of

ftagmeotation and resistance that can characterize change. It also involves using and
promoting emotional intelligence (FuIIan, 1999; Goleman, 1998). Leadership with moral
purpose provides the social capital for teachers to develop shared norms and the trust
needed for collaborative work.

•
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Educational change requires ways to anticipate and overcome obstacles to sustain
change over time. However, a review by McChesney and HertIiDg (2000) shows that
most literature on educational reform focuses on implementation issues. These

researchers also found that most studies ofmodel, innovative programs or schools take
snapshots in the early phases and rarely follow change beyond the initial years of
creativity and experimentation. They conclude that sustaining school wide reform past

the initial stage of enthusiasm. is one ofthe biggest problems schools &ceo

In a long-term study of two innovative schools, Hargreaves and Fink (2000) noted
that teachers at one school were quite "exbiJarated" and "excited" about the first seven
years of the innovation. Teachers talked about collaboration with colleagues, lively
intellectual discussions. an active professional development program, and of personal and
professional satisfaction. A little over a decade later, the school found itself
overextended as the result ofpursuing further change. Under the force ofexternal
pressures, the school reverted defensively to conventional structures within which its
innovative nature became lost. Hargreaves and Fink locate both schools' difficulty to .
sustain innovation to the following areas: leadership succession, staff recruitment and
retention, size, district and policy cont~ and community support. Schaffer, Nesselrodt,
and Stringfield also include lack of fimding as destabilizing issue and an area that leads to
&iled implementation ofa design (as cited in McChesney & Hertling, 2000).

FuDan (1999) believes that effective change efforts need to be examined in terms
ofcorresponding theories ofeducation. Strategies that are developed to guide and
support implementation need to be done in light of tile pedagogical assumptions and
associated components essential to the model As an innovation, service-learning
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challeuges prevailing understandings ofthe leamiog aDd organimtional "grammar" that
have been associated with traditional American schoo1iDg (Toole, 2000b). Toole·s

analysis of the research suggests that the closer an innovation gets to the core ofteaching
and departs from ordinary practice, the less likely it is to produce large scale change. He

uses the grammar metaphor to illuminate what some see as a schoors built-in resistance
to ehaDge and to point out the inherent leamiog and organizational challenges that come

with implementing service-learning.
The implementation ofservice-learning can become a eatalyst for school staff to
seriously examine school reform. Berman (2000) finds that program and curriculum

initiatives resulting from service-learning promote professional dialogues around reform
goals ofenhancing teaching, learning, curriculum integration, and school/community
partnerships. Berman also found that service-learning is also an opportunity to engage
parents and the eommunity with students and staff in developing a systemwide shared
vision. As a construetivist strategy, it gives a context to reform-based structural and
organizational change (Hornbeck, 2000). Cortes (1996) places structured opportunities
for community engagement as the eentral force behind sustained reform efforts.
Anderson and Witmer (1997) believe that it is precisely serviee-leamiog's helpful
connection to school restructuring that is key to its suecessful implementation. Utilizing

both struetural and leadership frames, they also outline three basic organizational

concerns during the initiation phase of program development: <a) diseeming the school's
readiness for serviee-learniog; (b) conceptualizing the types ofprograms possible; (c)

setting up management procedures to ensure eootinued success <1997, p. 241). Figure 3
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presents a more extensive review from the literature of the supports and challenges to
comider during the initiation phase.
Fi,aure 3. The Initiation Stage ofService-Leaming Program Development
Systemic
Approach
Readiness
Assessment

Conceptualizing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Management

CbaIIenges

Leadership tasks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessing relevant knowledge:
history ofschool and community;
assumptions ofstakeholders.
Existing resources and needs.
Gaining support of stakeholders IUId
decisionmakers.
Assess existing community
partnerships and history.
Survey existing service projects.

Academic integrity
Mandatory volunteer work
Cost and staffing
Age appropriateness
A vaiJable placements.
Transportation
Space
Politicization

Identify appropriate purpose
(school, goals, improvement pl~
mission)
Identify appropriate approach
(mandatory or voluntary)
IdentifY appropriate frameworks
(curricular, co-curricular,
extracurricular)
Identify appropriate conditions
(service-learning office/coordinator,
advisory board)
Identify missions ofcommunity
agencies that have a "gc.xxl fit" with
school goals

Staffavailability
Space availability
Class size
Organizational conditions
(schedules and resources)
Accountability
Communication and
transportation planning

Documentation
Curriculum integration
Funding (internal and external)
Showcase and celebration
Contlict resolution/confidentiality
Networking
Community partnerships
Centralizing resources
Representation on agency advisory
boards
School advisory councils
Sources: Bender and Brown (1996); Witmer and Anderson (1997);

.

Controversial placements
Loss of funds
Perception as additional work
to teachers
Agency-specific concerns

.

Wnght (1997) .
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Stu4y;"gI~

A review ofimplementation studies involving service-learning reveals limited
research in the an:a ofinstitutionali23tion. Research on program institutionalization is
scarce since most studies ofeduc.ational innovations frequently concentrate on front-end
issues of program design aud implementation (Leviso~ 1994). From its inception in
1994 until 2001, a peer-review journal and a significant outlet tor service-learning
research called the Micgan JOUI'PAI of CoD1lDlm itY Service Learning has printed five
notable articles concerning program institutionalimtion (Holland, 1997; Reardo~ 1997;
Ward, 1996; Hudson" Trudeau 1995; ZIolkowski, 1995). All of these examined
institutionalization within higher education. In a review ofdissertations within the U.S.
from 1990 until January 1999. Shumer (l999b) found that 110 studies bad been
completed on service and related topics with only two concerning program
implementation and none examining K-12 iDstitutionalimtion.
Definitions ofinstitutionaJization appear to be researcher-specific. Miles (as cited
in Leviso~ 1994, p. 10) asserts that programs are institutionaJjzed when they become
"built-in" to the life of the school, into the organizational routine. Meyer and Rowan (as
cited in Leviso~ 1994, p. 10) also state:
...institutionalization involves the processes by which social processes,
obligations, or activities come to take on a rule-like status in social thought and
action.
Louis aud Miles suggest that programs should be "embedded within a variety of

leadership levels" in order to be institutionalized. They believe scboolleaders should
"buy into" innovation and possess a high level ofownership (as cited in Levison, 1994, p.
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10). Y~ UDderstandiDg institutioDlti7llrion may not be an entirely rational endeavor.

UsiDg a symbolic heuristic trame, Ritti and Silver argue that "myth-buikting" is one
strategy employed by organizations to give innovative programs legitimacy inside and
outside the organization. They claim that myths can sustain perceptions that serve to

influence the allocation of resources, the life·blood for all programs (as cited in Levison,
19949 p. 11).

In his research on colDlJlUDity service in independent schools, Levison found the

link between implementation and institutionalization particularly important. Louis
argues, "Conceptually, we need to understand the entire process ofadoption, design,
implementation as a whole rather than treating institutionalization as separate" (as cited
in Levison, 1994, p.IO). Levison adds that actions taken to ensure smooth
implementation might cause resentment and not always promote institutionalization (e.g.
participation by mandate, giving programs special privilege).

Berman advocates that for broad-based implementation and institutionalization to
occur in public schools, service-learning needs to be understood as more thanjust an add
on activity or as the "private interest ofone teacher or a group ofteachers" (Berman.
2000, p. 21). He believes the cballenge is to think of it as a model of teaching and
accordingly as a strategy for educational reform.
A summary offindings from higher education supports Berman's organizational
indicators. Holland (1997) illustrates a positive relationship between mission and
institutional efforts that can assist institutionalization. Drawing upon data from five case

studies, Ward (1997) found that filcuhy participation in curricular integration of service,
administrative support of a public service mission, and fimding of service-leaming offices
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are iDstrumenta1 to institutionaWation. ZIolkowski (l99S) connects sustained
commitment to strategies and definitions that are appropriate to institutional context. He
asserts that ifservice is to be performed with quality and be sustained, practitioners must
come to accept that the fonn and degree ofinstitutional expression ofcommitment to
service will be variable across and within institutions.

SIISIiIbuJIJiIit IIIId Positive lhIIetmtes II'rfItIIw II vlll'iety ofMedilltillg FlICtors
The review of the literature involviDg the implementation and institutionalizing of

educational cbange points to the depth, supports, and breadth needed to sustain serv:ice
Ieaming as long-lasting innovation. It begins to

identifY the possible connections

between service-Ieamiog as a systemic reform strategy and its institutionalization into
school culture. This area oftbe review also focuses on the key indicators that evidence
service-Ieamiog institutionalization as well as sources of resistance and cballenge.

Almost decade ago Conrad and Hedin questioned how service-learning could coexist
with the forces of standards-based reform. They wrote:
Only time will teU whether the current interest among politicians and educators in
strengthening the service ethic ofour nation's youth will be sustained or whether

new priorities of the same old pressures for higher test scores and improved basic
skills will keep youth service on the fringes of the political and educational

agenda. (Conrad & Hedin, 1991, p. 744)
Now, implementation studies ask practitioners to consider not just how service-learning

can become incorporated into standards driven syst~ but how systems can be
transformed by service-Ieamiog to support a the wider dimensions of learning. In any
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event, the literature point to variety ofmediating &ctors influencing the sustainabi1it:y and
positive outcomes of service-learning.

Research MethodoloP;S
In order to explore the study's research questions, a case study methodology was
used as a way ofgathering in-depth descriptions of the environmental, organizational,
and individual f8ctors and processes involved with service-Ieamiog implementation and
institutionalizati9n. Schools are not monolithic. They need to be studied not as an

. elaborate machine but as an unfolding drama or story that leads to "discovery learning"
(Stake, 1994). Inquiries into a school's workings and behavior need to use
methodologies that respect its many dimensions (Westheimer, 1998). Accordingly, the
theoretical foUDdation and the nature of the research questions of this study make the use
ofqualitative inquiry significant. The qualitative researcher emphasizes "episodes of
nuance, the sequentiality ofbappenings i!l context, (and) the wholeness of the individual"
(Stake, 1995, p. 60) in order to develop practical knowledge that is used to understand
and interpret the world.
BlICllgrolUld ID CtIse SIllily Rt!S«ll'CII

Qualitative approaches to inquiry represent a community oftraditions. Three
most commonly found in the literature are ethnographies as well as phenomenological
and case studies. Rossman and Rallis (1998) understand the goal ofcase studies as
"seeking to understand a larger phenomenon through the intensive study ofone specific
instance" (1998, p.68). This instance can be an event, process, organization, group or

individual. Rossman and Rallis write:
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Case studies are particularly useful for their rich description and heuristic value.
Description illustrates the complexities of a situatio~ depicts how the passage of
time bas shaped ~ provides vivid nmerial, and presents difIering
perspectives or opinions. By providing detail and complexity, case studies
illuminate the reader's understanding ofthe setting or event, thereby extending
comprehension ofsome complex set ofevents or circumstances. (1998, p. 71)

"Case studies typically rely on a variety oftecbniques for data gathering that
conducted over a period of time. Although they are often associated with just qualitative
methods, case studies can be methodologically diverse (Rossman and Rallis, 1998;
Jaegar, 1997; Stake, 1995). They may rely on questionnaires and surveys in addition to

interviewing, observing, and reviewing documents.

Trad..~nal case

studies describe the

key actions and processes in the case and explain reasons for their occurrence. More

critical case studies are grounded in a critique ofsocial structures and patterns. These
assume theoretically that "oppression and domination characterize a setting and that the
research seeks to uncover how patterns and actions perpetuate the status quo" (Rossman

& Rallis, 1998, p. 71). A growing body offeminist research since the 1970's has greatly
contributed to this postmodern hermeneutic (Oleso~ 1994).
Case study research also involves an intense interest into personal views and
circumstances. Ethical considerations discussed by Punch (1994) remind the researcher
that those whose lives and expressions are portrayed. risk a degree of exposure and
potential embarrassment. This concern was especially important to remember during
interviews in this study that asked school personnel to provide personal comment and

6S
critique about a higbly visible aad publicly respected program. Stake summarizes
Punch's concerns by offering the following guidelines:
Qualitative researchers are guests in the private spaces of the world...Issues of

observation aDd reportage sboukl be discussed in advance. Limits of accessJ.bi1it.y
sboukl be suggested and agreements heeded. It is important but not sufficient for
targeted persons to receive drafts ofhow they are presented, quoted. or

interpreted. aDd for the researcher to listen well for cries ofconcern. It is
imperative that great caution be exercised to minimize risks. (Stake. 1994. p. 244)
The case study design also carries with it certain limitations. To what extent can

the findings be generalized to other cases? Do the understandings at the site provide
insights that have external validity? UnJike quantitative survey research aDd statistical

procedures that can provide highly generalizable findings, case studies promise no causal

links (Westheimer. 1998; Stake, 1995). Maxwell (1992) argues that qualitative studies
are not designed to make wider generalizations, but to develop theories that can be used
to "make sense" ofsimilar persons or situations. In Maxwell's view, it is not poSSIble for

.

a case study to descnbe with certainty causal links between certain supports and a high
degree ofinstitutionalization at other sites.
According to Merriam (1998), case studies may contribute to broad
conceptualizations by providing a "highly contextualized understanding ofcomplex
interactions of environmentaL organizational.. and individual variables and processes at a
particular site" (Westheimer, 1988, p. 28). Case study methodology can surface etfective

individual aad organimtional characteristics as well as provide rich data to develop

theoretical constructs. Meaningful variables can also be produced and compared to
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prevailing theories. It is important to note that findings from this study using case study
methodology may not necessarily provide the reader with a road map for building
sustainable programs at other school sites. However, the findings should help build
theory and language around service-leamiog that offer a meaningful framework: to help
talk about institutionali?ation across programs.

Sd«tiIIg

.llt!s«JI'c" PIII'tIIIipI for Service-Le"";"g

Billig (2000a) considers the current state of service-leaming research as "messy"
because of blurry definitions and a Jack of cited theoretical approaches from which to

understand school programs. In f8ct, there is disagreement among proponents about the
validity ofresearch methods.

Bringle and Hatcher (2000) believe that the quantitative research that collects data
using scientific, theory-based methods, and multiple-item measures is the most

persuasive way approach to establish the service..leaming's value. Billig also advocates
technical methods using mathematical modeling and control groups. However, Shumer
(2oooa) questions the adequacy ofsuch approaches to study the unique area of service
learning.

Given its character as a "value-Jaden, dynamic, change oriented, and often
idiosyncratic phenomenon," Shumer characterizes positivist, quantitative approaches as

minimalist. He believes they miss the "issues ofcontext. values, change, and personal

understandiDg" as wen as broader notions oflearning that are inherent in service-learning
practice (2000a, p. 81). Shumer selects a qualitative paradigm for research that tells the
story ofservice-leamiog in a particular context and focuses on the details of the people
involved and the process as the most valid approach. He believes this is best achieved
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through in-depth case studies and long-term qualitative studies that dOCUlDCDt the effi:cts
over time that service-1eamiDg has on iDdividuals.. communities. or institutions (2000&, p.

80). Accordingly, it is the beliefofthis :researcher that 1eaming from the broad narrative
through multiple data perspectives will best answer the research questions guiding this
study.

A DiIIIl!ctic A.pprotIcII for ll~ DiscIlSSiolt
A case study that has a theoretical grounding for research and uses qualitative

methods (e.g. interviews, site-observations, document review) to

identitY relative

constructs and map conceptual domains is a way to respect current concerns in service..

learning research (Bringle &, Hatcher, 2000, p. 74). A dialectic approach allows for
naturalistic descriptions, provides the reader with a unique service-leaming story, and
also allows for developing or revising theoretical frameworks based on the data. The
present climate of service-leaming research caDs for case studies that are carefully
designed. They need to be more than just program evaluations and also adhere to a sense
ofrigor in order to assure validity. Whatever the approach, the proponents of service
learning research do agree that future studies need to establish for researchers.,
practitioners., and funding SOW'CCS what service..learning can and cannot do effectively

over the long-term. The next chapter gives a more in-depth presentation of the research

design chosen for this study.
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Cbapterill
Design of the Study

The purpose of this case study is to identify key metors and processes in the
internal and external school community that have sustained the CSL program at Newman

High School The degree of institutionalization present at this site is the unit of analysis.
Chapter one presented the research-based indicators of institutiomlization that appear to

influence the process and in some cases signify when institutionalization bas occurred.
The study also explores the interaction between systemic variables in order to build

theory about this program's sustainability.
The study tells the story of the development of service-learning from the

perspective of program institutionalization. It does this by focusing on the details of the

key events, people and processes involved in the implementation. I was aware in the
writing process ofmy own research story of building social trust and gaining access to
the school's deeper culture.

The research was guided by qualitative methods as defined by Merriam (1998),
Stake (1995), and Miles and Huberman (1984). The approach consisted of structured and
semi-structured interviews, on-site observations, and analyzing objective data sources
(arti13cts, documents, reports). A structured survey of the high school filcuhy and

questionnaire for curriculum coordinators was also used. A broad narrative was created
from the perspective of these data sources. These muhiple methods also allowed the
research questions to be considered from different sources and for the data to be
triangulated to minimize bias and error (Jaegar, 1997). This chapter descn"bes in greater
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detail this study's design, the research methods that were employ~ and methods of
analysis oftile data collected.

This study is a case study based on multiple sources of data. When the goal of
research is to explain processes and interpret contexts of complex actio~ Merriam
(1998) hokts that case study methods are most effective. Case studies seek to understand

a larger phenomenon through the close examination of a specific case and therefore focus
on the particular (Rossman & Rallis, 1998, p.70). As a prominent service-teaming
researcher, Billig (2000a) argues that more and better qualitative research is needed to
provide deeper understandings and texture to our knowledge ofhow service-learning
produces its outcomes. She notes that most of the studies in the field are simply program
evaluations and descriptions ofbest practice and subsequently calls for more multiple

methods research.
With its ~ationa1-Leader" status and program longevity, this site is unique. A
case study methodology using the ethnographic techniques ofinterviewing, observing,

and. analyzing documents illuminated the complexities and dynamics at work in this
situation. However, Stake (I99S) notes that case study research is not sampling research.
He argues that we do not study a case primarily to understand other cases. Here, case
study methodology was used to create a broad conceptualization of sustainability in order
to identitY features that may be explored in other settings. The study took place in two

parts (see Figure 4).
Key components oftile research design drew from the theory-based model
suggested Bringle and Hatcher (2000). This included having a conceptual research
t"iamework situated in theory. ftaming data into constructs, developing theories that
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articulate the relationships between co~ and deductively traDsJating constructs into
memringfid variables that could be used to evaluate theory.

fi&ure 4.
Research
Question

Part I

Part II

Design of Study
What are the sustaining factors and processes of service-learning at this
National-Leader school?
Focus
Data Collection
Data Analysis
Procedures
Procedures
-Documents/artifacts
-Program
-Written review
-Field notes
framework&'
-Cbartsltables
-Observation
characteristics
-Narrative text
-Informal interviews
-Institutionalization
-Semi-structured &.
-Analytic memo
scenario/paths
informal interviews
-Content analysis
-Descriptive statistics
-Structured survey of
-Sustainability
-Chronology
teacher population
themeslfactors
-Causal network

Population and Samp1ina
Primary consideration for selection ofthis site was the longevity and widespread
use of service-leaming across academic disciplines. The formal initiation ofservice-

learning began in September 1992. During the 1997-1998 Accreditation Review~ the
Visiting Committee reported that the school staff recognized the Community Service

Learning Program as being "outstanding...one ofthe top ten strengths of the school"
The Committee specifically colJlJDClld.ed the service-learning program in its final report.
The primary population for the study included the 98 professional staff members

at the high school and the two administrators in the Central Office. Ninety-five members
of the high school popuJation were teachers, instructional support statt: counselors,
curriculum coordinators, and CSL stafE The remaining three were the schoors

administrators.
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The samples chosen for structured or semi-structured interviews from this
population were purposive. They included those adults who bad either participated in a

service-leaming activity~ bad demonstrated public support, or those who bad the longest
institutional memory ofthe program. Two colDlDUlJity stakeholders were also
interviewed to identify external factors and conditions. All interview participants
sampled were either identified through conversations with the CSL director, district CSL
consultant, the superintende~ or spoke to me on their own initiative during a site visit.
Table 1 is an overview ofthe study~s interviews.
Table 1.
Structured and Semi-Structured Interviews

Position

Number interviewed
School Site Interviews

BuDding principal

1

Assistant principal
Curriculum Coordinator
CSL Director
CSL district consultant
CSL staff assistant
High school teacher
CSL internship coordinator
The retired community service advisor
(present resource room instructor)

1
2
1
1
1
6
1
1

Subtotal = IS
Other Interviews
The Superintendent ofSchools

1

Assistant superintendent
School committee member/parent
Council on Aging Director

1
1
1
Subtotal=4
Total number ofinterviews = 19
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The following souree questions (Waldst~ 1997) guided. the structured

interviews. The data from these questions helped. construct the story ofCSL as it played
out during its implementation:

1. Let's assume I know nothing about community service learning. How would
you explain:
a

The concept ofcommunity service leaming in your own words?

b. How CSL has been developed at Newman High School?

c. Why do you tbink it is useful
d. How do you tbink it may be improved?
2. What have students learned from CSL activities?
3. How do you compare CSL with other types of learning?

4. What is it that you want told about your CSL experience?
5. What do you think of the concept ofmandatory service?

6.

How bas it been integrated into academic studies?

In addition to the interviews, sampling also involved a structured survey of the

teacher population on the perceived benefits ofservice-1eamiDg and implementation
issues. The survey was anonymous and bad a sample size of33 (N=93). The CSL

director and program consultant were not surveyed. The results of the survey,
triaDguIated with other data sources., helped highlight IDf'JIningful variables related to

institutiona1jmtion and narrowed down integral &ctors that contributed to sustainability.

Curriculum coordinators also filled out an open-ended questionnaire during a
regular meeting. They were asked, "How is community service learning being used in

your department or area'!' Formal permission to recruit on-site participants for this study
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was obtaiDf'4 from the school's principal The survey iostrument, and consent forms are
presented in the appendices to this study.
Certain participants were key actors involved in the story of planning and
implementation ofCSL at Newman High School To get a true sense ofthe operative
f8ctors involved in this process, the following questions were used in these interviews.

These questions are based on the work of Louis and Miles (1990) concerning high school
innovation:
PIaMing

1. What was the initial rationale to implement CSL? What was the initial
process like? Who was involved? Where was the push from (internal or
external)?
2. What were the problems during the planning process?

3. Descnbe key events in the fimding cycle since the program's 1992
initiation?

4. What was the time period for initial planning?
Implementation
1. What positive early outcomes were communk:ated? When? By whom?
2. Was there another outside program or school that was used as a model?
3. Was there a national definition of service-learning replicated and made the
centerpiece of the school's CSL efforts? (Ifyes, is this the operative
definition at work now?)
4. In its early stages, what projects were visible and to whom? What
approach was used. ifthere was visibility?
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S. Was there a program evaluation done? When? What early evaluation was
released to the public?

6. What were some of the early setbacks? How were they handled?
Follow-up interviews were an important component of this study and were
ongoing with the CSL director, consultant, and the superintendent. These target

participants helped me re.tlect on my interpretations of the data and gave me deeper
understanding about key variables and their relationship to institutionali7at:jon. Resuhs

from the survey were also used as a source ofdiscussion in the follow-up interviews.

Data from the "follow-ups" helped isolate key pieces of data reJating specifically to the
program's overall development and f8ctors related to its sustainability. This dialectic
approach follows Shumer's suggestion for quality service-learning research. He believes
that the most promising research approach for service-learning is "a dialectic process that
engages researchers in ongoing discussion and formulation ofdesigns and strategies (that
embodies) the same principles ofservice-leaming programs themselves" (2000a, p. 81).

With all the interview participants, I explained the purpose ofthe study, the
methods to be used, and respondents' rights. This study only includes interview

participants who gave their voluntary and written consent. I informed those who were
interviewed several times that they could withdraw their consent at any time in
accordance with the written consent fonm included in Appendix D. Subjects' identities
were kept anonymous and confidentiaL At the 1ocallevel, I took into aa:ount that some

participants may still be identifiable by their peers. The issues and limitations of
reportage were discussed with these participants in advance and this researcher was

sensitive to their concerns.
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ColJection of Data
Ten site visits were conducted over a year's time (June 2000 to May 200t) that
included the individual int~ survey instruments, as well as limited observations of
the high school aDd its protessiona1life. Preliminary ObservatioDS of the district's annual

service-learning "Marketplace Day" were done from 1998-2001. Teachers, students, aDd
commuoity members share program models and retlect on their integration ofservice aDd
learning at this annual public event.
During the formal phase of this study, on-site observations included meetings of
the CSL staft a balf-day workshop involving students, teachers and community agencies
involved in the 6'CSL Internship Program," a district professional day on CSL, and a
meeting ofcommunity stakeholders involved in the '6Youth Coalition." Collecting

unobtrusive data such as physical evidence of the service-1eamiDg program (office space
and location,. visibility on bulletin boards,. prominence of awards and citations) was also
part of the on-site ObservatioDS.
Documents were also used as a data source to give a contextualized scenario of
institutionalization. These included local aDd state program evaluations, grant
applications, service program brochures, service project descriptions, the teaching
co~

the school catalog, internal memoranda, school press releases, and newspaper

articles. Artif8cts distributed at Marketplace Days were also included in this data source.

As part ofthe data analysis process, detailed chronologies ofprogram development and
descriptions of service activities were reviewed with CSL personnel

There were DO formal student interviews in this study. Data from students
concerning their service-learning projects and experiences were collected from school
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press releases, local newspaper articles nom 1999-2001, and iDfonnation available to the
public at the annual Marketplace Day. This data was used to gain some sense oftbe

character aDd orientation ofservice in school-based activities.
CSL is part of the regular operating budget of the building and the district. As a
result, it was necessary to collect administrative data from the Central Office about the

funding cycles aDd sources that have may have iDfIuenced sustajnability. In addition, this
site and the school system as a whole began to infuse CSL into the academic curricula in
1992. The adoption and implementation of the program also parallels the implementation
of this New England state's Educational Reform Act aDd its assessment exams.
Therefore, it was important to gather Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAn scores and state

assessment exam resuhs from the Guidance Department in order to examine any
correlation with the development ofCSL over the past nine years and academic impacts.
Methods ofnata Analysis
Formative data analysis took place throughout the data collection process. Miles
and Huberman (1994) suggest that analysis start early in the data gathering process and
that it be recursive. They argue that early analysis helps the researcher cycle back and
forth between thinking about existing data and generating strategies for collecting better

data. They bold that this approach can be a healthy corrective for any blind spots in the
study (1994, p. SO). Accordingly, memos were written during data collection and
emerging themes were given as titles to these memos. The memos and their titles
allowed me to examine aDd refine in greater detail suspected patterns nom the data. As I
proceeded in data col1ection, significant observations or expJanations led to new memo
categories and titles.
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When a critical mass of data was compiled, a:oa1ysis involved transcribing
observations and interviews. The transcriptions were read and descriptive codes were
applied. The qualitative analysis software HyperRESEARCI£I'M was then used to "code"
or assign more categorical units ofmeaning to the qualitative data compiled during the
study. Categories were then collapsed into overall patterns or themes keeping in mind
the research questions driving this study. Document and artifiIct data were coded by band
rather than electronicaJly, but followed a similar analytical process.

According to Toole (2000a), implementation is one of the best examples of
multi-tasking. He observes that educators wanting to innovate inevitably face a wide and
divergent set ofissues. In order to capture significant patterns in the implementation of
service-Iearniog, study ofthe codes relied heavily on Bolman and Deal's (1991)
organizational ftame analysis. Bohnan and Deal's approach emphasizes using multiple

frames to generate multiple perspectives on a single organizational phenomenon. They

also suggest studying the interrelationships between :frames.
As major patterns were identified from the data, "member checking" (Rossman
and Rallis, 1998) was then done with the CSL director and district consultant to ensure
validity. My thematic interpretations were shared and tested with them before integrating

data into an explanatory fi'amework. The operative code list for this study is presented in
AppendixB.
For summative purpo~ I used the Shumer Self-Assessment for Service
Learning (Shumer, 2000b) as a method oforganizing the codes and analyzing the large
amount ofinterview data. This instrument was tested for three years with service
Iearniog practitioners in eight states. It is designed as a self-reflective system for
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professionals in the service-leamiDg and experiential fields to summarize the many meets
ofan implemented program. The instrument's 23 statements are organized in five
sectiom recommended by practitioners and researcbers. It also aided me in exposing the
broad Dlll'l'Btive ofthe overaJl case, as well presentiDg the context of the program and its

distinctive features. The full instrument is included in Appendix E. The five sections of
the instrument include:

1. CULTURE and CONTEXT: The social and personal climate, as well as the
larger setting, in which service-learning is planned and implemented.

2. PI-DLOSOPHY and PURPOSE: The ideas, reasons, intentions, and rationale
that guide the service-leamiDg program.
3. POLICY and PARAMETERS: Formal. organizational elements that define

service-learning through administrative policies and support, state and district
mandates, board ofeducation policies, school structures, etc.
4. PRACTICE and PEDAGOGY: What teachers, students, community partners,

and administrators do to implement service-learning.

S. ASSESSMENT and ACCOUNTABll..ITY: Evidence that the service-learning
initiative is meeting its goals and the processes and results that are being reported.

Format for Reporting the Data
A format of charts, tables, and D8lT8tive text is used to frame collected data in

order to draw conclusions about sustainability. In addition. descriptive statistical tables
present the survey data.

An event-listing matrix is used to present the program's chronology and
highlight key events of a 9-year period related to the story of implementation and
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institutionalization ofservice-learning. Eveats that proved barometric to the growth of

the program are highlighted. In order to establish an event-listing, coded data were
consulted. Miles and Hubennan (1994) suggest that this tiamework is a helpfUl step in
understanding the causal dynamics of a particular case.
A causal network display is also used to present variables related to
iDstitutionaJizarion. It gives readers ofthis study an opportunity to make theoretical
generalizations from the research about sustainability. The conceptua1i7ation underlying
this format is drawn fi'om Miles (1983) and his work on institutionalization.

In order to analyze the character and purpose of actual CSL activities, the Kahne
and Westbeimer (1996) ideological ftamework presented in chapter two is used. Based
on the data, departmental initiatives and student community service activities are
categorized as activities with either a charity or change orientation across moral, political

and intellectual domains. The CSL ctirector worked with me in reviewing and revising
activity descriptions and in the categorization process of each specific CSL activity.

Framework for Discussion ofFindinas
It is not the intent ofthis study to generalize about sustainability in other service

learning programs. Service programs exist in all kinds ofsettings and for a variety of
purposes (Kendall &. Associates, 1990). The goal was to expose the narrative of
implementation. conceptualize the paths to institutiomtlization. and highlight the

corresponding SUPPOrts.. conditions, and processes. The findings in the next chapter
provide some understanding of the organi7Jltional factors, areas ofcommitment, and
dynamics ofconditions that are related to sustainability. The event chronology and
causal network display located at the end ofchapter four are specifically designed to give
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these areas greater definition as well as point out the barometric events and. supporting
conditions that influenced sustaiDability.

The multiple methods approach to gathering data here can help other sites develop
more specific descriptors and. indicators of service-learning activities that lead to
propammatic institutionalization. The findings in chapter four and. discussionlanalysis in
chapter five point to the key factors that sustained CSL and promoted it as a "way of life"
at Newman High School The resulting schemes provide deep principles and language to

aid in the discussion of sustainabiJity across programs and work against the '1iuit salad"
(Billig,. 2000a) phenomenon ofcurrent service-leaming research.
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CbapterIV
Findings
This case study examines the sustaining fBctors ofa twly implemented and

natioDBlly recognized high school service-learning program. This chapter will expose the
broad narrative from the perspective offour data sources: observatio~ documents and

artif8cts, interviews, and a faculty swvey. Chapter five will organize the analysis ofthe
data under each ofthe study's research questions. Data were coded and the themes that

emerged from the coding relevant to sustainability are presented as sub-headings in each
division of the chapter. A complete list ofthe codes employed is found in Appendix B.

Because service-Ieaming is about context, about values, and involves change.
Shumer (2000a) believes that service-learning researeh should be reported in a way that
captures these dimensions ofhuman interaction. Accordingly, Shumer holds that

"learning from the story" ofa particular site is a highly appropriate research paradigm for
service-learning. He states:

While adhering to a sense of rigor that will ensure validity, we need to be
able to tell, in detail. the story of service-learning as it plays out in the
lives ofstudents. community sponsors, administrators, mculty and other
notable contributors to the process. If we assume that service-learning is

context-driven. and idiosyneratic to the student, site, and the program, then
we need data and analysis that focuses on people and the process.

(Shumer, 2000&. p. 79)
Given Shumer's perspective on quality service-1eaming research, this chapter is

presented as more ofa narrative. Chapter five contains a focused analysis ofthe
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suppo~ obstacles, and strategies that were present in the implementation process and an

examination of the degree ofinstitutionalization that has also occurred. The major
divisions of the chapter are as follows:

1. Introduction to the Case. This section presents a briefbistory of the program and
highlights barometric events.

2. Structure ofthe Program. The basic components and scope ofCSL are outlined.
3. Observations. Findings ftom this data source begin to sur&ce f3ctors of
sustainability and evidence ofinstitutionalization. The subdivisions report findings
with respect to the centrality ofCSL in school and system cultures, the highly

individuatized user assistance that promotes CSL as a pedagogy, and the community
acceptance ofCSL rooted in its wide market appeaL This section concludes with a

summary ofobservation findings.

4. Document and Artifact Review. This division ofthe chapter contains subdivisions
which report findings with respect to the external network colJaboration and mini
grant process as supports for user effort, how the foundation grant allows early

supports for strong program/user fit, examples and sources ofsystem level support
for CSL, and how program leadership widens CSL purpose and orientation. This
section concludes with a summary offindjngs from this data source.

S. Interviews. This division is organized into five subdivisions. Each subdivision
reports findings related to sustainability gleaned from the interviews. It concludes
with an overall summary ofinterview findings:
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a.

Culture and Context. Findings considered from this pelspective are the high
cultural readines.~ for CSL. and student impact as it relates to community
development.

b.

Philosophy and Purpose. Curriculum connections that include CSL as
pedagogy are reported as sustainability factors.

c. Organizational Elements. Central administrative commitment and pressure
builds system support for CSL. Also scheduling, time and additional state

requirements are considered as threats to sustainability.

d. Components ofPractice. The implementation ofCSL as pedagogy bas high
student impact and contributes to buildiog support. In addition, program
1eadersbip uses multiple approaches to implement and sustain CSL.

e. Notable Outcomes. Community development as an outcome fosters multiple
areas ofprogram support.

f. Key Events and Implementation Strategies.

Culture building, student

leadership, and high program visibility support fiscal program adoption.

Also, system level support and program sequencing sustains CSL at the high
schooL

6. Survey and Questionnaire. Subdivisions in this part of the chapter are organized
sequentially according to the questions asked respondents. The subdivisions present

survey findings as they reJate to each question and report themes connected to
snstainahility that emerged. This section concludes with a descriptive summary of

group statistics for each survey question.
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7. Summmy and Displays ofOverall Findings. Overall findings from this chapter are
summarized and presented in both chronological and causal network displays.
These figures illustrate the story ofimplementation and higblight the program"s
sustaining filctors.

Introduction to the Case
As mentioned earlier in this study.. this particular site was chosen because of the

longevity ofits program, its accessibility.. and its recognition as a "National Service

Learning Leader School" for the fUll implementation ofservice-learning. It was also
chosen because of the willingness of the school superintendent, the principal.. the CSL
director and the district's CSL consultant to share data about the program
My colJDedion to the site was developed through a three-year learning
relationship with the program as an interested observer and fellow practitioner. This
professional relationship helped negotiate my entry into this cuhure before I began my
formal research. I brought a set ofprevious service roles and commitments to the field
relations of this study. This invoked a relationship ofcommon interest and collegial
respect about service-learning with respondents who were supporters of the program.

Throughout the study.. data collection and review were a collaborative effort
between the CSL director, the CSL consultant, and myself The emerging findings were

the focus ofongoing personal and electronic conversations between us during the six
months of the study. These conversations not only enriched the direction of this study,

but also provided insights for fiu1her improvement of the program and for our collective
growth as service-leaming practitioners.
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The school is a suburban, public high school located in a metropolitan area in
New England. It includes grades 9 through 12 and bas a preschool operating in the

building. For the purpose of this studylt it is referred to as Newman Hi&h SchooL
According to the principal, there are 1030 students enrolled with a staff of98. This
includes 95 professional staff members, one building principal, and two assistant

principals. The high school population is 89."''' white, 0.4% limited English proficient,

and bas 95% oftbe graduates attending college. The annual dropout rate is 0.3%.
Newman High School scores on the State's comprehensive assessment exam have been
consistently strong from 1998 to 2001 and have remained within the top 100/0 scoring
high schools in the State during this time period.

Newman High School is located in a growing subw'ban town of 16,000. The
number ofresidents with children in the system bas increased from 200" to 300" over the
past ten years. The 2000 Census reported that married couples occupy 75% ofthe town~s

households with 41 % oftbese households occupied by married couples with children
under 18. This is well above the state average of 4~Aa and 22 % respectively. The
number ofhouseholds in the town with children under 18 bas increased 18% since 1990.
Outpacing the statewide average, the median age of the town bas increased from 36'.1 in

1990 to 39.9 in 2000. The state average increased from 33.6 to 36.5 during the same time
period. According to the superintendent, the town is known in the outer subw'bs to be
"fiunily-friendly" and as a place that strongly values education. He also noted the town

bas a signficant lewish population. The median sales price for a single fiunily home in
this community for the year to date (2001) was $320,000. The director of the town's

Council on Aging noted that with a growing number of fiunilies with parents in the

16
workforce~

there are "very few people in the town who have time and flexJbiIity to

provide volunteer services or care giving to seniors."
Historically~

the town bas been known for its h'bera1 democratic tradition and

interest in social causes. In the 1920"s, it was one of tile first towns in the area to
establish a f3ir housing committee. In the early 1970's, a prominent local rabbi and his
temple were a driving force behind the town's welcome of an Islamic center that another
local community bad rejected. The town bas also sustained an alternative elementary
school since the early

1970~s.

In 2001, it was among 16 "No Place for Hate"

collll11llDities in this state recognized by the Anti-Defamation League.

The faculty at Newman High School bas changed dramatically over the past six
years with 75 of95 staffmembers hired since 1995. The school has also seen five

dUferent principals since 1992. Yet the superintendent, curriculum coordinators, and
elementary school principals have been a stable force for the past decade. There have

been two CSL directors since 1992.
The system's CSL consultant reported that "community service" has existed at
NewmanHigbsinee the 1970"s in the form offund-raising events to support local
charities and collections for food banks and for the homeless. She also noted that cross
school mentoring programs have also existed since 1970.. when a formal program was
established that took middle school students to the elementary buildings to tutor first
graders in reading. In general, these comnumity service activities were mainly
extracurricular and usually occurred outside of the regular school-day schedule.

In 1992, the superintendent wrote a foundation grant to create a systemwide,
service-learning initiative. A

$500,OOO~

three-year grant was awarded from a private
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philanthropist and the formal implementation of the CSL initiative began in September of
that year. The goal was to build on earlier efforts at Newman High to instill in students

the values ofpublic service, compassion, initiative, aDd leadership, while at the same
time making leam.iD& deeper and more ID"JIDingful. The introduction to the grant
proposed four major goals:
...to develop a curriculum and series ofexperiences in grades kindergarten
through twelve that iDsti11 in students the values ofpublic service,
compassion, initiative and leadership•
..•to develop curriculum components for those areas of the K-12 sequence
where gaps exist and provide staff training to assure full implementation
ofCSL the curriculum.
...to develop a series ofpublic service experience. This goal will build on
the successful voluntary community service program that exists at the

HighSchooL
...to develop a demonstration and dissemination institute to interest other
school districts with their planning and implementation through the
provision of materials and advice.
During the first two years, the CSL coosultant explained that several key steps
were taken with the aid of the grant. First, a director and secretary were hired. Staff

development was also implemented for staffmembers and administrators. This included
the development ofa "'mini-grant'" process for teachers to support the use of service

leamiDa as an instructional pedagogy.

Two vans were also purchased for transporting

students to and from service sites. Systemwide implementation during this time period
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also saw CSL become part of the mission statement ofthe school committee and part of
each school's improvement plan. Since the foundation arant, the CSL program has been
the recipient of grants from the DOE, the Corporation for National Service, and has also

been supported through town funds. The superintendent reports that school filllding has

been approximately 2% of the overall operating budget since 1998.
A decision made by the supeliute~ the school committee, and high school
administration to make service-learning a "way of J.ire" at Newman High School led to
the revision of the school's mission statement in 1995. The present CSL director

reported that the motivation for this change was to shift the school's focus from pure
academics to "academics linked to real J.ire through service to the community." The
mission statement now states:
...resources and the support ofthe community are vital to
education...Newman High School further believes that learning is an
active process ofdiscovery in which the student, motivated by the teacher.
is the main agent; that students should be encouraged to learn for

themselves.
With respect to academic performance goals, the revised mission statement calls for
students to "demonstrate an involvement in community service."
A funding evaluation done by the DOE, during the 1995-1996 school year, noted
200 CSL projects implemented across the system. It found that approximately 2,700
students and 71 teachers in five schools participated in CSL activities. The evaluation
reported specifically that these numbers "depict one ofthe broadest system wide CSL
implementations within a school district, engaging approximately 85% of the student

." c
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body and 25% of the teaching stafL" It further acknowledged the superintendent for
providing a supportive enviromnent that included supporting the CSL director,
curriculum coordinators, and the participation of teachers at OOE workshops and at other

CSL school-based grant sites.

In 1999, the Corporation for National Service selected Newman High School as
a "National Service-Learning Leader School" and bas recently extended this recognition

until 2003 . In 2000, an elementary school in the town was also recognized as a state
"Service-Learning Leader Schoor' and the high school was also awarded a three-year,

S 150,000 grant from the Corporation for National Service to develop service-learning
partnerships and activities with schools ofbigber education. At major entry points to the
town, the public works department has posted signs proclaiming "Newman High School,
National Service-Learning Leader School, 1999-2001" alongside signs touting state
championships in basketball and tennis. Figure lOin the summary of this chapter
presents a more detailed IistiDg ofimportant internal, external, and barometric events in
the life of the CSL program from its formal inception in 1992 to 2001. In the next
section, the basic components and scope ofCSL are outlined.
Structure of the Proaram

Service-learning is an essential part of the regular district and bigh school
operating budget. Newman High School has a fUll-time CSL director with a support staff
oftbree people based in the building. This includes a (.8) staffassistant and two (.S)
advisors to the "'CSL Internship Program." The director also oversees four other schools

in this systemwide initiative. The three elementary schools as weD at the town's middle
school have CSL liaisons based in their buildings. Each liaison has weekly meetings
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with the CSL director. The director attends all system administrative meetings as well as
high school curriculum coordinator meetings.
For the past two y~ the current CSL office bas occupied a former classroom in
close proximity to the cafeteria. From the proaram's inception in 1992 until 1998, CSL

was located in the main office. The CSL staff assistant noted that when the CSL office
was centrally located, it helped the staffget more easily in touch with students about
service opportunities and responsibilities. These personal connections were made during

the bomeroomperiod that was curtailed in the 1996-97 school year. Now, the staff
assistant leaves messages at students' homes for important communications.

There are five main components to the present CSL program: connecting service
to the academic curriculum. an internship pro~ promoting co-curricuJar service
opportunities; :t8cilitating traditional community service activities (i.e. collections,
fundraising), as well as the demonstration and dissemination of service-learning methods
to the outside community and other practitioners.

In his address at the opening :t8culty meeting ofthe 1999-2000 school year, the
superintendent made CSL an explicit professional development goal for all teachers in

the system. He called for all instructional personnel to develop competencies in infusing
the principles ofcommunity service learning into the curriculum. The superintendent
reported in one interview that staff members were encouraged by curriculum coordinators

and adrnQristrators to consider writing CSL goals into their professional development
plans. The school system provides funds in the form of"mini-grants'" to pay for teacher
planning time, supplies, and speakers to promote the use ofCSL as an instructional
pedagogy. These mini-grants have averaged around 5250 each.

•
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The CSL staff works with cunieulum coordinators as well as individual teachers
to Iiok: service-leamiDg with curriculum revision. The CSL staff also supports the
alignment of these efforts with educational reform goals as outlined in the State's
"Curriculum Frameworks." As mentioned previously, a Newman High School CSL

project called the "American Dream Quilt," is incorporated into a foundational document
of the State's educational reform initiative. It is mentioned in an openiDg chapter of this
document as "an instructional model for achieving educational reform goals through
service-learning." A roore detailed overview of all CSL activities tied to the formal.

academic curriculum at Newman High School is found in Appendix A. In reviewing this
display, the CSL director observed that although the projects ranged from the simple to

complex, "service and learning outcomes are clearly defined and meet real community
needs."

The CSL program also offers a yearlong internship course for high school seniors
that connects service·learning with "School to Work" efforts. This course is a passlfiW

elective tailored to individual student interests and the needs of local non·profit and

business organizations. According to one of the coordinators, students are "placed in
locations where there is as much ofa service component as possible... service comes first

in placement. ,. The internship program was selected as a roodel program by a regional
school-to-career consortium.

The CSL staff coordinates co.curricuJar activities that proroote social action and
the integration of classroom learning with real world applications. They also organize

events to support local charities. According to the CSL director, these co.curricular
opportunities "support the concept of student empowerment through community
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involvement." She DOted also that student leadersbip through service activities "provide
a model for trusting student decision-making concerning their own learning and

The CSL director reported that over 60 high school students are engaged in

tutoring pro~ at an grade levels in the system through a CSL CCH:urricuiar program
that addresses literacy issues. In aDOther co-curricular example,. members of the Spanish
Club visit "La Casa Nueva Vida." which is a shelter for homeless, Spanish speaking
mothers and their children. Students conduct activities they have devised in Spanish aDd
Eng6sb to play with the children aDd their mothers. They also collect clothing,

boo~

and toys for donation to "La Cas&." The 1998 application for the National Service

Learning Leader School program reported that staff and students were engaged in over
forty different collaborations with community organizations both within and outside the
town..
Every year since 1996,. the CSL office bas sponsored an annual "Marketplace

Day" which bas included professional workshops and exbibitions ofstudent aDd taculty
work.. It is the main component of the program's initiative to support the demonstration
and sharing of service-learning methods. In May of 2001, all system personnel were

requested to attend this public event and three in-service workshops. Presenters included
K-12 students and teacbers from botb within aDd outside the system who came to share

their learning. Other service-learning practitioners,. consultants, and representatives from
the DOE offered workshops on CSL skiDs and project design. The next division oftbis
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ehapter begins to expose the broad narrative ftom the perspective of the study's data

sources.
Observatioas

Six signific:ant observatioas were made during the preliminary and formal

research phases of this study. These included observatioas from an annual Marketplace

Day, a year-eod soeia1 for district administrators to which I was invited, a general site
visit to the high school, a routine meeting between the CSL director and an elementary

school CSL liaison, a public presentation of the CSL internship program.. and a meeting
of the town·s Community Youth Coalition. The observatioas give insight into the cuhure
and context in which CSL was planned and implemented. They also provide an

iDdication of the degree CSL has been integrated into the routine life ofthe high school,
the school system, and the local community.

Tlte Celltnllity oj CSL ill tile Big" ScIuIoIIIIUl Syste", CIlllIU't!S
The centrality ofCSL emerges from the observations in this section through
evidence ofhigh system endorsement and strong administrative commitment. Explicit
examples of school cultural acceptance are also evident. However overt administrative
endorsement at the high schoo~ as a sustainable factor ofCSL, is dubious.

In May 2000, I attended the annual Marketplace Day. It was attended by the
system·s elementary and middle school teachers as wen as service-learning practitioners
from other districts around the State and from Rhode Island. It occurred at the town·s
middle school from 12:30 to 3:00 p.m. and was also open to the general public. It was an

early release day for all schools except those at Newman High School, although teachers

with CSL exhibits were allowed to participate.
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The observation ofthe Marketplace Day was an opportunity to develop an
understanding ofthe larger culture ofthe school system and the general spirit of the CSL
program. It also allowed for informal questioning about the nature of the projects aDd the
impacts they had on teac~ students, aDd the community. It was a preliminary attempt

to surfiIce the program's characteristics and the nature of commitment by CSL
participants. The following is a description of my observations:

On May 3, 2000, the Community Service LeamiDg Program held a
sbowcase, workshop. aDd celebration day for elementary aDd middle

school teachers. other CSL practitioners, aDd the 10cal cooununity from
12:30 until 3:00 p.m. I received an invitation as a CSL practitioner from
another high school I also attCDded to gain a feeling and understaoJing for
the teacher professional community and to learn about the general nature
of the service-learning projects before I began my formal research.
The initial impressions ofthe event were that the CSL staff am

teacher presenters were very welcoming and friendly. The CSL director
received both visitors and teachers who arrived at 12:30. More technical
workshops were conducted for interested visitors in the morning session.

Teachers were in an upbeat mood upon arrival with many discussing the
previous night's override vote to increase teacher salaries. Newman High
School was in session although presenters aDd one assistant principal were
allowed to attend. Most of the teachers were female and white. I did not

see any teachers ofcolor. The CSL director introduced me to a bigh

school math teacher who was quite willing to explain a statistics project
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her juniors did with a local elemeDlary school called "Tasty Math.,. She
shared a story of rS and professional growth she experienced during the
implementation of this project.
Before entering the foyer. I noticed a large banner attached to the
outside of the school saying, "Welcome to CSL Day.·· I learned that a
high school student who was recently chosen as "CSL Student of the

Month·' produced this. The foyer was filled with 16 display boards with
general information sheets relevant to each project available for those
interested. I was told by a CSL elementary school liaison that there were
even more display boards but they were with the workshop presenters.
The following projects were displayed in the foyer: Spanish Partnership,
Elementary Tutoring, Tasty Math. Sharing Math with Elders, Type-a
Thon for Leukemia, Parking Lot Project, Hispanic Outreach, Special
Olympics, Children's Center at Newman High, Storm ~ Natural
Disasters, French Tutoring, Veterans ~ Earth Day, Hope for
Older People, and the Million Penny Collection.
There were 12 workshops held from 1:00 until 2:30 with teacher
presenters from within the system. Teachers walked from display to
display, collectiDg information sheets and sharing anecdotes about projects
they bad been involved in. The willingness ofteachers to speak to one
another about projects was very evident.
A few displays bad student presenters. Two high school girls at
one table welcomed each teacher who passed by their display. High
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school students who were presenters interacted in a very comfortable way

with teachers. An eoergized aDd anjmated conversation about projects
amongst teachers lasted until the first workshop began at 1 :00. I felt

somewhat overwhelmed by the many CSL oriented discussions around me

and the many engaging display boards in the short amount of time before
the first workshop_ I attended a workshop on a World War n documentary
produced by a sophomore history class and another with high school and
elementary foreign language teachers who discussed their cross-age,
content-based language instruction projects.
At 2:45, the CSL director was in the foyer as teachers departed. I
noticed three "'Veteran" teachers who were inspired by workshops
approach the director. They asked her how they could implement their
own projects. She then spent about five minutes with each teacher setting
some foundation and offered the opportunity for further discussion before
each teacher left.
The observations of the Marketplace Day revealed a strong example ofteacher

coUaboration and communication across grades and buildings. There was life, energy,
and excitement in the conversations amongst teachers about learning, service, and their

own initiatives. Wlth the provided reftesbments, the afternoon had a celebratory
atmosphere. A frequent question I heard teachers ask the CSL director concerned
quality: "What am I going to do to improve the project next year?" Although the
workshops were primarily teachers presenting to one another, I was told that students
created all the project boards. It was evident, however, that the high school faculty as a

•
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contingent was missing from the event. One high school administrator told me she left
"on her own'" to catch some of the workshops but had to return before the end of the day.
At the event, I asked the CSL director why she thought the teachers were so

upbeat about CSL. She respo~ "CSL is about spreading good news and that·s why
teachers like us!., The widespread and natural communication between teachers about
the CSL projects was a strong indicator of the acceptance of the CSL program across the

school system. Teachers found it easy to talk about their personal insights and learning
strategies in the climate of the Marketplace. It not only promoted a higher level of
professional collllDUDication between participants, but also nurtured relationships around
educational topics that were positive and personally fulfi1ling.
My formal request to study the Newman High School CSL program as the topic
of this dissertation was accepted by the superintendent and the CSL director in June

2000. A few weeks later the CSL consultant, Joan BJake (a close, personal friend of both
the superintendent and Elizabeth Berkeley, the CSL director), invited me to attend a year
end social for all system administrators at her home. Besides consulting for the program

since its inception, Joan worked in the system as both teacher and administrator and bas
been a town resident since 1967. She is now retired and does special projects for the
superintendent. At the conclusion of the evening, I recorded the following observations:

The social was also an occasion for coUeagues to bid fiu'ewen to four
administrators leaving the system. Three of the departing administrators
were the principal and assistant principal ofNewman High School as wen

as the principal of the town·s middle school Another person honored was
an elementary school principal with 23 years in the system that had
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mandated CSL at her school Joan Blake thought it would be a good idea
for me to meet admjnisttative personnel so they could have more ofa
personal coDDeCtion to me during the research phase ofthis study. She
formally introduced me to the group early on as a veteran teacher and
doctoral student who would be studying CSL at Newman High School.
According to the Elizabeth Berkeley, this was the first informal
get-together for administrators she had witnessed in her 21 years in the
system. Twenty people were in attendance at the gathering including all

the builctiDg principals. I

•

rninaled, observed., and listened. to conversations

amongst the attendees. Most ofthe conversations were about school
related incidents, rumors, and new appointees. The retiring elementary
school principal and the superintendent spoke to me at some length about

CSL. The administrators who approached me were very supportive and
offered whatever help I might need during my research.

I was intrigued by comments made by another program director
to the CSL director while I was in attendance. He complained to her that

"the school system is comprised mostly of insiders" and that it was

difficult for "outsiders to enter and have an impact." I questioned the CSL
director privately afterwards about why she thought I was invited and

welcomed at a gathering where I could be easily considered such an
"outsider." She told me that although on the surface that could be true, my
interest and demonstrated commitment to CSL matched a deeper belief

•
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among tile administrators ofhow tile schools build colDDlUDity
coJD:Ctions and that my work would advance this value.

After some reflection about the ~ it appeared to me that the positive image of

the program throughout the system, as wen as the superintendent's commitment to CSL,

could have also enabled my quick aceeptance by the group. Regardless, the connections
made at this one event strengthened my field relations and opened up rich opportunities
for gaining administrative interviews, documents, and arti&cts. The event also gave
evidence to the widespread understanding of tile importance CSL by system
admjojstrators.

The first thing the visitor sees when he or she walks through the tront door of
Newman High School is a "National Service-Learning Leader Schoof" banner proudly
displayed in the foyer. Underneath it is a ftamed citation from the Congrestional Record
signed by the State's seoator in Washington, D.C. honoring the school's national

recognition for service. Next to this is a certificate ofexcellence from the Corporation
for National Service. The first school bulletin board one sees when heading to the main
office belongs to the CSL program. During this visit, it featured an article written in a
town newspaper about the superintendent's commitment to CSL during his tenure and
some photographs ofa studenfs CSL project. Trophies and awards for sports and other
school activities were located down an adjoining haJl flom the foyer. With these very
prominent symbols, the importance of the CSL program to this school cuhure is made
clear to anyone who enters the buDding.
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HWltly l~ U., ~ PrDIfMJtI!s CSL lIS II P.,.OfU
The observations in this section are examples ofhighly individualized user
assistance ftom program staf[ This assistance promotes a pedagogy with both

curriculum and community coDDeCtions. There is also a strong emphasis on the outcome

ofcommunity developDMomt. Combined with adept program leadership and consulting
support, user assistance also nurtures teacher autonomy and collaboration as factors of
sustainability.

An observation of the professional culture of the CSL Office took place during a

general site visit in November 2000. As stated previously, the CSL office is located in a
newly converted classroom a short distance from the cateteria and on a corridor with

heavy foot traffi.c. There are four desks that belong to the director, a staifassistant, and
the two internship coordioators respectively. There is also a meeting table close to the
door where I noticed on every visit bad a bountifbl bowl of candy. I observed during my

repeated visits to the school a steady stream of students who would take advantage of the
hospitality, say "hr' to the CSL statt and take a piece of candy. I also observed that both

the CSL director and staff assistant were welcoming and knew many of these students on
a first name basis.

At another time when the director was not present, a first-year English teacher
entered the CSL office to talk to someone about fiunily biography projects he wanted his

tieshmen to complete over the upcoming holiday vacation. The staffassistant gave him
the general guidelines, basic pedagogical principles, and a time line for a successful

service-1earniDg project. She also edited his written proposal. The teacher acknowledged
that his original plan was a bit too ambitious and promised to return. with a reworked
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proposal in a few days. The confident and informed style of the staff assistant put the
teacher at ease and it appeared he left comfortable and satisfied. It was also apparent that

she was weD versed and conversant with a specific servic:e-teammg pedagogy.
On another visit in January 200I" an observation was conducted of a routine
meeting of the CSL director with an elementary school CSL liaison. I was interested in

gaining a deeper UDderstanding ofservice-1eaming practice as weD as the goals and
strategies used in its implementation. The following is a description of my observatioDS:

This meeting was a regular weekly meeting between the CSL director.
Elizabeth Berkeley" and Donna Smith, a liaison for two elementary
schools, to talk about CSL projects. Donna has been a liaison at both
schools for two years. Today" they were talking about an Afghan blanket

project that would create special bags in which to place blankets for foster
children. The project would combine art and social studies skills.
Elizabeth was in touch with a social worker about the distribution of the
blankets and with the Council on Aging about elders knitting the blankets.

Real-time planning happened in the discussion with a calendar in
front of Elizabeth and posted on the wall She helped Donna make
curriculum COnnectioDS with the project. Elizabeth has also met with the
Council on Aging. She is on the board ofdirectors so she is in constant
connection with the Council. Elizabeth reviewed a timetable for the
project and e-mails she has received fi'om interested teachers. As she
discussed pieces of the project with Donna, she placed the project on the
official office calendar and asked, "Are we starting with March or April?"
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DoDDa was going to approach the elementary student councils to get
student involvement. Elizabeth will approach another staffperson at
Donna's school to help her with resources. From her work with the
Council on Aging, Elizabeth bas found that "only appropriate yam and
needles must be used to create an Afghan. Being sensitive to their wishes,

she will provide the necessary resources so the seniors can begin. Both
Elizabeth and Donna spoke about how to make the bags more meaningful.
Elizabeth asks the secretary about her input into the bags. They then
discussed what grade level was most appropriate for the project.

At this point ofthe meeting, it was evident that this service-leaming project
started with a community need identified by an outside agency. The CSL director then
moved it to the community partner, the Council on Aging, and then to the elementary
schools. She built upon an equitable partnership with a community agency, began

planning the project with a community rather than the school's needs in mind, and
matched resources of the school to those needs. The meeting then turned to other
previously implemented projects:
Elizabeth and Donna then discussed the visit by a member ofthe Water

Department about the possibility of using student data for a state water
research project. They also talked about, Bob, an elementary science
teacher they believed would be interested in doing the project ifhe "knew
his work would be a contribution to a larger state project." They were
both in agreement that the relevancy of the project for outside professional

use would peak this teacher's interest.
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The "Water Project" developed from a coDaborative grant writing initiative
between a high school science teacher and the CSL consultant. The teacher alerted the
consultant about the project and the need for timding. The consultant in tum connected
her with Bob, and both teachers eventually went on an "environmental waIk" to discuss
the project. The teacher collllJlUl1ication and. inter-school colJaboration sparked by this
project was directly &cilitated by the grant writing process and. the personal involvement
of the CSL consultant.

The pedagogy and purpose ofCSL were revealed later in this meeting. Donna
reviewed an article she bad written for an elementary school newsletter and discussed an

issue she bad with charity events and their connection to CSL. Parents compose the
newsletter and. occasionaJly ask the liaison for an article on CSL:

Donna outlined for Elizabeth bow she composes her media articles. She
told Elizabeth that teachers at her elementary schools ask students to write
down what they bad learned soon after a service-learning activity. Donna
takes these student reflectiom and uses them to descn"be the projects. She
then integrates the teacher's statement about the learning goal into the

final draft. Elizabeth added that student evaluations at the end. of a project

are part of the documentation stage of the service-learning process. They
both agreed that the celebration at the end of a service-learning project

where the elementary students meet those who they have served also
helped give public evidence to the leaming impacts.

The discussion then moves to a memo Donna intercepted about a
coat drive sponsored by some teachers in her school. She was worried that
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there didn't seem to be any cuni.cuIum coDDeCtion and that it didn't fit the
definition of CSL. She asked Elizabeth, "Is this just a collection or
community service m:l does it warrant a whole article for the parent
teacher newsletter?" She suggested to Donna that she offer her help with
the coat project. She can let publicity m:l miOurces for them ~

through thm coUaboration, she can help them make a connection to the
cuniculum. Elizabeth explained to Donna that her loal was to inteanne
the projects with academics in order to make learning more relevant and a
more important activity. The connection was an important 10aL

Donna also found out about a charity bake sale that some teachers
were undertaking themselves. She asked Elizabeth's advice about how to
10 about approaching the teachers. Elizabeth stressed again, "You need to

present yourself to them as a helper. You can let recopition for them and
help them with resources." She pointed out to Donna that some

connections to the curriculum could be economics and how someone goes
about finding out the profit made. Elizabeth ended the meeting
questionina if the elementary students bad any input into the project.

The CSL director demonstrated during thm observation that quality service
learning was a pedagogy. It bas its greatest impact when it becomes part of a teacher's

methodology, thus affecting the school's way of life. In a later interview, the director
noted that the definition of service-learning bad beaJme broader as the definition of the
funding sources became less precise. She cited an example ofhow the Alliance for

Service, a state appointed service commission, was now fUnding after-school community
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service projects as "service-1eaming" leading to a blurring ofdefinitions. Consequently,

the director admitted to also becoming more flexible over the past few years with her
own professional definition ofservice-learning.

The CSL director also demonstrated to the liaison that traditional community

service could be easily transformed into service-learning. First,. teachers need to know
about the CSL program and the resources avaDable. Next, there bas to be a willingness to
participate in a service activity. In assisting teachers with collUDunity service projects
like coat drives or bake sales, the CSL staff sees an opportunity to extend the project to
curriculum frameworks and service-1eamiDg pedagogy. Accordingly, the director
provides user assistance by promoting these curriculum connections and integrating
reflection into the service activity. The next subdivision reports more on the community
connections ofthe program.

Co_by AccqIIUIce ofCSL Rooted ill its Wuk MtD'Iu!t Appeal
The observations in this section reflect a dimension of the CSL program. that
meets the tangible needs ofboth students and community stakeholders, which could be
understood as the "market.'" There is also clear evidence ofcommunity acceptance of the

program. Community development sudBces as a programmatic orientation that enhances
its sustainability and characterizes a path toward institutionalization.

The CSL internship course held a roundtable collUDunity discussion as part ofthe
Marketplace Day in May 2000. Students, a conmunity partner, and the two program

coordinators sbared their insights and learning with the public. This observation
provided an understanding into student and community stakeholder perspectives about
this aspect of the CSL program.
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The coordinators described the CSL internship in their introduction as a full-year
elective where students team about ~ clari1icatioo, professional prio~ and

problem IeSOlution through placements in the local community." Eighty seniors
participated in the program this year. The first presenter, a clinical psychologist with a

new practice in the town, spoke about his motivation to get involved with the program.
He discussed three reasons why he involved CSL internships with his practice: (a) It
helped him build a practice in the town by getting his oame out and for future referrals,
(b) as a parent, be enjoys adolescents, and (c) be had a personal connection to the

program through his daughter at Newman High School

Four temaIe and four male seniors from Newman High School were also
presenters. The four young women were all in the same Advanced PJacement
psychology course and worked together at the same clinical pJacement. They began the
student portion of the discussion. One student said that her internship experience in
psychology went along with what she was learning. ''We were studying post-traumatic

stress and we saw it in rea11ife, she explained. Another said she bec:"-ame involved with
9t

the program because she wanted to "help" and ~care" for others. "I wanted to get
experience in what I wanted to do in the future," she also admitted. Another student
observed that all four came from different groups of friends and that the shared internship
~created

more ofa bond for us." One of the coordinators added at the end ofthis

segment that most of the seniors were "finished with high school in their mind early on

9t

but it was amazing how much work: these students put into their internship. '1bis work:
with people continued to motivate them,9t the coordinator stated.

•
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DuriDg the second segment oftbe discussion, the foW' male students talked about

their individualized iDtemship projects. One student described his work at a local law

firm and how it "'gave him exposure to certain legal procedures." Another worked at a

bank. in another town. He described how he gained exposure to banking procedures and
began his experience with "no expectations.'" His project was to assess the bank's

fimctions and to compare this data with data from the Federal Reserve. He said he

learned about overall bank fimctions and its role in assets and liabilities. Another student
had an internship in the centmJ. office ofthe Boston Red Sox. He became quickly
disappointed with his disinterested supervisor, when all he ended up doing was cleaning
closets. With the help of the coordinators, he changed his internship to the Special
Olympics and his job was to now'1Jefiiend a little boy." "I learned a lot because I am no
longer afraid ofsomeone with a disability," he shared with the audience. One of the
coordinators admitted, ...All is not perfect in the program.'" When faced with a problem,

she added that students are taught not to quit but how to cope.
In the question and answer part of the program, a CSL practitioner from another
town asked about the service dimension in what appeared to her to be a "'Very
professionally oriented program." One of the coordinators replied that they try to place
students in locations where there is as much of a service component as possible. "Service
comes first in placement when we make the site connections," she said. She also
descnbed how through a formal refection component. the coordinators try to keep the
internships service-oriented. "We help the students focus in the reflection groups on

helping other people," she added. It was further noted that the reflection component was
way to help students prioritize school and career choices as well as how to instruct them
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in dealing with everyday professional cballenges. Some other important structural
observations were that the course is scheduled as the last class of the day, intemsbips are

unpaid but students can be paid for "exira time," and that the program bas an end of the
year celebration where all students and site supervisors are given a chance to connect.
Previous observations demonstrated both user and administrative commitment,
and assistance as factors that supported CSL. However, the internship presentation
revealed more "market-based" support for the overall CSL program. CSL intemsbips

bad market appeal by meeting the resource needs oflocal businesses as wen as the
developmental needs and wants of the students. Refection and celebration, tho~
continue to be part of the program's service-leaming pedagogy.
On a site visit in February 2001, the CSL director invited me to observe a meeting
of the CoIDIDUDity Youth Coalition. This was a community organization that bas
monthly one to two-hour meetings to discuss projects that increase the quality of life for
youth in the town. This observation provided an example of how outside constituencies
interact with the director and the program. Although the noon meeting took place in the
highschool hlnry, the coalition is independent of the schools. The following are
observations from that meeting:

As I entered the room with Elizabeth Berkeley, I counted eleven women
and one man seated around a long table. She told me they included

teachers, ~ selectmen, clergy, and member of the recreation
department. The Town Manager and ChiefofPolice arrived at 12:45 p.m.

Elizabeth introduced me as a doctoral candidate from Boston College who
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was observing as part ofa study on CSL. The meeting was open to the
public.

The topic on the agenda was a youth "Speak Out" day. It would be
an opportunity fur high school students and aduhs to speak about issues of

mutual concern. I noticed the willingness of all members to participate in
the planning. The meeting was highly organi7A:d and a subcommittee fur
grant writing was quickly formed. The group discussed the poSSIbility of

making a documentary about the day. The participants were very well

spoken. sometimes furcefW, but definitely spirited.
The concerns were mostly structural in nature. The group talked
about the possibility of students doing the videotaping. Elizabeth

Berkeley was brought into the conversation by the committee and asked
for her opinion. She was spirited with her suggestions and was listened to
very attentively by the

group~

more so that any previous speaker.

Elizabeth offered CSL support to ease any transportation problems.
At the conclusion of the meeting, a minister shared a newspaper
article about an inter&ith day her church sponsored. The minister thanked
Elizabeth and CSL for the middle school students she referred to the
interfaith group that made the day a success. The meeting ended at 1:30

p.m. As the members depart~ Elizabeth introduced herself to a new
member, a furmer reporter from another state and asked her about some
public relations help for CSL.
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Although m=mbers of this group were very diverse with respect to professiooal
background, they demonstrated a sbared value and concern for the developmental needs
ofteenagers. In filet, it was also evident that the group bad a shared. respect for the CSL
din:ctor. Consequently, she also appeared to have some leverage with these community
stakeholders. She was seen as a true conmunity partner in helping the Coalition meet the
developmental needs of the town's teenage popuJation. It appeared that her role as an
active member of an advisory board for creating a "Teen Center" in the town also
engendered this respect. In addition, the director readily supported the needs of the

interfiUth group without the project having any formal connection to CSL or the school
curriculum. Although CSL was not mentioned in the newspaper article the minister
shared, she acknowledged publicly that CSL resources and its student network were

crucial to the event's suc::cess.
Similar to the previous internship observation, a filctor in the community

acceptance ofCSL was located in its wider, market appeal The director was recognized
as a rich resource for meeting both the needs ofyouth and the commuDity. She was also

valued as an effective community organizer. The Youth Coalition observation provided
some indication that a cross-section ofcommunity members accepted CSL and its
din:ctor as important fiJctors in community development issues.
S""""",=, O/Obsnvt#iolf FilldJlfgs

As a data source., the observations give some initial understanding into the
cultural acceptance ofCSL. First, the cultural importance ofCSL at Newman High
School was ex.tremely clear through the centrally placed CSL honors, department office,
and student work. In observations ofteacher interaction, there was also a stroDg
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relationship between professional values ofcollllDU.Dication., colJaborative participation.,

aDd. documentation ofleaming impacts with characteristics of the CSL program. There

also appeared to be a good philosophical fit between CSL meeting developmental student
needs and positive student development as an important value for the community.

A number ofindicators from the observations also begin to signiiY a degree of
actual CSL institutiol181i2'lltion or mediating filctors in the process. For example, at the
annual Marketplace Day, the centrality ofCSL was seen in a significant professional
development effort. The administrative social also provided a first glimpse of strong,
system level support for CSL. This was shown especially by the personal commitment of

the superintendent and the retiring, 23-year elementary school principal who mandated
CSL at her school Finally, the CSL director demonstrated sk.iIJful program leadership.
Conununity support for CSL was strengthened through the program's flexible a.Uocation
of resources for a range of school and youth service projects contributing to wider market

appeal. User assistance was muhi-faceted. It appeared to happen through the integration
ofservice-learning as a pedagogy through specific curriculum connections, reftection.,
documentation., and celebration; and through being sensitive to each individual teacher's
capacity for professional growth. Together, these approaches contributed to a good

program, user fit. The next division of the chapter will continue the case narrative from

the perspeetive ofdocument and arti&ct data.
Document and Artifact Review

During the formal course of the study, documents and artif8ets were collected
from two Marketplace Days and numerous site visits to Newman High as well as the CSL
office. The superintendent, assistant superintendent, CSL director, and the system's CSL
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consultant also readiJy provided documents that spoke more specifically to
implementation process ofCSL during individual interviews. Five categories ofdata
emerged from this part of the research: CSL evaluations by the system and the DOE,
applicatiom for grants and honors, official school documents and fact sheets.. program
literature distributed outside the system. and publicity clippings. The CSL office also
supplied samples of letters ofappreciation and support from community members. The
subdivisiom in this section present emerging themes from the data relevant to
sustainabiIity.

Extemtll Network ColltlbortJtltM ad M'IIIi-GrtIIII htJcas S""port USItI' Effort
Document data in this section show that developing an external network of
support was key to effective program leadership and sustainabiJity. The examples
demonstrate that user assistance through the mini-grant process was an important

st:ructura1 support. An initial program evaluation gives some early evidence of
definitional confusion and perception ofCSL as an "add-on'" by some in the school
system.

In 1994, the school system completed its first systemwide program evaluation of
CSL. The superintendent and original CSL director commissioned it for the private
foundation that initially funded the program. It found that the implementation of the
program ~~dramatically increased the amount and type ofcommunity service programs,
initiating a najor restructuring of curriculum and instruction." It also reported that the

teachin& and learning environment bad been improved because of"the success of
particular classroom programs, the support of staff and administration, the effective work
of the coordinator, and student and community response."
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The evaluators emphasized the director's active role in the development and

dissemination of information during the implementation ofCSL:

The coODeCtioos established with CSL programs on the state and national
level raise the sophistication of the local educational environment with
regard to both phllosophy and practice. This professional activity bas also
bad an impact upon outside groups. The director's involvement in the

development ofCSL guidelines for the Core Curriculum effort of the DOE

is a fine example of the sort ofeffort that bas a clear two-way benefit.
Staff and students have also benefited from these outside collaborations by
having access to a wider range of professional activities and workshops in

which many have participated.
Later in the report, the evaluators discussed the concerns of certain staff

concerning CSL. They noted that a "minority but professional view was expressed by a
few staff members (4 or 53 interviewed)." Their main concerns were for a clearer
definition of "community service learning" as opposed to "community service," a clearer
understanding ofwhat constituted a CSL project, and agreement as to what fiills within

the purview of the CSL program. A few expressed in more detail a concern that CSL
might be touted as the "new religion'" in education when many of its goals are

accomplished in teaching methodologies without CSL. These staff members believed

that it did not make sense to have as a goal the infusion ofCSL in every class and every
grade level and hoped for a more "rational plan" ofcurriculum development for CSL
throughout the school system. This initial program evaluation provided some insight into
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the supports as well as obstacles during the initiation period and at an early stage of
implementation.
Two more evaluations ofthe program were done in 1996. One was done as part
of statewide evaluation of all CSL programs by the same previous evaluators for the
DOE. The other was a DOE evaluation for a 1995-96 grant allocation of516,275.
The statewide evaluation ofCSL mentioned the confusion, in practice, between

"community service" and "community service learning" at many school-based sites. It
offered the DOE document "What CSL Is and What It Is Not" as a very clear guideline
for successful implementation. Specifically, the evaluation noted the participation of
CSL schools in an external coUaborative network and the expansion of CSL through the
teacher "mini-grant" process as supports for growth and sustainability.

It also made

specific mention ofNewman High School and its district's effective use of these
strategies in CSL implementation. At Newman High School, mini-grants are written
applications by teachers using an application form designed by the CSL staff. Approved
mini-grants result in payment to staff for resources and their time in designing CSL
projects.
The DOE grant evaluation highlighted several important supports and

implementation strategies that were "instrumental in developing a CSL program which
serves as a model throughout the State." Among them were the use ofCSL to "support
the inclusionary philosophy and practice of the system's schools." It also noted that
service and learning outcomes were clearly defined, connections to standards in the
Curriculum Frameworks were clearly stated, and services met "real community needs."

lIS
It again echoed the importance ofthe mini-grant process and observed how its evaluation
component was used "to etJectively improve projeets in the process of implementation."

In the application for National Service-Learning Leader SchooIss it was reported
that 1000"- of students at Newman High School participate in at least one service-learning

experience. All freshmen participate in service-learning through the "Issues for Youth"

course taught by gujdaoc.e~

health. and CSL. This course meets once per cycle. In

addition, the application highlighted service-learning work done by the Foreign Language
Department. It noted specifically that a majority ofteachers and students in this

department developed their own projects involving colJaborations with elementary
grades. Strong external collaboration was another theme evident in the application. It
noted tbat the CSL statf and teachers participate in training sessions sponsored by the
DOE., attended and presented at protessiooal conferences, and visited other school
districts upon request. Later interviews with CSL staff revealed that these external
cormections not only provided outside recognition for the program. but also enhanced the
further development of professional skills and resources for CSL.
According to the CSL consu1tan~ outside recognition has been a significant fBctor
in enabling the system to obtain outside annual funding since the program's inception. In
2000-2001, the CSL program. received a $IS0,000 three-year grant to develop bigher
education partnerships that would fUrther develop learning opportunities for students and
staff. According to the grant application, the school is called to have an impact on one or
more ofthe State's identified priority areas, which are the environment, community

health, and job preparedness. This particuJar case study was mentioned in ~ grant
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application as an example of the CSL program's desire to advaJ.:K:e service-1eaming

research.
The CSL program plans on entering into a partnership with a regional medical
school where high school students will be I'I8tched with residents of a specialized
Alzheimer's unit. Students will be provided eight hours ofclassroom preparation by
medical professionals aDd then spend time with mentally intact and demented patients.

The medieal school will measure in a quantifiable way the impact the program bas on
both the patients and student volunteers. This project continues the inter-generational
thrust ofCSL activities since the fonnaJized program began.

The recognition ofa significant bigber-edueation partnersbip grant as wen as the
interest ofa local medical school in a project are indiattors of the continuing growth and

eredJ."bility of the CSL program. Recognized leadership in the field, an identifiable high
school service culture, and the organjzational capacity to administer and coordinate
numerous curricular and eo-eurrieular programs are qualities that continue to attract
outside fimdmg and high profile community partnersbips.
The superintendent, both CSL directors, and the consultant have been connected

with Ioeal, state, and national service-learning networks since the beginning of the
program. The CSL director and consultant bave written three reports and one article for
outside publication. At the present time, the superintendent is a member of the board of
directors for the Compact for Learning aDd Citizenship, which is a sub-group of the
Education Commission of the States, as wen as a member ofthe State's CSL advisory

board. He bas presented CSL at professional organi?ati9ns like the Ameriean
Association for Superintendents and Administrators (AASA) aDd the National
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Cornrmmity Education Association.

Both tile CSL director and consultant are members

of tile State's secondary CSL advisory board and are peer reviewers for both the DOE's

"Service-Learning Leader School" and CSL grant programs. The first CSL director also
participated in commissions at the state and national level, acted as a CSL coach for five
other school districts, and worked during her tenure with a UDiversity's public service
center to train educational personnel in service-leaming. The invitation for the system's

CSL champions to participate in these external roles is an indicator of the positive value

that outside constituencies have for the program. The next subdivision focuses on an
early but important structural support.
FolII'IIIIItitNt GI'tIIIt A/Iows &rIy SlIppOrtslor Strollg ProgrGm/Systelll Fit
The document findings in this section reveal how private foundation monies

provided for transportation and consulting services, resources that are restricted by

federal and state service-learning grants. The foundation grant gave early leverage to the
program leadership to design and implement a program with the system's unique needs

and educational vision in mind. The strong program/system fit that characterized its early
design appears to have bad a positive influence on sustainability.

Two grant proposals were reviewed. The first was the final, funded version of the
proposal to develop the "Public Service Program and Public Service Institute" submitted
to the private funding foundation on March 12, 1992. Written by the superintend~ the
largest amount of the grant in the first year (SSS,793) went to the CSL director's sa1ary

that was paid on the vice-principal salary scale. A signfficant amount of the grant
(S47,S20) also went to the purchase oftwo eight-passenger student vans and other
transportation expenses. Transportation was a foreseen obstacle to implementation in the
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grant. Moreover, federal grants distributed through Learn and Serve America and

awarded by state education departments to CSL programs cannot be used for
transportation. Since this was a grant ftom a private foundation, vans were purchased in
the first year and the traDsportation problem. was solved at an early stage.
Other significant funding items in the grant were a salary for a (.8) staff assistant

and consistent fimding for &culty "public service advisors" for the first three years of the

program. Out of these advisory fUnds, a CSL consultant was hired by the superintendent
to set up a mini-grant process and manage documentation procedures of individual CSL
projects and of the overall program. This role also came to include searcbing for outside
fimds through aggressive grant writing near the third year. In a discussion about the
original grant proposal, the coDSUltant expJamed that the program. s design differed from

the fimding philanthropist·s vision. "It was the good deed approacb." she descn"bed. "It
was his (the pbiJanthropist's) beJiefthat each student in school should keep ajournal and

record. each day one good deed they bad done." Neither he nor his foundation required
an integration of service into the cuniculum. She noted that the present design, to
include service in academic work, evolved from a "grassroots movement" that bad been
present at the high school since the 1970·s.
~ I11III SOIll'CG 0/ Spt~'" LttveI SlIppOrt/or CSL

Certain documents give tanglble evidence of system support and endorsement of

CSL. as

wen as a degree oforganizational change at the high schooL

SAT data bas been

used by the Central Office to legitimate the educational use ofCSL and to support and
sustain user participation. The data presented in this section expands on these findings.

•
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Documents from the professional community such as the contract and its teacher
evaluation procedures, as weD as the loternet "Acceptable Use Policy" provided some
evidence institutional adaptation and support for CSL. The school system bas two types
ofteacher evaluations. The first is for teachers with less than three years experience who

have not achieved professional status. This evaluation is based on standards established
by the State through the Educational Reform initiative and employs its language.

Teachers who have professional status can opt for either this evaluation or a professional

growth plan. With the later option, the teacher develops a goal he or she wants to work
on for the year, the principal chooses a goal, and. both the teacher and principal agree on a
goal for the evaluation. Thus.. there are three goals and the teacher needs to outline how
he or she will achieve them.
Although these evaluations do not explicitly mention CSL, they provide
structured opportunities for administrators to integrate elements of service-learning

pedagogy into their ongoing professional development. The more standard eva1uation
bas a section on "civic responsibil.ity" where teachers are called to explain how they will
prepare their students to be responsible and participatOIY citizens. According to the
superintendent, this section ref1ects CSL values by focusing on local community
development. The superintendent bas also asked the system's principals to use the
professional growth plan to advance specifically the use oftechnology and/or service

learning in the classroom. He cited in one interview the practice ofthe 23·year
elementary school principal who included service-learning in evelY professional growth
plan at her school over the past two years. He also mentioned an English teacher at the
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high school who, as part ofms professional growth

p_

designed a service-leamiDg

workshop on his "Ordinary Heroes" project for elementary school teachers.

The Teachers Association, as a collective bargaining agJeemeDt in September
1998, ratified the present teacher evaluation procedures. With the support and pressure
ofthe superintendent and certain building principals. these evaluations have been used
strategicaJly as a way to embed CSL into the deep culture of the system and to integrate it
into routine teaching methodologies.
The Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) that provides the terms and conditions of
teacher and student use of the Int~ is aootber example ofthe centrality ofCSL and its
perceived importance by school comtitueocies. On its opening page, it credits a CSL
grant of$2500 towards an independent student project and software that provided the

town's first s'Scbool and Community Internet Bulletin Board" in 1995. As stated in the
present policy, the school system DOW operates its own "full-time, self-supporting
Internet connection that is used by teachers, studen~ administration, and available to all

members of the coQUDlmity for the purpose of research and communication."
Throughout the 12-page document, the establishment ofa "connected
community" is stressed as the central purpose of the Internet service. The school system
provides technology as a service to enhance bome and community interactivity with the
schools. Here, service and learning appear to be linked because ofthe ability of
technology to connect students with all levels of the community. The AUP document
supports individualized, inclusive, and interactive learning between all members of the
community.
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The SAT and the State's staDdardized assessment data found on a high school fiu:t
sheet both showed consistent and in some years improving scores since the early stages
of program implementation (see Tables 2 and 3). SAT data revealed a three-year

increase of test scores from 1995-1997. In fiu:t, scores over the past seven years met or
improved upon scores at the two-year mark of the CSL program. State standardized
assessment test scores showed little c:lliference in performance over three years but

remained as one of the top 1(lOA. performing districts in the State.
Together, these scores do not provide strong evidence of a correlation between
academic performance and the implementation ofCSL. Yet, scores have not gone
backwards since the program began. The only other data the system bas that speaks
specifically to student impact areas was the 1994 program evaluation. That evaluation

also concluded from the observations ofteachers that student participation in CSL did not
harm them with respect to grades but helped them in other developmental areas such as

personal efficacy and community buildiDg, areas that have not been traditionally
supported by schools (Toole, 2000a; Tyak. &. Cu~ 1995).
FiDaIly, a review ofa sample ofofficial student transcripts showed an early
indication ofinstitutional change. Sinee the inception of the internship program in 1994,
CSL internships and service hours have been recorded on student transcripts.
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Table 2.
Scholastic Aptitude Test Mean Scgm
Year

Verbal

Math

1994

548

547

1995

556

567

1996

563

569

1997

55t

572

t998

548

559

1999

557

567

2000
Table 3.

562

58t

State Comprehepsive Assessment Test Averye Scaled Scores <Grade 10)
Year

EnglisblLanguage Arts

Math

Science

1998

246

242

237

1999

244

242

238

2000

243

245

237

2001

251

252

nla

This section considers data that shows the current orientation of the program as
having both strong currieulum and community connections. Teacher autonomy and

collaboration have been consistently stressed by both program directors. However9 the
first director followed a tighter definition of CSL in its early implementation that focused

on explicit connections to the school curriculum. and state frameworks. Letters of support
from community stakeholders highlight community development as an important
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outcome. A flexible approach to program Ieadersbip appears here to be a relevant factor

in building sustainabiIity. The section concludes with a review ofnewspaper articles and
activity descriptions that point to "caring" as a CSL goal.
A review ofCSL literature distributed by the first director to interested educators
outside the system showed that she was fiuniJiar with a wider professional field of

service-leamina that used a specific definition, terminology, and benchmarks for quality
practice. Handouts distributed by this director in press kits, workshops, and for general
public during her tenure reveal a consistent and strict definition ofCSL that separated
"one-shot" activities from the field. For her" the central tenet ofCSL was that it was
link«J primarily to the framework and standards of the academic curriculum. It was also

grounded in a specific pedagogy that was student centered, project based~ and involved
critical reflection. The stress in these documents was more on CSL's formal "learning"
connections. The service experience blended into the components oftile curriculum, thus
providing the student a framework ofmeaning and higher purpose to academic work.
The definitions and terminology used in this program literature parallel the language used

in the DOE document, "What CSL Is and What It Is Not," which is specifically outlined
in chapter two.
Literature from state-sponsored workshops this director led during her tenure also
touted CSL as a vehicle of"whole school change." The superintendent echoed this
impact theme in a 1994 press release:

The implementation ofCommunity Service Learning has become a
catalyst for the staffto seriously examine school reform. Program and
curriculum initiatives resulting from Community Service Learning
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projects at all grade levels have included thoughtful dialogues on

enhancing teachin& J.eamiDg. curriculum integration. school and
community partnerships, and the need for systemwide shared vision
among statt parents. and the community.
The program literature revealed that both the superintendent and first CSL director were
strong advocates for iDstructional cbaage.

They were in strong agreement that CSL

deepened the impact of student learning through better ways of teaching. This theme was
repeated in the revised 1995 high school and system mission statement as well as in the
system's professional development goals of 1999.

Program literature released since 1998, since the present director began, bas been
directed more towards the system., town, and surrounding communities rather than
outside professional workshops and conferences. In the spring of 1999.. the CSL office
produced and mailed to all members of the town a "service-learning newsletter" that
contained articles written by students, teachers, and CSL staff descn'bing notable projects.
Monies from both the town and the State fimded the newsletter. The articles throughout

the 16-page newsletter consistently mentioned curriculum connections and learning
impacts.

However, this publication demonstrated more f1exl'bility with the purpose of

CSL than earlier literature. The articles pointed to community development as a root of
successful service-learning projects. Student club activities as well as classroom projects
were shown as having impacted various parts of the community through satisfYing and
invigorating learning. Attention to various projects was also evenly distributed between

all schools in the system.
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In May 2001, the CSL director and consuhant conducted a required professional
development workshop for teachers in the system. The following definition of CSL was
used in the literature distributed to the participants: "CSL is an active and experiential
teaching methodology which incorporates service to the community with the academic

curriculum." The literature aJso described the term "'community" broadly:
Community can be the school community, local, state, national or

internationaL Community partners have included younger or older school
children, local elders. the Conservation Commission. various homeless
shelters. foster children throughout the State, and worldwide

environmental and social organizations.
Furthermore, in a handout explaining the benefits ofCSL, community development was

stressed as a characteristic of "high quality service leaming programs."

It stated that

students who participated in CSL Kshowed an increase in the degree they felt aware of
community needs, believed that they could make a difference, and were committed to

service now and later in life." Again, the definition and frameworks used here represent
a shift from an earlier program focus on aspeds ofschool reform. CSL was portrayed in
this context as a wider opportunity to build caring community connections that,
accordingly, infuse more relevance and meaning to academic learning.
An overall review of both school documents and program literature from 1992

aJso revealed a change of approach to program implementation. Initially, the CSL
program appeared to be mostly staft"- and student-driven from the high school1eveL The
mini-grant model was used as a structural support for the interest ofany teacher in

developing a curriculum-based service experience. By

1999~

CSL became a systemwide
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goal for professional development from the superintendent. There was also the
nwndatory profi:ssional development workshop on CSL given to an staff in May 2001.

The data suggest here that tbe integration ofcontinued pressure from the SUpelinteodent..
struetural adaptation of tbe evaluation process, aod program1eadersbip that stressed
community development was used to promote tbe program during the last three years.
Over 80 artieIes concerning CSL from town, local, and regional newspapers were

also reviewed as part oftbis study. The articles were studied in order to gain an
understanding of the character aod nature ofCSL at Newman High School Combined
with artifiJcts ofCSL projects collected at the Marketplace Day~ an overview ofall CSL

activities at Newman High School for 2000-2001 was created. Activities were
categorized as either departmentaJ initiatives or student community service activities
facilitated by the CSL office. Descriptions of the activities as

students.

teac~

wen as re8ections from

and staffwere gleaned from the articles and artif8cts. The CSL

director reviewed aod revised the overview for accuracy. The complete overview ofCSL
activities is found in Appendix A

In the review, certain characteristics became evident.

F~

there was project

variance with the levels of time commitment. Some projects like the English
Department's "Ordinary Heroes" project or the Spanish Club's "La Casa Nueva Vida"
were yearlong and have been ongoing for many years. Others lasted several months or a
few weeks. Some traditional community service collection activities took shorter periods
oftime. In addition, projects evolved. Some projects started out in a limited way. As
teachers incorporated certain projects into their curriculum, they found ways to expand

•
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their projects based on changing student interest aDd Ieadersbip. One notable example
was the English Department's"Ameriean Dream Quilt" project.

The Ameriean Dream Quilt is an I lib grade project that was initiated to address
the needs ofmulti-level EngJisb classes. In this project students explore the subject of the
"Ameriean Dream" through literature aDd interviewing family members to elicit their
own family's history aDd background. Students then create a quilt square that represents
their family's story. Over the past eight years, this project has expanded from one junior
class to the entire 11&11 grade. Quilts are exhibited in local museums and the project is
documented in the DOE's "Promising Practices Guide." As a culminating celebration,
completed quilts are displayed in the high school gymnasium and 11111 grade parents are
invited. Students present ethnic food from their family's heritage.

In 1999, students added ethnic celebrations and the American Dream Quilt

became a "Diversity Day" for the whole school In a 2001 article in a local newspaper
entitled "Diversity Day: Fabric of the Community is Shown through Newman High
School Project," the student organizer of the project commented about how she "gladly
accepted the challenge oforganjzing this gargantuan project." The English curriculum
coordinator added, "It is an intriguing project that creates community within the
classroom." The history ofthis particular CSL project demonstrates that both the power
ofstudent leadership and a community focus are :fitctors that contribute to sustainability

aDdgrowtb.
Using the Kabne and Westheimer (1996) fi'amework presented in chapter two
(Figure 1), the orientations of the CSL activities in the overview were categorized as

either "charity" or "change." The activities were further descnDed according to the
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moral, political, and inteUectual goals which Kahne and Westheimer believe motivate
serviee-leamiug. Their indicators provided a good fit with the cultural values connected
with service-Ieamiug found at the site. The CSL director helped categorize each activity
according to the orientations and goals provided by the Kahne and Westheimer
framework.

As mentioned in chapter two, Kahne and. Westheimer's ideological categories are
DOt discrete. In some CSL activities, charity and change goals were intertwined. The
data revealed that more than SOOA. of the CSL activities at the high school reflected the

moral goal of"earing'" wbile almost 33% ret1eeted an "additive intellectual experience."
Change qualities were DOted in 31 aetivities while charity qualities were noted in 16.
Table 4 provides a sllmmary ofthe results.
The activity summary was shared with the CSL consultant for further analysis
and discussion. She believed that the high percentage ofactivities that demonstrated

"caring" gave some insight into why CSL has been so suceessfuL She commented that
CSL "addresses the heart as

wen as the mind ofstudents, teachers, and community

participants and therefore contributes to emotional intelligence." She further believed
that CSL tapped this "eighth domain ofintelligence" and within it, an elevation factor

that developed in community. This dynamic infuses the learning process with meaning.

•
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Table 4.

Activity Summary of Service-J.eamina Goals fOr Newman High School
Departmental Initiatives (N-20)
Charity

Moral
Giving (0)

Political
Civic duty (2)

Change

Caring (12)

Social reconstruction
(4)

Student Co
Charity

Change

•.v

Intellectua1
Additive experience
(ll)
Transformative
. nce(6)
e

Service Activities through CSL Office (N: 17)
Political
Intellectual
Moral
Giving (8)
Civic duty (4)
Additive experience
(1)
Caring (7)
Social reconstruction
Transformative
experience (11)
(0)

Combined Totals (N=37)
Moral
Charity 700/0
Giving 23% (8)
(26)
Change 83%
Caring 51%
(31)
(19)

Political
Civic duty 16% (6)
Social reconstruction
11%(4)

Intellectual
Additive experience
32%{l2)
Transformative
experience 22% (8)

There also appeared to be a developmental relationship between the categories
of"charity" and "change." According to both the director and consultant, many service

activities in the high school began as one-shot, add-on projects by clubs or classroom
teachers. Through the assistance of the CSL director and statJ: curriculum connections
were made and some of these activities developed into more classroom based service-

learning. This dynamic indicates a possible routinized growth pattern within the
program.. It may have also influenced program institutionalization as activities were
guided from charity to change orientations.

Finally, letters ofsupport from community agencies were also examined as part
ofthe review. These letters gave some understanding ofhow CSL bas impacted the local
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community. The themes ofcommunity development and connectedness were again
acknowledged as outcomes ofCSL. In a 1994 letter ofendorsement to the DOE, the
town clerk stated that the CSL had "opened up avenues ofcommunication between the
schools and town go~ ant between youngsters and town officials." That same
year, the director of the Couueil on Aging wrote that CSL was "an opportunity to
promote togetherness in the community and to promote awareness of the needs of all
generations." The Community Youth Coalition described CSL projects as "sterling

examples of activities that enhance the wen-being ofyouth by creating climates where

participants feel connected to the conununity."
SIIIIfIIfIII7 ofDoc_III tUUl ArtifllCl Furdiags

The review ofdocuments and artifacts in this division of the chapter provided
more data concerning mediating factors and outcomes in the institutionalization process.

The findings also showed some important transfommtions within the program over time.
Early documents stressed an external collaborative network and structural
supports like the mini-grant process as mediating factors effecting early growth and
continued sustainability. Also, student transcript~ the teacher evaluation process, and
systemwide professional development gave some indication oftbe degree ofCSL
integration and organizational change. However, these structural adaptations appeared to

be more at the system level than at Newman High School The organizational capacity of
the CSL office to administer a bigher education partnership though was recognized by a

high profile~ external stakeholder. The document review tiMings also revealed a shift of
program focus and a widening of purpose. There was movement from earlier
implementation goals ofschool change to a later emphasis on wider community
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development. Community development was also emphasized as a cultural standard of
quality CSL projects as wen as an element of sustainable project growth. The next

chapter division continues the case narrative fiom the perspective of interview data.
Interviews
Interviews were conducted throughout the study with such stakeholders as
teachers, administrators.. and community members. Data collected from these interviews
provide a deep picture of CSL and the implementation scenario at Newman High School
and also surface key factors in its sustainability. The interviews provided a significant

amount of data concerning the culture and context ofthe site, philosophy and purpose of
the program. organjzational elements and parameters, components of practice, evidence

of impacts, as weD as key events and transitions. Interview findings in this section are
organinxi according to these catego~ in order to present the many dynamics and
idiosyncratic elements to this case. Direct quotations from these interviews held during

the formal research phase ofthe study are used to give insight into these areas. The first

subdivision of this section considers interview data from the perspective of the culture
and context ofthe site.

CULTIJRE AND CONTEXT
Bi6" CMltIllfll ~ Existsfor II VIII__Bawd CSL Prognun

The interview findings in this section show that the design of the CSL program
overlaps core values and the educational vision of the school system. Both the CSL
program and school system value cooperative educative connections between the schools
and the wider community. This strong cultural readiras for such a vaJue..based program
bas enhanced its overall sustainability. Adding to this cultural support, program
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leadership bas also understood the community coDDeCtion to include interaction between
tbe schools. The involvement oftbe elementary schools with the high school CSL
program bas also added to its sustainability tbrough program sequencing.
The role ofservice in improving indMdual and community quality of life bas
been a longstanding value at Newman High School The school's first community
service coordiuator shared her memories about the origin of the program:

In 1975-76, a few of my students came to me and were really interested in
doing something along a community service nature and they asked me if I
would be willing to be their coordinator. We bad clubs in those times and

I said it was great. I went down to tbe assistant principal of the time and I
asked for his support. He said to go ahead as it sounded like a good idea.

It started from that little nuclear student group. It was all-voluntary and in

a couple of years 33% of the student body volunteered as community
service workers. At that time, we reached out to any places in town that
bad a need for help. We started with CODDDunity organizations, churches.,
and synagogues; that's bow we did it. And at food pantries, we collected

food. So, it was here. We had already started this type of thing but it

wasn't spelled out as clearly as it probably is now.
The original community service coordinator, a former member oftbe social

studies department, is now retired and a part-time member oftbe school's instructional
support staf[ She said her service-learning philosophy was both "spiritual and politicaL'"

"We are all part of the human race and have to help one another,'" she explained. Her

t
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commitment to service was tied to her tbjnkjng about education.. She tried to instill this
value in her students:
It was just my own philosophy that ifwe are oot for others then who are
we? The first thing I used to do in my social studies classes was to quote

HilleL He stated, "If I am only tor myself then what am I? If I am not for
others, what then? If not DOW, when?"
She understood CSL as a teaching process that had the potential "to profoundly

aWea our physical and spiritual being at the same time.'"
The superintendent believed the foundation grant made service a "real" part of the

school's culture. Betore the grant, he ooted that service was an after-school activity run
by a volunteer coordinator and an assistant principal: wrhey were sustaining it." He

explained that the early initiative was "conununity service" but not "community service
learning." He feh further that the grant helped the school system blend CSL into a larger
stnJcture. "When service is integrated into the curriculuJn." the superintendent stated, "it

bas wider impact for the total school population versus co-curriculars which are aimed at
only a few." The current high school principal echoed the superintendent's view: "We
had a history ofstudents giving themselves through various types of community,

religious and secular activities, but I think CSL was a kind ofmelding of the concept that
they could to more and service could be more meaningful for students." The present CSL
director agreed. She felt that before the grant, the town already bad "a culture grounded
in service." The consultant added that the grassroots movement for CSL and the timing

of the grant "happily coincided.'"
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The viewpoints of these stakeholders pointed to a strong consistency between
conununity and school values. The CSL director descnDed how there was a service ethic

in both the school and the colDll1UDity before the formal program. She also made the
point that since the program's fiscal adoption in 1995-96~ there had been no noted public
questioning of the purpose ofCSL. The EngJi"b curriculum coordinator observed how
CSL was now a "school value" but it bad also been "personal value" of many teachers

and community members before the formal program. The veteran EngJisb teacher who
organized the "Ordinary Heroes Project" descnbed the community in this way: "The
town is very socially conscious to begin with. Any kind ofprogram that bas a tendency
to bring people together and show another side of things has fertile ground for support."
Interviews with two curriculum coordinators and an agency director highlighted
the shared value ofcooperative educative connections between school and community.

The EngJisb coordinator said there was "an outside connection and understanding of
community" with CSL projects in her department. She explained:
You see it in EngJisb ill honors and in the American literature project
connecting the Grapes of Wrath with the recent floods in North Carolina.
CSL is about connection. It contributes to an understanding of being

human that is more thanjust "me." It promotes larger picture thinking.
The consultant observed further that CSL projects came from dUferent community
sources both inside and outside the school system: "In this system, teachers are already
connected to the community because oftbeir own commitments and ideologies."

The director at the Council on Aging cited the presence of the CSL director on her
advisory board as an important filctor that sustained routine communication and a

t
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cotmection with the schools: "Her presence on the board makes it easier for us to touch

base aud keep communication going (with the schools). Ideas don·t get lost when you
see someone on a regular basis.'If There is history with this relationship. The first
coQ1lDlmity service coordinator at the high school was also on this board in the early
1980·s and helped build an early relationship between the Council on Aging and the high
schooL The Council"s director expressed how it was important to have ~generational
contact for all members of the town" and that the CSL was an important vehicle for those
connections.

The foreign language curriculum coordinator also valued the cooperative
educative connection between the schools in her remarks. She descnbed how her
department's program where high school students teach parts of the Monarch butterfly in

Spanish to elementary students built positive relationships among students., among
teachers. and between students and teachers:
rve been a teacher for 25 years. I think it's been energizing and
revitalizing for me to work with a colleague at a different level Here I am
a high school teacher working with a first grade teacher. It's also been
very beneficial for the kids for them to go and share their knowledge with
little first graders. It fuJfills a community need to provide foreign
language instruction at the elementary scboollevel where it is not funded.

The kids are also more excited about Ieaming Spanish in my classroom
because of it.
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CSL JIIIptIdS II Jr. . VGI'ie(v of~ ProIIIIJtIs CoIrImtuIity ~

MIl ",...", AceqIiIIICe
The findings in this section reveal that CSL impacts a wide variety ofstudents in
different ways and, thus, engenders the support of many in both the school system and

the collllDllDity who value inclusive educatioD. In this section, student leadership begins
to emerge as an important progJ'8llBD8tic outcome and sustainability &ctor that not only
fosters commuDity develop~ but also leads to community recognition and overall
acceptance ofCSL. While the previous section showed cultw'e as a medium through

which CSL was ~ this section also shows cultural outcomes ofCSL that
contribute to sustaiDability.

The superintendent expressed that student involvement bad been an important
&ctor in the overall development of the CSL program.. In fact, he believes that because
many teachers recognized and valued stUdent involvement in CSL projects. they were

themselves motivated to get involved. The principal, who was an assistant principal from
1993-95 and returned in 2001 as principal, descnbed this dynamic as the "turning point"
of the program:

The turning point was in 1995 when the students involved beeame
ambassadors ofthe program. They were enthusiastic. It was their

wi1I.ingness to speak to the staff about their experiences that really made a

difference. It gave CSL validity by showing teachers that they were both
1eaming academic content as well understanding its applicability in

various situations. At the same time, the teachers of these students began
to talk about it with their colleagues. Keeping the content of the

•
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curriculum with the added student enthusiasm ftom their involvement \VaS

important fur the staf[

A funner parent and present school committee member also recognized the value
of student involvement in program development. In 1994, her son started a ''buddy
program" at the high school for elementary school students. ''CSL spread primarily
through the kids during the first few years of the prograDJ," she said. This former parent

remembered that when students with "no ability to conmunicate" spoke to large
audiences about their CSL experiences with confidence, it convinced many stakeholders
about the value of the program: "Student involvement in developing these projects
empowered them. It gave them the ability to speak to other students and the public about

the importance of giving back and people gave notice."
A sigDificant cultural impression from the interviews was that learning ftom real·
world experience was a shared value and consistent with the present CSL philosophy.
The assistant superintende~ a life-long resident of the town and 23-year veteran in the
system, valued strongly the relevance of learning experiences tied to the individual lives
ofstudents. She touted the educational value ofCSL in its ability to reach out to all
levels of students:
It is not something that becomes tracked as gifted, talented, or remedial
like what typically happens with any subject ofcuniculum issue that
comes in. And for that reason, you have great support from the
community because everybody's child can succeed at some point in and in
some place with CSL. There is much to be gained from it for all children
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because it supports every type of leamer. It allows the kid to succeed and

that is a huge streDgth factor for our schools.
The superintendent held a similar inclusive belief "CSL is integral to the school
and coDBDUDity because it gives kids who otherwise would not get recognition, get
recognition," he explained. The superintendent mentioned that since the town was a
highly competitive and above average colDlDUllity, it was c:tifficult for "average" kids to

get recogni2'ld CSL provided a wide variety ofstudents a chance to be recognized tOr
successes in learning. He also gave an example of how CSL bad become part of the

"fi:lbric" of school cuJture. At the annual bigh school awards night, students who have
gone ''beyond the call of duty'" in service-learning are given CSL awards alongside
academic, athletic, and drama awards. He added, "It is not a question of whether we
invite them (CSL), it is a matter ofwho we are."

The perspectives of both administrators from the Central Office represent a shift

from a traditional grammar ofschooling to one that is more constructivist in natw'e. The
assistant superintendent believed that nurturing a more progressive educational vision led
to greater acceptance ofCSL. She believed it was the direct resuh of a professional
retreat for administrators and coordinators in 1994, sponsored by CSL. "The retreat

centered on the idea of a paradigm shift in education," she recalled. The assistant
superintendent also remembered that it was the first organimi attempt by the school
system to begin retbinkina educational paradignv;.. Organi7ed by the first CSL director

(who left the system in 1997).

an system administrators and curriculum coordinators

spent three days at a conference center on the New England coast.
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The assistant superintendent descnbed how the present superintendent "trucked us
all out to this beautiful resort aDd we sat and talked about educational issues aDd what

good teaching aDd J.eamiog should look like." She telt that it was an important early
contribution the first director made to CSL to promote teacher autonomy aDd creativity in

the system: "The retRat got educators to think: outside of the box because everyone was

in that box." Concerning the conference's impact, the assistant superintendent telt that it
led to increased commitment aDd support for CSL as an effective educational method

across the system. The following subdivision colBiders interview data from the
perspective of the philosophy and purpose of the CSL program.
PHILOSOPHY AND PURPOSE

Interviews with stakeholders surfBced ideas, reasons, and ratiooales that guided.

the CSL program during its development. The next two sections consider those findings
as they relate to sustainability.

CIII'ricIll"", Connecdtms tll.lndude CSL tIS Pedllgogy IJI'e Kq to SlIStIIintlbility
The following findings describe CSL as a pedagogy that integrates classroom and
experientialleaming, social responsibility, and care with the goal ofdeveloping
conununity through inclusive relationships. At the bigh scboo~ these connections
translated into high user commitment. The findings in this section also reveal that later

program leadership promoted both curriculum as well as community connections in CSL
activities. This led to increased support within and outside the bigh school. Through the

presentation ofCSL as pedagogy, program leadership created a rich opportunity for users
to incorporate a variety ofeducational goals through CSL. This section reports how this
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approach extended the impact ofleamiD& thus iDcreasing stakeholder commitment aud

.......
"U.........
• biIity.
UUoU\NU6 sustalDL
The consultant believed that the most basic and common rationale for service was
"to be perceived as a good person." Yet, for her CSL was more than just charity:

~'1t

is an

etfective learning strategy that links service to the community with the academic
curric:ulum and its standards and ftameworks." The consultant said that this was a

departure from the vision of the grant philanthropist who had a narrow model of

community service based on charity that was rejected by program planners early on.

The present director understood CSL as ~a learning strategy that moves learning
from isolation." "It is a wonderful way ofteaching that applies knowledge and uses
experience," she added. The director also considered it ~a thematic approach to

experiential learning." Although quality CSL is CODDeCted to the academic standards.. she
acknowledged variance in the methodology amongst teachers in the system: "How CSL
works for you may not be how it works for me." With respect to its purpose, she feh that
CSL should not be looked at as an isolated program:
CSL defined, as a structured entity, is a stage. The goal is to have it as a
methodology used in each course. Instead ofCSL conferences as separate
events, it should be part ofconferences on science and language with CSL
being part of successful courses.

The director admitted that there were a wide array of understandings ofCSL in the high
school and many things fit under the service-learning umbreUa. but uhimately it was
more ~a way ofteaching tbanjust project-based activities."
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The superintendent echoed the director's philosophy. He used as an example a
coDflict he bad with the DOE when the State was developing the social studies
curriculum fi'ameworks. The DOE saw CSL as primarily a social studies responsibility.
The superintendent felt that CSL was a way of teaching and learning that ttanscended all

disciplines. He went on to explain: "We have never looked at it in this system as the job
ofjust the social studies teachers; it is everybody's responsibility." The superintendent
stressed that the original philosophers of education generated data that showed that CSL
as pedagogy was appropriate: "'Dewey is the most important. Application of learning to

the outside community bas a natural connection to educational philosophy." He felt that
using CSL in the classroom also had an "important positive impact" on the high school's

standardized test scores.
Other stakeholders continued with the same philosophical theme as the
superintendent. The assistant superintendent understood CSL as a comprehensive
learning process. 6'1t creates an interactivity of students with all levels ofcommunity

through a teaching process that uses left and right brain learning modalities," she

explained. The pri:ncipal descn"bed CSL as a "constructivist teaching methodology."
The foreign language curriculum coordinator highlighted its relational dimension: ~ our

department CSL is taking a part of the curriculum and applying it in a real-life situation.

In some departments is can be solving a community problem, but for us it involves
students going into classrooms and sharing their knowledge and expertise with others..,
When asked to descn"be service-learning in his own words, the assistant principal
descnbed it as "a program that gives kids authentic job shadowing experiences." He
went on to say in the interview that CSL "creates a tremendous amount ofnetworking
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into the occupations students want to explore later on or maybe don't want to explore."
His response focused oDly on the internship component ofCSL. Nevertheless., be was the
oDly exception in the interviews to the general understanding ofCSL as more pedagogy
than a distinct program.
There was some variance about the perceived. ptD'pOse ofCSL between school

persoonel and outside stakeholders. Teachers, administrators. and CSL staff saw an
integrative purpose of service and leamiDg while the community respondents stressed the
benefits of service. A second-year social studies teacher shared his view of how school

based users understand CSL:
The reason for the support is because it promotes better teaching and

I.eaming. It is another way to get kids to learn and help motivation. It also
promotes better teaching. It's a motivation to leam because it gets
students engaged, active, and gets them to believe they are capable of
doing great things
The principal made a connection to academic and learning objectives in defining
its official purpose: ''CSL's specific goals are to support the fundamental academic
learning goals and to expand those leanUng goals into broader areas." Having been at the

high school oDly two years., the social studies teacher interviewed also saw this
connection:
The goal ofNewman High is to teach students how to think. I think CSL
helps students think and reflect more from projects.. It helps them prepare
to attack probleJm from difterent angles. In this way, it could have some

positive effect on preparation for the State's standardized assessment.

•
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The c.tireetor saw her role speeificaIIy as assisting teachers to tie CSL into the cwriculum
ftameworks used in the classroom. For her, the curriculum connection served several
purposes:
CSL ties to the academic curriculum as set out in the Curriculum
Frameworks and can be as rigorously demanding as you make it. It is

especia1ly conducive to higher order thinking skills. However, applied
Ieamiog or using what students are learning in the real world allows an

children to achieve.
On a systemic level. the superintendent reported that curriculum initiatives resulting from
CSL have included "thoughtful dialogues on enhancing teaching and learning as well as
community partnerships and a systemwide shared vision." Overall, most of the

interviews painted a picture ofCSL as an activity dynamic. The initiative was considered
important to improving teaching and learnin& yet had several complementary purposes

that made it attractive to a wide range of participants.
Speaking from the perspective ofa life-long town resident, the assistant
superintendent feh that the community accepted CSL more as a program that gives back
something tangible: "You'll have a senior citizens group in town say they'll support CSL
ifwe'll get kids to shovel their walk. We get right down to the base of what are we going
to get back from this." The school committee member followed in the same way: "Kids

need to understand the importance of giving back to the community." The director at the
Council on Aging outlined the tangible needs met by CSL in her context: "Community

service is more tbanjust providiDg an opportunity for the giver. It provides meaningful
information and access to available resources for my senior citizens."
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T«ICier AIItoIuNIIy tIIUI CoIIIIbotvtiMI ~ ~ 111m"." &If-lleIurwtII
Findings in this section reveal that teacher autonomy and collaboration. promoted
by such supports as the mini-gnmt process and flexibility with user design, increased user
effort and commitment to CSL. Local pressure from positively impacted parents and

student enthusiasm sur:fitce as filctors that positively influenced teacher participation and
program sustaioability.

The assistant superintendent was technology coordinator at the high school dwing
the time ofinitiation and implementation ofCSL. She moved to central administratic?n in
September 2000. She remembered the mini-grant process as a key factor in early and

continued teacher involvement:

The mini-grants (for stipends and resoun::es) got teachers interested and

excited. We bad a large turnout for those grants because it made teachers
feel that they could make a difference. That's what CSL did for teachers.
It began with Judy Bryant the first director and Elizabeth Berkeley is
continuing it. Giving these mini-grants empowers the teacher.

The assistant superintendent believed that teachers essentially go into teaching "to do
something creative and to share tI:leJmelves." She added, however, that when resources
disappear, "education becomes stagnate." In her view, mini-grants are a structW'al way to

rekindle a spirit ofteacher empowerment.
In her discussions with teachers, the consultant reported that self-renewal was a
common reason for involvement with CSL:
CSL projects can take on a life oftheir own. They require a certain
amount offlexibility and desire for growth. They have the poteotial to
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close the 8CDC1atioD8l gap amongst teachers. Veteran teachers feel like

they are in their first year again. Teachers can grow in ways that are
accidental or intentional. Self.renewal is a motivating filctor.

A second-year mathematics teacher at the high school also spoke about self.renewal in

her "Tasty Math" statistics project with an elementary school: ~SL helped me see

,

IearniDg from a different perspective. At first it is overwbelmiDg but definitely exciting, I

will do it again." When asked why she thought teachers participated in CSL, the
consultant said it bad to do with the "autonomy" that the projects generate. She added

that leadership style of the director and CSL resources were also factors: '7eachers don't

feel threatened by Eliz.abetb, and they also have support if they participate."
Local pressW'C plac;ed upon them by students and parents was another noted

reason fOr teacher involvement. The superintendent explained a dynamic ofhow two of
three elementary schools that were heavily involved in CSL were feeding into the middle
school. Parents ofstudents who earlier had good experiences with CSL were asking:
"Where are the opportunities for CSL at the middle school?" He said the same thing bad
happened at the high school The foreign language coordinator gave a specific example
oflocal pressure to participate in CSL:
We have the Marketplace Day at the end of the year where we showcase

all the projects and the kids are very excited about it. When kids come
into

my Spanish m class in September the say, "Oh, Mrs. Morris are we

going to do that project down at the elementary school because we've
beard if's great." Parents ask me when we do the Parents Night in October
and talk about our goals for the year, so the enthusiasm is contagious.

•
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The CSL director pointed out that student enthusiasm placed pressure on
teachers: "Students ask teachers about what was done in previous years and this
motivates teachers to consider or continue projects." The foreign language coordinator

agreed. She explNned, "Teachers get interested in it by bearing about the projects from

the kids or from other teachers rather than coming in with previous interest."

She also

believed that student enthusiasm was tied to the power ofstudent ownership that the
projects fostered: "The projects that I have been involved in have been student designed
and student led and that is an important piece of the program9 s success."
Interview questions concerning philosophy and purpose revealed several key
indicators that CSL was considered a core value of the school system. One example the
superintendent gave came from the school funding cycle. He explained that every year

the town was &ced with not being able to get what they need, so it bad to prioritize. The
priorities for the school system were mandated programs and "emo11ment driven
additions like teachers and guidance counselors." CSL bas fiillen within these priorities.
As the superintendent state~ ''It is an accepted part ofthe operating budget and bas not

been cballenged for six years." The assistant superintendent also noted an important
example oforganizational adaptation. CSL bas been included by the school committee in

the official job description used in the search for a new superintendent. She added. "CSL
is a calling card to prospective candidates for superintendent. so you know that whoever
we choose will be a supporter ofCSL." The next subdivision considers interview data
from an organizational perspective.
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ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENTS
CentIYIIAdmlnistrlltive CDIlfllfitllItmt l1li4 PrttssIU'fl Bllilds Sptl!llf Level SupportfDr

CSL
This section presents data that show that system level support, advanced by

central administrative commitment, pressure, and advocacy, bas been an important filctor
in sustaining CSL. On a structural1evel it was discovered that hiring policies, external

funding,. publicity, documentation as weB as staff stability in CSL and the Central Office
have contributed to system support. In this section, we also begin to see important
evidence ofhigb attrition in the high school administration and teaching staff as threats to

the program's durability.
Interview questions sur&ced information about the levels of administrative

commitment, organizational and external fBctors, as wen as policies that influenced the
development ofCSL. It should be noted that other than the principal. administrators and.
coordinators interviewed bad been involved with the program since its inception. The
teachers interviewed in this section bad no more than two years ofexperience at Newman
High School.
More specifically, interview findings revealed strong administrative CSL support

and commitment by the central school administration, curriculum coordinators,
elementary school ~ and the school committee. Comments concerning the high
school and middle school principals during the last nine years showed less overt support
and commitment to the CSL program. The stakeholders interviewed consistently
identified the superintendent as the champion of CSL in the school system. As the

director stated: "He bas been our one constant support throughout the initiation and

•
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implementation process." Both the director and the social studies teacher descnbed his
support as "very top down." The assistant superintendent agreed: "Wen, I would have to

say good things about the superintendent because he is the one who would fight to the

ground and say this is something we need to have." She also considered strong support
from central administration as extremely important for sustainabiIity: "If we were to get a
superintendent who believes this is nice but just another program, we would have
problems."

The superintendent hilmelf pointed to the school committee as important source
ofexternal support. When private funding for CSL ran out in 1995, be believed they
were a major reason for the program's fiscal adoption and consequent continuation. He

also fek that the involvement ofcertain members as parents with CSL engendered this
support: "'At that time a number ofschool committee members had kids involved with
9

CSL. We were able to grab them because they could see the benefit in their kids and the
benefit to the community." The former scbool committee chair during that transitional
year talked about the political leverage they used for CSL:

The selectman and finance committee asked us why we should spend so

much money on this? We made a commitment to the philanthropist that
we would make CSL viable after 1995. We made this public commitment

and I said to them that there was "no way in hell" we were going to lose it.
Service makes us truly a community.
When asked ifshe thought CSL would ever be eliminated to do budget pressure~ the

assistant superintendent said she did not think so because the school committee bas been
''way too fitr behind it.9'
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The superintendent acknowledged that there had been many administrative and
staffchangeovers since the initiation ofCSL. Yet. he located the constants ofsupport for

the program with the curriculum coordinators,. elementary principaJs, the two directors,.
and bimsel£ He bas been the leader of this system for the past 11 years. Concerning the
curriculum coordinators be said: "They were pretty stable during these troubled times as
for as positions.'" Since the system does not have an assistant superintendent for
curriculum and instruction, all coordinators and directors report directJ:y to the

superintendent. He mentioned that throughout the implementation years, all the system's
coordinators were charged with two service-learning goals: to infuse CSL into their
respective departments and to increase teacher participation. The superintendent writes
these standards into the annual goals ofall coordinators and directors.

The foreign language curriculum coordinator joined the high school staff in 1992.
the first year of the fonnalitt-d program.. When asked where she thought support came
for CSL, she responded:

I think it is a combination ofsupport. The superintendent bas certainly
been at the foreftont with CSL. We were fortunate at the high school to
have Judy Bryant,. the first coordinator, who was a very dynamic leader

and promoted CSL. In the eight years I have been here, we have had three
or four ~rent principals so with leadership I haven't seen it coming
ftom there, but in the end they support it.

The consultant observed that the principals over the past eight years have neither been
"overt obstacles" nor "overt supports.'" She stated, "There bas been a leadership gap in

the high school throughout an phases ofimplementation.'" As an assistant principal

ISO
during the program's first two years, the present principal said be supported the
development CSL by fiIcilitating conversation amongst coordinators and the director.

This included scheduling time for the director to meet with them and structuring time for
departments to talk about CSL.
CommeIllS showed that building endorsement ofCSL has been inconsistent. The
school committee member interviewed cited as an example a conflict she had with the
high school principal as chair in the program's fifth year. It concerned an all-school CSL
project. The project was a social awareness activity and involved all students in the bigh
school playing various class roles in a "mock society." "Some of the poorer kids bused

in from the city were playing the most wealthy kids," she explained.

~1be

CSL activity

involved the role playing for a week and structured classroom reflection about the
feelings of power and being part ofa certain economic class." She further explained that

the principal at the time did not support this all-school activity because it would "take
time away from the 990 hours of time in learning the State required." She complained to

the superintendent about the principal's lack ofsupport for this CSL project:
I went to the superintendent and he mediated the conversation between

me, as the chair of the school committee, and the principal who did not
want this project in the school. I bad beard from parents and students that
it was important to them. All the kids were going to be involved with it
and bad worked very bard. I basically said to the principal, ~~As chair, I
am your boss and ifl think what you are doing is wrong I will tell you." I
reminded the principal that this CSL project was about the kids and she

lSI
was wrong. It ended up being a great CSL project essentially for

everyone.
Interviews pointed to system level support as an important metor in program
development and impIementation. The superintendent considered system. level suppo~
specifically ftom the elementary schools, as strong throughout

an phases of

impIementation. Two ofthe three elementary school principals were credited for their
strong support and high commitment. The director reported that one of them mandated
CSL at her school after a critical mass ofteacbers was doing it: "She verbalized the
commitment." The foreign language coordinator also pointed to "top down" pressure
from building principals to implement CSL at the elementary level. The consultant saw
the loss ofone veteran elementary school principal and the potential retirement of the
other two as a potential threat to this important base ofsupport.
The superintendent reported that the middle school was ''the last school in the

system to get on board with CSL." He feh that was because ofthe principal. The
assistant superintendent thought that there was "some feeling with the administration that
the middle school was an island unto itself." She expJa~ " They didn't do a lot of
communication with the rest ofthe system on a range of things, not just CSL."
System level support at the earlier grades was reported to have contributed to
program sequencing and sustainability. The English coordinator said, '1Gds see further

opportunities for CSL in the curriculum because they have been exposed to it in earlier
grades." The assistant superintendent observed that elementary school staffbas
consistently raised CSL issues at the high school level: "It is very easy to get into the
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high school through elementary school partnersbips." She provided the following
systemic overview:
The elementary schools were very willing to run with a CSL. Yet,

the

high school is very departmentalized and was more difficult to convince.

When the mini-grants came along and the CSL office was placed in the
high school. they were easy to draw into CSL through elementary
partnerships. From the general structure of the middle school, it's a tough

place for the coordinators to get a foothold in or for anybody from the
outside to do anything.

System level support for CSL also came from biriog policies advanced by the

superintendent. One of tile interview questions that building principals and curriculum
coordinators are expected to ask is about the candidate's level of understanding and
wilJingness to become involved in CSL. The high school mathematics teacher descnDed
how CSL impacted her interview experience:
I already eqjoyed service. I was involved in community service at my last
high schooL When I moved here and was shopping for jobs, I was looking

for a school that had that kind of atmosphere. Both the math department

head and the principal interviewed me. CSL was mentioned in the

interview. It was a seDing point for me.
The superintendent added that CSL is also part of the interview protocol for principals
and assistant principals. He stated, "Those that supported it were the ones that got hired."
Results from the interviews bigbJighted certain internal and external
organizational factors that influenced the development ofCSL. Funding was mentioned

f

IS3
as both an outside support aDd internal obstacle. The director and consultant considered
knowledge of the program's funding cycle as an important context for understanding
ongoing fiscal supports and threats. This is how they described it:

The private grant was used to cover costs for the first three years. Local
funds were needed in the fourth year. The director, two internship
coordinators, and the secretary are funded fWJy from the school
department budget. The four middle and elementary school liaisons are
funded by state funds. Two CSL internship positions for teachers are
funded by town mini-grants. The program has received an implementation

grant ofSI6,OOO,. an expansion grant of$SO,OOO,. two supplemental grants
ofSl0,OOO, and a three-year partnership grant ofS1S0,000 from the DOE

sinee 1996. The Department receives aDd distn"butes these federal funds
from Learn and Serve America.

The consultant attributed "aggressive grant writing" for outside funds as a
sustaining factor of the program. However,. the advocacy and intervention of the

superintendent during internal funding struggles bas enabled the program. to cope with
certain financial threats. The assistant superintendent shared a story that serves as an
example:
We are looking at bard times in right DOW. The town will give the school
department a budget of S% when we need 7.6% just to survive. You then

start looking at what you can cut. I bad a meeting with Elizabeth
yesterday because she bas a state grant that hasn't materialized yet but
needs funds. The superintendent gave her the money up-frout and told
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here to pay him back when the grant comes in. Not many school systeJm
will do that. I tbiok: you9 Ualways need that fiscal advocacy at the
superintendent·s level to sustain programs like this.

She remembered fiscal planning meetings over the years where CSL would come up on
the "chopping block." and the superintendent would "defend it to the death" saying: "This
is what the schools and the community needs."

The high school principal believed future funding issues could be a threat to CSL.
He feh the high school was under "strong financial pressures" because of the town s
9

growing population, fiIcilities

~

and the costs of special education. The school

committee member agreed with the principars financial forecast and also mentioned the
selectmen as past fiscal obstacles to CSL. However. parental involvement with the
program bas changed the attitude ofsome on the Board:
Money and the selectman have been traditional obstacles. but now the
chair of the selectmen bas a child that bas been involved with CSL and be
is now a supporter. People begin to support it when it affects them and
their children. Wbat9 s true about the program becomes evident from the

kids.
The CSL staff assistant ba5 been with the program from its inception and
provided helpful institutional memory. She also cited a developing "parent-family

networkn as a factor that bas helped the program. The consultant feh that there was a
personal connection to service-learning that engenders continued support: "Those who
have watched their children blossom like school committee member Barbara Fitzgerald
become committed to the program."
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Developing connections to outside orgarri2'Jltioos and networks that champion
CSL was mentioned as a consistent external support. This tradition goes back to the first
community service coordinator. She participated in forums with both higher education
and high school practitioDel'S through a local university. The superintendent said this

former coordinator was able to both contribute many ideas and Ieam from the advise of
others. He also spoke about how, during the early years ofthe program, the first CSL
director and the consultant worked with local school systems, while he worked with
professional organimions and the State expanding the CSL concept. Teachers and
students often accompanied the director to speak about their projects. As a result, the
program was getting "a lot of recognition both inside and outside the school system.'"

In 1996, the first director organized a statewide conference for teachers and
students about CSL at the bigh school. According to the Englic;b coordinator, that
comerenc:e "enabled. our kids to talk to kids ftom other schools about their projects." In
addition, the consultant reported that the CSL staffbas developed an ongoing relationship

with the DOE. The staffbas helped the State with program evaluations ofother systems,
and members have been presenters at DOE sponsored professional conferences.

According to her these external relationships have "kept global connections, provided
perspective, and helped further develop our skills and resources.'~
The foreign language coordinator took great pride in her role as an ambassador of

the program. She spoke about presenting at the local Marketplace Day, the state Foreign
Language Conference, and being the teacher representative at the Congressional
Reception for National Service-Learning Schools. She ~ "We've been spreading the

good news and I think that's part of the program, to publicize the good work." The
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superintendent stressed "public relations" as a key factor in the program's success: "CSL

is about feel good eoocepts, so ifyou keep a public relations perspective you will

SlICCeed."

Program documentation was mentioned as both a strategy and as a routine
practice to legitimize and eoJJll'llUDicate the importance ofCSL throughout tbe school

system and the town. The director said it was the CSL stairs role to eJlCOwage and help
out with program documentation. This was done through liaisons working with students
to write newspaper articles. eontacting local newspapers to do articles, or working with
local cable to tape a segment of a project. She explained, "We have worked with teachers
to do write-ups oftheir projects for themselves and for dissemination to other teachers."

The director stressed that a routine part of project documentation includes making clear
eonnections to the Curriculum Frameworks.

The assistant principal identified program documentation as one oftbe program's
strengths: "Elizabeth and the program do a fimtastic job with public relations work.
sho~

and letters." The veteran English teacher agreed by saying that there were "a lot

ofvery good public relations eorning out ofCSL." As an indicator of its eommunity
acceptance, the superintendent pointed out that there are no other mini-grants in the town
except for CSL: "The town bas deemed it as important."

The CSL office encourages and supports teachers and students in presenting
projects at local and national eonferences as part of the program documentation process.
The supelintendent remembered how a wide approach to program documentation was
used as an early implementation strategy:
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Presenting and demonstrating the projects not only benefited. other
systems..

but it peaked the interest in our own system. It recognized

teachers who were using CSL. As a result, the snowball started to
accumulate and more teachers J:x:came involved.
The superintendent felt that a combination ofextensive documentation and

publicity within the school system and town resuhed in a good deal of positive

recognition by the colDlllUDity: "People were reading a lot about us in the beginning and
looking at the students. When we wrote about CSL, people began making positive
comments about us." He added that this approach was part of a preconceived
implementation strategy: "It was to show kids in a difterent light and to make the town

teel proud about these wooderfbJ kids."
SCIu!tl. . . . TiIIIt!, l1li4 AdditiDlUIl Stille RqllftlllSlls tIN ThretllS to

SlIStllilltJbility
This section highlights the ongoing obstacles to teacher participation in CSL.

High user assistance from the program director, supported through state professional

development funds made available by the superintendent, have enabled users to navigate
these obstacles and threats to sustainability.
The structural issues of time and scheduling were initial problems for the CSL

initiative. Time was a problem in introducing and planning CSL with teachers. The
principal remembered that there was an early concem &om teachers that CSL was an

"add-on" and this assumption required some planned capacity building by the first
director:
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At the beginning~ we bad mecJvmical issues like scheduling kids and kids
missing classes because ofCSL. How do we have a regular school

program and have this service component? CSL was not seen as an
integral part initially but I think as kind of an add-on concept. I think Judy
worked hard to show a way that this could happen and make provisions
for it.
He considered that most of the problems confronted during the initiation phase were not
"anything unique to CSL but common to any change happening over a period of time."
The English teacher interviewed, a 24-year veteran in the system, agreed with the

superintendent's view:
People here are strapped for time. This is a school where people have

high expectations for excellence and accountability. Community service
was thought of as an add-on that took from a teacher's time. Judy showed
bow it could be brought into the classroom and become a good use of
instructional time. It enhanced a classroom routine that you are already

bound to follow.

The English curriculum coordinator believed that extensive professional
development between 1992-95 was key to coping with the problem of time. During this
period, she reported that frequent workshops were offered and time was given at f8cuhy

and department meetings to explain the program. offer planning, outline support, and
provide mini-grant opportunities. In

1996~

a block schedule was introduced which

teachers feh was a structural help for student release time and organization.
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Additional requirements from the Educational Reform mo~ement in this state
have rekindled the problem oftime. The EngJim coordinator observed, "There have been

no JlX)re in-service workshops given because ofthe 990 iostructional hour concern and
other time restraints." The high school also returned to a more traditional schedule in
September 2001. The CSL staffassistant agreed with the English coordinator. She
pointed out that with 22 new teachers hired this year, it bas been difficult to introduce
them to CSL: "More and more people don't know what CSL is. Many are doing it
implicitly but we need to point it out for others to see.ft The CSL workshops in May
2001 were the first for teachers at the bigh school since 1996. They were organized by

the CSL staff and the system was given release time by the superintendent as a response
to this concern.

The assistant superintendent also believed that present teacher support of the
program bas been again compromised by lack oftime. She thought that with increasing

structural pressures like "time in learning" from Educational Reform, CSL is being
pushed to more after·school venues. The principal agreed. He discussed how teachers
felt about reform pressures and how they would not give up valuable time unless it bad

other learning possibilities. However, the English teacher explained how he bad learned
to cope with the time obstacle in his freshmen Ordinary Heroes Project:
This year it's back to the traditional schedule. We don't have time now to

put everything together when the person is being interviewed with the fifth
graders. There's not enough time for that so youjust get around it. What
I've been doing is having the kids write up the interviews for homework
and tape their findings the next day in class. I send copies of the tape to
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the fifth grade so they can add to it. Once CSL is set-up there is actuaII:y
less time involved. Many teachers don't seem to understand that. They
see time as some kiDd ofroadblock. if they only walked past that wall...
When asked how she coped with the problem of time, the CSL director said she advised
teachers to start small: Wfhey should try something that they have to do, aDd use us." She
added that there bas also been outside support from instructional assistants and parents
who have done book talks with students.

Student time away from traditional classroom activities because ofCSL activities
bas also been the source ofan ongoing debate between users aDd non-users since the
program's iDception. The foreign Janguage coordinator remembered how this debate was

dealt with early on in her department:
We~ve

bad that debate. We bad people ask how you can take time out of

the curriculum for CSL? We do a six-week program for elementary

students on the butterfly. I said it is certainly valuable time because the
kids are 1eaming and it is experiential. and they get more out of that six
week program than they do reading a short story or conjugating verbs in
Spanish.

The consultant, however, reported that a different culture existed in the Science
Department. She mentioned that the coordinator recently cautioned a teacher that her
CSL project involving natural science should not take up too much classroom time. The
consultant bas found that there is generally "big statement" support in most of the
Curriculum Frameworks provided by the State. With respect to this CSUscience project,

the general bigh school frameworks support this kind of learning but do not specifically
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include links to natural science. She theorized that when there is no linkage to the

Curriculum Frameworks, cultural obstacles and asSIIIDPtions in the department take over.

In this case, it was an "add-on mentality" in this traditionally content-bound subject area.
The consultant felt that the Curriculum Frameworks for grades were another level of

justification that helped with sustainability: "Certain departments that are more vision
chaJlenged than others need this legitimation to support CSL."
The Educational Reform initiative of this state began in 1993, one year after the
formal inception ofthe CSL program. Educational Reform was noted in the interviews
as not only a constralnt to CSL through time aDd other demands, but also as a source of
support in theory and resoW'CCS. The foreign language coordinator found support in the
Curriculum Frameworks as way to teach afl'ectively: "Active learning is in the early
Curriculum Frameworks and there are foreign language strands like communicatio~
culture, and community which support service-learning." The superintendent felt that
Educational Reform brought the question of"consistency and standards" to the
curriculum: "It provides an opportunity for CSL to be a vehicle to help teachers meet
those standards and step out ofthe classroom aDd coUaborate with others." He descnDed
the consultant as being instrumcntal in helping coordinators use CSL activities to meet
state standards. From the perspective of resources and staff development, the
superintendent, also explained how Educational Reform had also been a support:

We have started using state required professional development funds for a
lot ofour CSL professional development. The State has earmarked in the
budget 5411,000 for professional development this year so you have to

•
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find. some creative way to spend those funds. We have used a lot ofthat
for mini-gnmts and for staff to present and attend cSL conferences.

The next subdivision considers interview data fiom the perspective ofinstruction
and actual CSL practice.

COMPONENTS OF PRACTICE
lh l~ oICSL _

p~ ,,_ Big"

St""" IIf'l/HlClIIIUI Colltriblltes to

BlliJdUIg SlIppOrt
This section outtines the specific components ofCSL pedagogy. Four distinct
steps were mentioned as involved in implemellting a service·learning project:
preparatio~ actio~

refteetion. as wen as the celebration and/or demonstration of student

work. The elements of this process bave bad positive impacts on cognitive and civic
learning, student leadership, as wen as community development. Teacher enthusiasm
about these results contributed to building support and sustainability ofcSL. It was also
observed that cSL projects inspired seJt:..retlection and professional dialogue about
teaching and 1eamiog, qualities that sustained user interest and participation.

The director described the preparation component ofCSL as "content based."
She explained. for example, that students might prepare for a cSL activity through
reading a short story in language arts about a homeless child in literature and then discuss
how they could respond to a similar, real·life need. In her experience with the American

Dream Quilt Project, the English coordinator felt that both the preparation and action
components ofcSL are precisely where it becomes an ownership activity for the

students. She saw that it was here that students began to ask: such questions as: "What
should be on the Quih? What should it be about? Should it just be about me?" For herlt
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the Quilt was a vehicle to raise the essential questions that were at the heart ofthe
literature the students read in class.

The director stated that she also tried to encourage student choice and ownership
in the projeas. She explained that it usually came in the range and depth ofthe project:
"Service and coDlDlUDity are understood in a broad way. We work with what students

want to do and facilitate that with the teacher." However, this does not always come easy
for teachers. The young mathematics teacher interviewed found that giving students
opportunities for ownership in her "Tasty Math" activity was hard because it involved

"risk." "I never thought I could do it," she explained. "It gave kids control to learn on
their own. But when you hear how they explain thing~ it changes the way you teach and
explain concepts."

The consultant also pointed out that the CSL staff tries to promote a reciprocal
understanding of service as teachers design CSL projects with their students: "The CSL
office tries to get the students engaged with the service recipients and sees if the project
design is on target with their needs." She recounted a story where a class wanted to help
homeless veterans through buying them socks and underwear. What the veterans really
wanted was to help the students learn rather than be helped t.heImelves. The director
tried to work the needs ofboth the students and the veterans into the design of the CSL
project.
The consultant stated that the reflection component kept the reciprocal dimension

of service alive. She stated, "The reciprocity of service-learning comes through the
integrated reflection of the relational dynamics of the activity. This can happen through
discussion, journal writing., or answering a teacher-designed questionnaire." The
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consultant stressed that critic:a1 reflection also happens when service is done in within
school settings: "It's a service for high school students to help younger children
understand the usefUlness of Spanish in growing HispaDic areas of the United States
through their cross-school projects." The CSL internship coordinators mentioned

reflection as an important component of their course: "It is where they learn what their
thoughts are and coDDeCt the discussion to future career decisions."
The celebration/demonstration component can take multiple forms. The director

said that this bas been done in the past through a culminating event like a party, awards

ceremony, or public display. For example, the director explained how the local nursing
home held a barbecue and hired a musician to celebrate one class' contribution. One of
internship coordinators said the end of the year celebration in that program was ~~an

opportunity for students and site visitors to connect." The CSL director feh that the
celebration piece was a powerful opportunity to foster student leadership that in tum led
to project evolution:
First we displayed the American Dream Quih. Then the next year
students wanted to bring in ethnic food. Then they added a community
component the next year. Now we have a performance piece and a
Diversity Day. This year, two students sang "We Shall Overcome" in

Hindi and in Englisb with many students joining in. With the
development of the project, they did what they wanted to do and it grew.
The social studies teacher stressed student leadership as a thread throughout the

implementation ofbis CSL project. He descnbed the creation ofbis class' "World War IT
Video Project" as follows:
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I did a documentary video with my sophomores on World War ll. First,
veterans came to class. Students sa~ talked, and beard stories. They bad
to make the information l1'I8DIJgeable. I stressed a team effort. Students

did. interviewing, taping, aod editing. Task groups developed the pieces
and an outside coDSUltant who lives in the town helped us put it together.
The kids will never forget the importance of World War ll. The look on

their f8ces after the screening and absorbing all the accolades and seeing
them interact with the vets made it all worth it.
The veteran Enslish teacher noted the cognitive and civic impacts ofms CSL

project. He believed that CSL was "a way of picking up skiDs" in a way that was "more
interesting and engaging tbanjust traditional classroom leaming." He felt that it was not

a replacement of the way all things should be done, but that it helped build a climate of
excitement and interest around learning that he called his classroom's "esprit de coeur."
He observed, "Kids are working together a lot outside the classroom and meeting people.
They feel like they are part of spe<:iaI program and that creates a good spirit in the

classroom that carries us through the year." He also bighJi&bted the civic impacts of the
project. The conversations with community members required the students to
acknowledge "an aw:fullot ofpeop1e doing volunteer work around the townjust to get
things done." The school committee member and former parent remembered the
following affective impact with her son:

His participation in CSL gave him a feeling of self-confidence. h gave
him a feeling in school that you can do something and make a difference.
It increased his self-worth and gave him the opportunity to go forward.
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The foreign language coordinator said that teacher enthusiasm about student cognitive
and a.ftective impacts contributed to early CSL participation in her department as well as

wider professional growth:
At first, one person did it and we were all sort of watching to see bow it
would pan out. Then we were impressed with the affect on her and the

students and we thought that was great. The next year there were two
projects, then four then six. I think teachers and students sharing their
enth~

convinced people to learn about CSL and try it.

Program Lellllersllip Usa Mllltlple ApprotIelles to Jmp/I!IIIeIIt tIIId
SlISItJiII CSL

The findings in this section consider the diifeJ:ent leadership strategies of the two
program directors in promoting the use, endorsement, and institutionalization ofCSL.

The first director legitimated CSL through curriculum connections and empowered

individual teachers and students to be ambassadors ofthe program. The second director
went to a wider pool ofpotential users and supported teacher participation through bighly

individualized assistance and coordination. Both approaches appear to be a good fit for
each time period and are significant factors in the program's development and
sustainability.

The CSL program at Newman High School has had two full-time directors since
1992. Judy Bryant was director from 1992-1997 and Elizabeth Berkeley bas continued in
that role. According to the superintendent, Judy Bryant was lUred fiom the business
sector and bad experience in human resources and community development. Elizabeth
Berkeley bad been an elementary school teacher in the system for over 20 years and most
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recently had been her school's CSL liaison. Findings tiom the interviews revealed that
both had effective but different Ieadersbip styles and approaches during the

implementation and development ofCSL.
Interviews with persoooel who were present duriDg the program's initial years

consistently spoke about the first dilector"s "dynamic" and "energized" approach towards
CSL. Building coalitions of support and appealing to professional esteem needs of
teachers. the first director was able to empower a core group ofteachers to implement
quality CSL activities. She also provided strong public relations both outside and within
the schools to communicate positive cognitive, civic, and affective impacts with students.

When asked to describe the initiation process ofCSL, the foreign language
coordinator considered the "dynamic leadership" of tile first dilector as a reason for
CSL's "quick" implementation. The veteran English teacher agreed. He said, ''Ninety
percent ofthe impetus came tiom Judy Bryant." He descn'bed her as the "prime mover"
and noted that her personality and energy appea1ed to him and others to get things started:

It was her energy that got things started. I was looking to get a service

project started for a number of years. Then all of a sudden we have this
CSL director in the school and she was likeable and effervescent and I
started to learn something about CSL and said to myselfit might not be a

bad thing to try. I bad no idea what CSL was before Judy. The thrust of
implementation came out of the CSL office and through her personality.
The consultant agreed with the English teacher. She said that the first dilector "lit

the firen by using CSL as a vehicle to nurture as she descn"bed "an intellectual discussion
to a bigbIy intellectual staft:" The consultant remembered the first director approaching
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teachers and coordinators who were the "real leaders" ofthe school: "She 1lamed CSL in
an inteJlectually stimulating way by tying it into the curriculum and cognitive impacts.n
The consultaot wxlerstood tbm strateaY as way,to defuse myths and assumptions that

service was not academic or rigorous. However, the consultant noted that this approach

was also a "tum-off'" to some: "Judy was the intellectual fire, but some lower level risk:
takers stayed away because they thought the standards were too high and they would

filii. "
As a high school parent during the program's first two years, the school

committee member also reeaIled the affective side to the first director's leadership that
engendered student support and participation. The students, who she said many called
"borderline,"

were able to negotiate early structural and cultural obstacles that the

program 1Bced: "They heard from others about why they shouldn't or couldn't do it
(CSL), but they were committed to Judy and the program.

H

She remembered how the

CSL director "pushed" her son and his Diends into doing CSL by building their seJf
confidence: "I was amazed. My so~ this shy ~ started talking to large audiences
about CSL." She descn"bed the early student dynamic more specifieally in this way:
The kids worked very closely with Judy and she had a special way with

kids. If somebody had a problem, these kids went directly to her. She was
there support and ally. They cherished ber. Judy got these kids so
involved that they would go into schools here and outside the system to
talk about CSL. It made such a difIerence in their lives. The program was

spread and was powered by the kids during those first tew years. It was
about student empowerment.

t
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In 1997,. the original director left for a community development position at a local
university. The present director's leadership style was descnbed in interviews as

centering more on individual teacher needs aod as a provider of structural support and

resources for activities. Where the previous director bad focused on developing a deep
commitment to CSL among those who bad the capacity,. the present director's approach

was wider. CoDllDeDts showed a willingness to be flexible with a definition ofCSL and
attentiveness to each teacher's individual capacity for professional growth. The English
coordinator eaIled this director "the point person who gets the support.» The consultant
said she was a ''owturer.'' The consultant also observed that as a former classroom
teacher, this director understood the perceived burden ofCSL as an "add-on." The
superintendent felt that the present director bas a different leadership style from the past
director, but that it was also very effective:
Elizabeth is the person for the times. She is visible and she expands the
concept ofCSL. She is wil1ing to listen to what teachers want to do.
Elizabeth just bas a nice way about her and she inspires confidence. She

is a catalogue ofideas for teachers. She bas great listening skills and I

•

think: that it is very helpful in this kind ofjob.
When asked about the present approach of the program, the director stressed the
flexibility of the CSL office, its wide support statt: and the importance of relationships as
important filctors to program growth and sustainability: "We don't want to be perceived

as pushy. If someone is interested you can do just about anything with them, but they
have to be interested first.'" She found that the former CSL Advisory Council model.
which included teachers, parents, and community groups, was not an effective way to
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sustain wider program. growth. She ended it in her second year as director. Consequently
the director now attends high school department meetings, the Commlmity Youth
Coalition, and meetings at the Council on Aging as a way of sustaining community
COllllll:<:tions and reJationsbips: "CSL meetings are done on a more informal basis in a
variety of settings. Commun.ication is based on relationsbips and I want to be present:,

open, and responsive." The mathematics teacher interviewed found this style appealing:

"Elizabeth came to a department meeting and explained CSL options. She left the door
open and I felt comfortable about getting involved."

Finally, both the director and superintendent bigb.lighted the structural supports
the CSL office provides as important tBctors in program. development and sustainability.
According to the director, the office assists users in developing quality projects mainly
through coordination. She stated, "This includes making phone calls to make

connections with potential partners like the Garden Club or to schedule a visit at a
nursing home. providing an extra set ofhands to cover class or to go on smaJl group

visits., or to brainstorm with teachers to flesh out ideas for projects. n The director also
mentioned the coordination oftransportation, the purchase of materials, and help in the

miDi-grant process as part ofCSL support practices. The superintendent related the
director'Js adeptness with &cilitatiog resources with her commitment to the program:
Her support ofCSL is endless. If transportation is a problem, she says to

the teacher "O.K..n and she'll call the coordinator oftransportation and get
a bus so the teacher can get to the senior center. Ifa teacher says, "I need
certain materials for my classroom." Boom! They are there. Nothing is an

issue with Elizabeth because she is so dam committed.

•
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The next subdivision considers interview data nom the perspective of programmatic

outcomes valued by stakeholders.
NOTABLE OUTCOMES

In the course of the interviews, stakeholders shared evidence ofnotable CSL

outcomes with respect to students, teachers, parents, and the community. The interviews
surfiIced ~ taDgI"ble qualities the stakeholders saw and valued about the CSL
t

program, qualities which may have contributed to its sustainability.
CDIIfIIIIfIIiIy DttwtIDpmJtIIt OIttCDIIW FtISIDs Mllltiple Areas of Progrtmt

s""port

The findings in this section reveal that central administrative and user

commitment, as weD as the support ofcommunity stakeholders, share COIIDDUDity
development goals as an educational value. Accordingly the values ofgreater
community inclusion, care9 and connectedness., which characterize the program's

orientation, are sources of its widespread acceptance and factors in its sustainability.
There is some anecdotal evidence in this section ofa social justice outcome with the

mention ofa few student CSL leaders who participate in such initiatives in college.
Some comments aJso provide an indication of the degree ofCSL institutionalimtion by
mentioning a significant percentage ofusers and giving evidence ofroutinized use.
The interviews mentioned certain civic and professional oUtcomes that were

connected to CSL. The school committee member recounted the afi"ect CSL bad on her
son with respect to social respoDSl"bility:
My son bad started the "Buddy Programt9 at Newman High. When he
went to college in the Mid-West, he majored in drama. He started a

program through his own university to help students interested in drama
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find educational and professioDBl opportunities to develop their craft. He
visited high schools and colleges across the Mid-West. It was something
that was a giveback. It was his way of saying that I can contribute. Judy
taught them to remember it was always important to give back.
The director provided oames offour other graduates &om 1995 and 1996 who

were very involved with CSL and bad become actively involved in social justice
initiatives in college. She reported that one of these graduates bad also just recently
joined the Peace Corps.

The assistant superintendent spoke about the outcome CSL bad on the
professional life ofa student who started the town~s first "Sc:hool and Community

Internet Bulletin Board" through a CSL miDi-grant. She n:caIJed how he was "a very
quiet kid who reached out to the community through his computer ability." She also

remembered how in 1995 the high school bad no course that could have captured or
prompted that ability. So" the Internet Bulletin Board became an independent study for
him that started because ofCSL support. She provided this update about the student's
professional life:
He beaJme highly recognized for what he did in the town and I would say

it molded his future. He headed oft'into technology after Brown
University and will probably earn five times what I make today. Tbat's

the idea ofa school system.
The superintendent believed CSL contributed to a greater sense ofcohesiveness

and belonging within the high schooL He believed that it nurtures a better school climate
because, through CSL, students across the curriculum work for a common cause. As a

•
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he felt that it could be one of the key contributing filctors to the high school's very

snail dropout rate and an important iDstitutional outcome. The superintendent could not
make a direct correlation, but since the beginning ofCSL in 1992, the dropout rate bas

been coDSistent at less than 1%: "I can't prove tbat CSL bas been the cause oftbe low
dropout rate but I can say it hasn't increased during its time."

Because 75 oftile 95 staffmembers have been hired since 1995, it was difficult to
I

su:rfiIce long-lasting teacher outcomes. However, the consultant was able discuss the
outcome the Ordinary Heroes Project bas had on its two teacher coordinators since 1994.
She higblighted greater and sustained teacher collaboration as two notable outcomes:
Mike was always a teacher interested in relevant teaching. His first CSL
project however was a disaster. Now, after the success of Ordinary
Heroes, he is looking for another project to do with his other freshman
class. He was originally a loner. Sue, the fifth grade teacher. sought out
his colJaboration. It was a safe coUaboration for him. Now, he is a
collaborator with others.

Both the superintendent and the assistant superintendent spoke candidly about the
deep personal affect CSL bas had on them. The superintendent feh that the inclusive
nature ofthe program made CSL a priority for him. He recalled a moment at a high

school awards ceremony when a 1earning-disabled student he had known since
kindergarten received a CSL award. He said the moment brought "tears to his eyes." He
explained fi.trther: wrhis why we do CSL. It's for the disaffected youth ofthe town. those
5% who we don't serve well and we give them the opportunity to excel at something and
get recognized for it." The assistant superintendent spoke about her own granddaughter
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who was deeply affected by a nursing home visit with her third grade class. "She went in

aDd told me how scared she was aDd about a Jady who had asked her to help her." Her
granddaughter left With "a new respect aDd uodcrstandiDg about old age." She shared
that when she was eigbt., she had no idea what senior citizens did or what they were like:

"I think what these little kids are getting as yoUDg as they are is invaluable, you just can't
buy it."

Data concerning parents revealed a sense ofgreater colDlllUDity cormectedness as

wen as provided evidence that CSL bas been institutionalized to some degree in the
routine life of the town. Because yoUDg students involved them in their projects, the
school committee member feh that many parents have "bought into CSL" and its sense of
community development. She descnbed bow younger kids needed parents to do some of

the tasks like driving and bringing them to CSL events: "Now, you have a lot of people

involved in all aspects of CSL and have a very strong sense of giving in the community."
Through their invo1vement with their children, she believed many young parents in this

growing community "understand the giving back that is going on." This school
committee member also pointed to the routine presence of certain CSL projects in the
community as the result of fiunily involvement:

I think that most parents have strong feelings about CSL when their

children benefit :from it. But, it's not just about the kids who started the
programs. Take the community coat collection. A student started this a
number ofyears ago and it is still here. When you think about the activity,
students started it but now there is an expectation in the community that it
will continue. It contributes to a community sense ofpride. The coat

I
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collection is now a cofJJllTUl1ity thing and the issues have become
community issues.
The English coordinator supported the school committee member"s observations.

She stated., "CSL is so integrated into the culture that there is less of a reason to validate

it amongst parents."

She mentioned that in the past teachers needed to pass out

information about the Qui1t Project in junior English: "Now" parents know and ask about

I

it. No information needs to be given out about the Quilt."
Comments about community outcomes revealed a wide understanding of
"community."" CSL projects have impacted the school and local community as well as a
community partnership with an urban, Hispanic" outreach center. Community outcomes
that were discussed centered on tangible products that engendered pride and fostered new

relationships amongst the participants. "I think the programs are solid," said the veteran
English teacher. "They are good., not just academicaJly, but in terms ofpublic
relationships with the community." He added that the programs impacted the community
by bringing people together "who would never get together... The assistant

superintendent agreed. She mentioned how the CSL supported Community Bulletin

Board DOW bas 200 community members who share e-mails and information with each
other. "Through it, the community saw outcome and dividend on their CSL investment.,'"
she said.
The director at the Council on Aging also stressed the outcome ofa relational

network. She explained., "CSL supports an intergenerational network that provides
J11f"JIningfid information and experience." The director mentioned two projects in
particular that helped senior citizens by providing contact and meaningful relationships:
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the Community Bulletin Board and its new web pages and a "Memories Project,'" where
students and teachers listen and write life stories with the seniors providing help in
editing them. The assistant principal saw more ofwhat he described as "market-based'"
relatioDSbips developing through the CSL intemsbip program: Wfb.e students are in the
real world and there is a great deal ofnetworJdng going on with local businesses. It~s

valuable to them and the students.'"
A number ofindicators surfaced in the interviews that show CSL was part ofthe
overall. routine life at Newman High School The superintendent spoke about the
director~s

efforts to recognize outstanding CSL students at the annual Senior Awards

N'Jght. This bas been done as a regular part of the program over the last four years. The
director also noted that CSL presentations are made before the school committee like any
other academic department. At full faculty meetings., the CSL director also bas the
opportunity to speak to the entire filculty. The mathematics teacher recalled that it was at
a fuI1 faculty meeting that she first found out about CSL opportunities.

Comments from the interviews provided some outcome evidence of actual
program. institutionali7Jltion. With respect to the high schoo~ interviews with both the
English and foreign language coordinators showed a moderate to high percentage of use.
Coordinators stated that 7 out of 13 English teachers and "at least :taaIr oftbe foreip
language teachers participated in some form of CSL. The mathematics teacher gave
some insight into routine expeetations in the system: "In the school system it is almost a
given that everyone will do something (with CSL) at every level'" The consultant also
pointed out that after awhile., projects become self-sustained and routinized on their own:
"Some teachers stop asking for mini-grants and some even have student write them."

•
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Moreover, the director at the CoUllCil on Aging spoke about the "Lakeside Ball" project
becoming institutionali7ed at her agency. She felt that CSL worked wen when there were
regular, routine programs in place that you did DOt have to think about. "The Lakeside

BaR has been a goiDg on fbr the past five years," she explained. "Although this is a one·
time event, it is a regular program and sets other possibilities in motion because we don't
fbrget about CSL.n The fiDal subdivision ofinterview findings considers the data from a

I

chroDOlogical perspective on program development.
KEY EVENTS AND IMPLEMENATION STRATEGIES

School personnel who had been present dwing the planning, initiation, and
implementation stages of the CSL program were asked about key events and strategies
that were used in its development. Comments from these interviews descn'be a general

course of events and contribute to a better understanding ofan institutionalization
scenario. From this scenario, key &ctors and strategies relating to the sustamability of

CSL are higblighted.
CIlltIU'e BllildiIIg, StlUlent ~ip, tIIId Hig. PrognIm rrlSlbility LelIII tD

A«qtlJllce
This section relates how early program leadership built cultural acceptance of

CSL within the system by highlighting its educatiooal value. It happened through
making explicit curriculum connections and creating opportunities fbr structurec:I,

meaningful adult dialogue. Combined with enthusiastic student leadership and high
program visibility, these &ctors engendered the widespread community acceptance

needed fbr fiscal program adoption and long-term sustainabiJity.

t
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During the planning stage of the program in 1991, key stakeholders discussed
the issue ofmandatory service. The school committee member observed that some other

local systems were giviDg credit for service at that time: "We didn't want to take that

approach." she expJained. "We wanted the kids to believe it was a good thing to do."
She tek that service was .. a terrible thing to mandate" and questioned what lesson
mandatory service taught: "lfthey don't complete the requiteme~ they have to be

reprimanded and that's awful." The superintendent believed that mandating service
compromised the learning outcomes that servk:e-leaming as a pedagogy promoted. He
said there was a concern amongst the planners that mandating students to perform a
certain number ofhoW'S could compromise the goal oftotal infusion. He also tek this

was because "people's attention would be more concentrated on tb1filling the
requirement than on eDCOWltering the values behind CSL."
The principal recalled that it took one year after the grant until projects began to

take shape. After the first year, he explained that there were "smaJIer examples" that
were internal displays, then the program moved outward. He also recalled that it was in
the second year when the director began to take teachers and students to talk about the

program to outside audiences. He thought that a milestone for the program was when the

hi&h school hosted a amjor conference in 1995 where there were many displays: "It was
the interaction ofmt only demonstrating what we were doing but finding out what other

folks were doing that cemented CSL." The principal also pointed out an important
tl'amition in 1992 that involved competition for fimding: "When people started to realize

that it would not supplant other activities., CSL started to broaden its base."

•
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The assistant 5Upelintendent reported that the first director arrived in 1992 aware
of a wider, professional service-Ieamiog field and its literature. She reealled how this
director stressed in her explanations that CSL was "not just vohmteerism" but rather "a
curriculum and 1eamiog experience." Trying to get people to UDderstand this more

academic definition, she felt, was an early obstacle to implementation:

I tbiok there were a few people who could understand her vision at the

J

time. I think: that it is an extremely difficult undertaking when you come
into a program and nobody bas a clue, and try to build from that point.

That's what Judy did in the first year.
The assistant superintendent described how the director tried to give teachers a
"Dew value to education" through CSL. This approacb subsequently built acceptance for

the program.. She considered the 1994 retreat for administrators and coordinators that the
director fiIcilitated as a turning point for system level support: "Judy brought educational
discussion to a higher level through CSL at that retreat." This administrator also thought
that the approacb to program development in the early years was somewhat political:
"Relating service with academics was a way of dealing with the opposition."

The superintendent explained that the 1994 retreat was directly followed by a
Dumber ofearly release days so teachers could bear and learn more about CSL. He

considered structured professional time an important &ctor in gaining teacher acceptance
and early participation. This structural approach also worked against a cuhural

assumption that service was a peripheral activity;
You don't get change unless you plan it into adoh time. You need to
make adoh talk around the innovation a signfficmt priority. You need to

t
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value adult talk. AcceptarM:e ofan innovation starts with staft"talking to
staff. By valuing adult talk: and giving it time, we communicated a value
about the importaoce ofCSL .in teaching and learning.

The English coordinator thought that these structured workshops were "key to educating
teachers." She felt that the CSL director made them "a positive envirooment for people
to grow aDd encouraged what teachers were already doing."

The supe1intendent DOted that another early strategy for implementation was to
"market the program" to the entire community. He descnbed how the first director got
involved with as many boards and town organiDtions as possible. "You obviously have
to target parents aDd students,... be said, "but you also have to target the general
population as people who are receiving the benefit ofCSL." An important filctor in this
approacb was connectiDg local businesses with the internship component. He called this
strategy "politicaL" He said that the CSL program intentionally used internship sites tbat
bad a connection to community members who bad "the ability to make things happen."
He recalled that marketing of the program to external constituencies began "the day after
we got the grant." The superintendent expJained further that it was motivated by a shared

expectation with the funding organization that CSL would continue after the grant at a

similar level of funding whicb the school system bad received.
Although CSL was formally implemented by the third year, the school

committee member considered the 1995-96 year a crucial turning point in life of the
program. She spoke specifically about an implemeotation dip in the fourth year when the
grant money ran out and her response as chair:
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Judy worked so bard to keep it going through the three years ofthe grant
but we almost lost it in the fourth year. The budget was slim. It provided
for Judy, a liaison, and a part time secretary. At that point, I was school
committee chair so I bad a voice. I worked my butt offto keep it going

because it was that important.
The assistant superintendent also thought that the 1995-96 year was a significant
challenge for the program. However, she believed it was also towards the end oftbat

academic year that the program became more "deeply implemented." She thought that
this occurred through the power and leadership ofstudents supported structurally through

CSL mini-grants. She recalled how certain students in particular became very visible

with projects that sbowed care for the community:
People in the town accepted these kids as a source ofpride. We were
proud ofthese kids and what they were doing. They became known as
service·1earniog people and representative our what we are truly about.

Teachers and others who were critics became more accepting as a result.
The superintendent also considered the fourth year as a significant point in the
implementation process. He fek that this was when student enthusiasm peaked the
interest of both teachers and the community: "People were willing to risk participating
and funding starting in 1995 because positive outcomes from CSL and communication
about it really started to surface and the add-on assumption started to erode."

The principal also considered the fourth year a "turning point." He spoke about a
student that year who was extremely involved doing things with the town's train station
concerning handicapped issues." For him, this student's enthusiasm and willingness to
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speak to staff about his experiences "really made a difference" for the acceptaDce oftile

proaram in tile high school
Spti!IIt Ltvd SIIpIIOI"4 PrrtssIllW, I11III ProgrtutI &tqllllllCillg SIISIIIhr Hill" Scllool CSL
This section relates bow the program leadership after fiscaJ. adoption of CSL

stressed a flexible definition, rolliDg mini-grant applications, and highly individualized
user assistance to increase awareness and participation in the earlier grades. The result
was activity sequencing from the early grades and strong connections between the high
school and elementary schools. System level support, outside pressure~ and program
sequencing are seen as filctors sustaining the high school program.
After the town adopted fiscal fundiDg ofthe program, the superintendent said his

goal was then to increase participation in CSL across the school system. This happened

in different ways. First, he pointed out the sequencing dynamic that the English and
foreign language curriculum coordinators bad also mentioned in their interviews.
He described how CSL was strong at two of the three elementary schools and
students from these schools were feeding into the middle school

Parents~

who had

children with good experiences.. were asking for more opportunities in the middle school
for CSL: "I started asking why we couldn~t get more teachers involved so pressure was
coming from two dirCctions." The superintendent then attributed success for wider
participation ofCSL amongst teachers to the new CSL director~ who rose from the
position ofelementary liaison in 1997: "Elizabeth and her staffbave been very good in
giving teachers new ideas. She bas a great &cility for doing that." He descnbed how the
cwrent director's approach was extremely flexible: "She uses a wide definition ofCSL

and works from wbatever idea or activity a teacher brings to her."
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The consultant credited the present director with a wide-based, structural
approach to iDcreasiog participation and awareness ofCSL: "Elizabeth bas expanded the

liaison program with the elementary schools amd the middle schoo~ and mini-grants are
now dODe more than once a year." She also noted how the numerous opportunities
created throughout the year for mini-grants "keep the conversation about CSL going and
the relationships alive.""
The consultant also pointed to a recent change in the system's drug abuse policy

as evidence of a wider, more accurate understanding in the community ofthe educational

purpose of CSL. For many years, community service was a punishment for drug use and
possession in the schools. She thought that this contributed to confusion in the
environment about the meaning and purpose ofthe innovation. In 2000, the

superintendent successfully argued against using service as a punishment before the
school committee. The consultant thought that the school committee's removal of
community service from this policy showed both school and community understanding,
and acceptance, ofCSL as a legitimate program area.

The director was asked in a final interview what advice she would give a school
just starting CSL. She said it was important to remember that the Newman program

evolved not over six months but nine years. She added, "Ifyou start small, you're more
able to feel successfW and are therefore more comfortable to grow."" It was clear from

the overall comments in the interviews that the two CSL directors used different
strategies to implement and develop the program. The consultant, who bad worked
closely with both directo~ described the difference in the following way: "Judy lit the
tire but Elizabeth made it work." She felt that the current director"s likable personality
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"pulled in those lower risk takers." Coupled with a support staff and liaisons at the other

schools, she believed that this was precisely the reason CSL "spread widely" through the
district.

s~

of'''''''''

FuuIiIIp

Findings from the interviews provide significant information about the overall
development, implementation, and sustainabiIity ofCSL. Comments showed that
cultural readiness for a service-oriented innovation was rather high, leading to a strong
program/district fit early in the process. The role of service in improving individual and
coD1lDllllity quality ofJife was a strong ethical value mentioned by many of the
respondents. It was also a strong understanding that CSL was more of a learning process
or pedagogy than a distinct program. The interviews painted CSL as a dynamic that
empowered both teachers and students. Notable outcomes were teacher seJ.t:renewal and

student enthusiasm.
Significant causes and obstacles to :fiscal adoption and continued program

sustainabiJity were also evident. System level support was and bas been a strong force
throughout the implementation process. External collaborative relationships supported

user growth and further commitment to the program. However. funding was also found
to be an ongoing threat. It was found that the program was still wlnerable to ongoing
internal competition of funds., but this bas been balanced by an ongoing search for
additional external fundjng through aggressive grant writing. Time and scheduling.
compounded by additional state requirements. were fiUrly significant obstacles to
continued program growth. Activity sequencing was both program characteristic and

strategy related to sustainability.
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High user latitude aDd. reciprocal relationships were characteristic ofoverall CSL

practice. Although positive academic impacts were difficult to prove ftom the cIata. a
comollmity development. outcome was bigb1y recognjzg4 by those interviewed. Program
documentation was a deeply implemented strategy used to give evidence to more specific
educational impacts and community connections. With respect to barometric events, two
were higbIy signi6c:ant

to the iDstitutionaliDtion scenario. The 1994 administrative

retreat contributed to system level acceptanc:e. In addition, the fiscal adoption ofCSL in
1995 was strong evidence oforganizational change. Finally, multiple approaches to
program leadership also began to emerge. Interview participants pointed to a more
political or market·based approach of the first director, especially before fiscal program
adoption. This was followed by an emphasis on structural and human resource concerns
by the second director. The next division of the cbapter considers the case ftom the

perspective of survey and questionnaire data.
Surv~ and

Questionnaire

In February 2001, a survey was given to 93 teaching and non-load bearing
instructional support staff in order to provide data about the level of participation,
motivational fi:Jctors, and the general understanding of CSL at Newman High School It

was also used to gain additiooal data ftom the general site population about the perceived
supports and obstacles to the innovation. There were 33 (35.5%) responses out of tile
population of professional sta1t not including CSL personneL Out of these, 18
respondents reported more than five years experience at Newman High SchooL It is
important to mention again that 75 teachers have been hired since 1996. Thus, it follows

that 18 members of the current teaching force were present in the fourth year of program
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implementation. All of these staff participated in the survey. A copy of this survey is
foUDd in Appendix C.

The following sections present survey findings as they relate to each question aod
the themes coonected to sustainability that emerged:
HAve you particjpated in a service-learning project?

UIIP'S SlIIVq«Illejlttct SoIIItII Dttgrw ofp~ CSL Use
Findings about the fi:ec:tuency ofCSL amongst stafIrevealed that 20 (60.6%) out

of33 respoodelltS had participated in an activity. Table 5 shows the frequency of usc
amongst survey participants. Twelve out of the 20 users participated in CSL projects
lasting two weeks or longer, reflecting some degree of pedagogical usc. Twelve out of

20 users also saw CSL as curriculum based. The survey gave some insight into the level
of participation SIJIOngst individual departments. The highest usage amongst survey
respondents canJe in the English, Foreign Language and Science Departments with each

reporting four psrticipants. English and Foreign Language all reported projects lasting
more than two weeks while Science reported projects reported lasting one week or less.

Sipifll$ll N".,., of Users Pn!sat DIlI'iag FOIIIId4rtitm GlYllflad EIII'Iy CSL
ProfessiolUll DeveIopIllltllt Efforts
Table 6 provides an analysis of the users through a crosstabulation of years at
Newman High School and frequency ofCSL use. The data show that a significant

Dumber of users, (15 or 75%), bad seven or more years experience teaching at the high
schooL These findings show that those who were present dwiog the early and more
concentrated efforts ofCSL professional development during the foundation grant years
demonstrated a greater capacity for use. This could also indicate that as comfort level

•
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Table S.
Freqyency ofCSL Use at Newman Hiah School

Level ofuse
No use

Number of staff
13

Percentage

39.4%

One week

6

18.2%

2-3 weeks

4

12.1 %

3-4 weeks

1

4-6 weeks

5

15.2%

More than 4-6 weeks

2

6.1 %

Varies with project

2

6.1%

Total

33

1000/0

Table 6

Teacher Years ofServi~ Crosstabulatiog with Freguenc;y: ofCSL Use
Frequenc~

1 week

2-3 weeks

ofCSL Use
4-6 weeks
3-4 weeks

6+ weeks

Varies

%

Years
1-3

I

1

4-6

1

7-9

I

3

10+

3

1

I

(IS)

1

(10)

3

(35)

2

2

(40)

N=20

(100)
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with demands ofteacbing ~ so does the probability ofCSL usc. The veteran
English teacher observed in an interview that the school was "a tough place to start" for

new teachers. "A couple ofyoung teachers in my department like the idea (CSL) and

may do it in the fi.ttw'e,'. be ~ "but they·re swamped and need breathing room for
now.'·
How do you understag;l service·leaming?
~ SIuIw

V",*"," ill Dttf'",itiIHI ofCSL

~ til CoIIIIIfIDfity OIllCOft!S

Figure S presents the group statistics for this question. Respondents were aware
oftbe value ofCSL to both students and the coDllllUDity. However, users and non-users
were in db;agreement about whether it strengthens academic learning. Though non-users

did not see a strong academic connection, they were receptive to its affective and civic
wlue towards students. The perceptions ofnon-users pointed more towards CSL as
volunteerism. Users and non-users together did not see "community need" as a strong
reason for CSL, but valued how it helps the outside community. In a discussion with the
CSL director about this finding, she believed that many teachers at the bigh school did
not see the town as a "needy community." She felt that a motivation ofcare rather than a
concern for social justice was the reason for community connections.
How bp service-leamin& been developed?

F"IIIIIItItio" Gl'tlllt IIlStnllltmttll to ",.,.", Dewd0IIl'ItIIIII

The group statistics for this question are presented in Figure 6. Both users and
non-users were in strong agreement about the foundation grant as an important factor in
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the development ofCSL at Newman High School Yet, structural reasons for both sets of
respondents outside of the grant were DOt as strong.
AtbrtiItistrrltivt! ~ to IIfI4IY* CSL iIIIo ScIwoI M"1BioIt Ftu:tor ill

DewdopIllSll
School mission was the next significant support reported by both groups. This
could point to the superintendent~s role in publicly integrating CSL with the educational
mission of the school in both 1995 and 1999. In both group~ both the principal and
curriculum coordinators were not recognized as strong supports for the development of
CSL. There were also significantly differing perceptions regarding teacher collegiality as
a support. Users who worked with others recognized this as a strong value but those who
chose not to participate did not see this.
Rank order why you think service=leaming is usefuL

Positive Aff«lS ll«opkd ill S",.",

."avior l1li4

DII

tile CDlltllUlllity

ACilMIIIic JIIIptICtS U"cltIlI1'
Figure 7 shows strong agreement between users and non-users that CSL affects

student behavior in a positive way., but there was still disagreement with respect to
academic learning. Non-~ however~ did recognize a positive affect on the
community as a result ofCSL. Contrary to some perceptions in the intervi~ CSL ~s

atfect on teacher collaboration and renewal was ranked rather low. In additio~ both sets
of respondents did not see the move towards a changed school climate that the
superintendent spoke about as a CSL outcome.
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What gmorts have been beJpful for your particjpation in service-leamina?
Hwllly , . . . .,.,btI USB AsrisI~frtHIt"""'" SttIff SIISttIbrs ",...,..
The results for this question are displayed ~ Figure 8. Users recognRed the mini
grant program and CSL persomel as strong supports for their participation. Non-users

also agreed that the director and staff supported participation. This may indicate that

even if teachers do not partic~ the culture bas been educated about the presence and
practice ofCSL and considers the support staff credible. Both groups also noted a lack of

structured time to discuss and plan CSL activities. This represents a change from the
early implementation years when the staff experienced a number of structured
opportunities for conversation about CSL, mission, and authentic learning.

OW" Sc/uJoI A~ Support DIlbitJIIS
Consistent with interview findings, the high school administration was not seen
by both groups as an overt support to this iDnovation. One teacher wrote at the end of the

survey., "More people would participate ifit (CSL) was a direct initiative from the
principal.'" Another teacher wrote "studCiU' as an additional support variable on the

survey. This teacher explained, "Students are really my support because they plan the
lessons.,.,
What are obstacles to participating in service-learning?

periplt" UIlllDsttuuliag of CSL tIS "AdtI-OIJ" ObsttlCle to PlII1iciplltloll
Figure 9 contains the results for this question. Non-users perceived time and the
addition ofextra work as obstacles to participation. However, users did not agree with
this "add-on" perception. This may indicate that CSL for users is an integrated part of
their classroom pedagogy. Both sets of respondents, though, trust their teaching skills
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enough to be able to consider a CSL activity. A written response to this question
highlighted increasing class size as another variable. "I have four sections of a required

course., Earth Science., with large numbers of students.," wrote one teacher., "This makes it
difficult for me to coordinate.

How could service-learning be irgproved?
BlIlIdiag ~", IIIfII Ottwnsllip ~ AntIlS/or ProgtruII GI'DWtIa

Fourteen respondents provided written responses for this last open-ended
question. A number of staff called for a more flexible school schedule for student

participation and., again. for more structured planning time. However., two respondents

directed their collJlllellts to developing a better high school community. One person

wrote., "I think the CSL philosophy emphasizes interaction with the outside colDlllUJlity
but our high school desperately needs programs to help it develop." Another called for
the internship program to support the high school by having students "intern in guidance

and athletic offices." These particular comments sur:f8ced the issue ofownership.
Various findings of the study ofhave shown evidence ofwider' system and community
ownership of the program, but these comments in particular point to some variance in the
sense ofownership at the high school leveL
How is Community Seryice Leamina used in your department Qr area?
Six out ofeight curriculum coordinators at the high school responded to a
questionnaire regarding the level of CSL participation in their department or area. They

were asked to provide a written response to one question: "How is Community Service

Learning used in your department or area?" The responses in the next section showed
some variance in the understanding, use, and goals ofCSL.
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CIlI'I'icIllIllll tIIUI ~ CoIIII«:IiDIu VtlllM!ll

The most extensive and in-depth response ~ from the foreign language
coordinator. Similar to the previous interview, the coordinator stressed "many CSL

projects" were done in the department that were cross-school, bad curricular links, and
viewed youth as resources. The coordinator also wrote about a filling an educational gap

in providing "content-based language instruction to elementary schools which the school
department will not fimd." The science coordinator also pointed out cross-school
collaboration through CSL. CSL in that department was "being used to inform

community members about such things as lead testing ofpaint and water quality."
Meeting community needs was also stressed by Technology. The coordinator wrote

about computer training at the Council on Aging and students working to create web
pages for the town.

CSL UIIIIDstootI by So". Sdtool Coot'tlbullors lIS fliAdd-OIt" Activity
Guidance and Fine Arts descnDed CSL participation as less integrated to

instructional practice and more ofan isolated activity. "We encourage students to get
involved and add some depth and sparkle for their activities resume through CSL," wrote

the guidance coordinator. The fine arts coordinator listed a series of performances and

art projects students bad done for elementary and pre-school students, and senior citizens
as "part of the community service department." The special education coordinator did
not see CSL being utilized anywhere in that department.
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FigUM 5. ....n Seo..., S1IIndatd Devi.ations, and Standatd Error of Meana for Both Groupa In
their Understanding of Servlce-L.eaming

Participates in
A teaching method that

CSL project
User

strenghtens academic
leaming.
Non-user

A teaching method that
makes leaming more
meaningful.

User

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

20

<4.1000

1.1192

.2503

13

3.<4615

1.0500

.2912

.9947

.222<4

20

Non-user

A way that helps the
outside community.

User

Non-user
A teaching method that
applies knowledge to
solving community
problems.

User

A teaching method that
responds to a
community defined
need and addresses
learning in the proeess.

User

Non-user

Non-user

13

<4.0000

1.0801

.2996

20

<4.3500

.9333

.2087

13

<4.4615

.5189

.1<439

20

<4.0500

.9987

.2233

13

3.9231

12558

.3<483

20

3.9000

1.0712

.2395

13

3.7692

1.363<4

.3782

Note. Five point scale: l-stronqly disagree, 2-somewhat disaqree, 3=neutral,
4-somewhat aqree, 5=stronqly agree
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Figu", S.

Mean

Sco,.., Standard Dtviations, and Standard Error of Means for Both Groups in
.....lmp......ntatlon ofSe"!ic......ming

Participates in
CSLproject

As • goal of the schoor.

Std. Error

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Mean

User

19

3.7368

.9335

.2142

Noft.User

13

3.9231

.7596

.2107

U....

19

3.0526

1.2881

.2909

13

3.0000

1.0801

.2996

UIer

19

4.5263

.8967

.1598

Non-User

13

4.0769

.7596

.2107

As a professional

User

development goal from
.... school principal.

19

3.3684

.9551

.2191

Non-User

13

2.9231

.6405

.1n6

As • goal of your specific

User

19

3.4737

1.0733

.2462

Noft.U..,.

13

2.4615

.8602

.1831

Through Newman
teachers worting

U....

19

3.9474

.9703

.2226

together.

Non-User

13

2.8462

.8987

.2493

educational mission.

Through education
reform initiatiVes.

Non-User

As a result of the
Foundation Grant

department or area.

Note. Five point scale: l-strongly disagree, 2=somewhat disagree.
4-somewhat agree, 5-strongly agree
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Flgu",7. Mean Seo..... Standard DevIatIons, and Stand.rd error of Means for Both Groups on
Percelwld .....ful. . . . of Servlc......ming
Participates in
CSL project
Te8Cher collaboration

UIer
Non-U..,.

Eft'ect on student learning
Etrect on student behavior
SeMce impact on the

community

Note.

UIer
Nan-User
UIer
Non-U..,.

Mean

N

20
13
20
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20
13

user

20

Non-U..,.

Tacher
etrectivenessirenewa'

Non-User

School climate

User

13
20
13
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H

U....

Six point scale: l-most useful, 6-1east useful

3.7000
5.0769
2.2000
3.0769
2.8500
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3.1000
2.6923
3.9500
4.6923
3.6000
3.9231

Sid. Deviation

1.4179
.9541
1.3219
1.4412
1.8944
1.5892
1.3727
1.8879
1.7008
1.1821
1.8750
1.3121

Std. Error
Mean

.3171
.2646
.2956
.3197
.3789
.4408
.3069
.5236

.3803
.3279
.4193
·M33
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Figure 8.

....n aco...., Standard DevIations••nd Standard Enora of Me.ns for Both Groups In
Supporta for ParticilNItion in Semce-Leaming

Mini-grant program al a
support.

Participates in
CSl project
User

Std. Error
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Mean

20

4.0000

.9177

.2052

Non-use,

12

3.0833

.2887

8.333E-G2

High school
administration al a
IUPport

User

20

3.5500

.6863

.1535

12

3.0833

.5149

.1488

Service-te8ming
coordinator and staff as a
support.

user

20

4.1500

1.1367

.2542

Non-user

12

3.8333

.8348

.2410

User

20

2.7500

.9665

.2181

Non-u.r

12

2.9167

.7930

.2289

User

20

3.7000

.92~

.2065

Non-user

12

3.2500

.7538

.2178

StNctured time for
discussion and planning.
Other teaChers and
coordinators as a support.

Non-user

Note. Five point scale: l-stronqly disagree, 2-somewhat disagree, 3-neutral,
4-somewhat agree, 5-strongly agree
Figure 9.....n SCO.... Stancill'" Dlviatlone, .nd Stand.,.. Enor of ....
Obstacles to PIIrticllNItioft In Servk»-Leamiftg

Participates in
CSL project

It takes too much time to
develop and implement
It sounds good but It
requires too much
additional work with
present responsibilltiel.

I am skeptical about how
much leaming it actually
provides for atuclenia.
I am unlUnt Whether the
project win be IUccenfuI.
I don' lulve enough
teaching eJCP8rience.

N

Mean

n.

for Both Groups in

Std. Deviation

Std. Enor
Mean

user

20

3.5500

1.1459

.2562

Non-u..,

13

3.6923

.7511

.2083

User

20

3.6500

1.2258

.2741

13

4.0769

.8623

.2392

User

20

2.1500

1.1821

.2843

Non-user

13

3.0769

1.2558

.3483

User

20

1.9500

.9445

.2112

Non-user

13

2.8462

.8008

.2221

User

20

1.5000

.8885

.1987

Non-u. .

13

2.1538

1.0882

.2983

Non.....r

Note. Five point scale: I-strongly disagree, 2-somewhat disagree, 3-neutral, 4-som,
agree, S-strongly agree
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SIIIPITtfIIY and DimJays of Overall Findinas

A comparison of fiDdings ftom observations, document and artifact analysis,
iDterviews, and the survey show agreement with certain factors and processes that have

helped develop and sustain CSL at this site. In addition. the overall findings were
analyzed and transformed into a chronological display that shows the Bow, location. and
connection ofevents in the history of the program (see Figure 10). A data-grounded path

to institutionalj7Ation presented as a causal network display was also created to descn"be
the connection of variabJes in this particular scenario. This is presented in Figure 11.

All sets of data were in strong agreement that CSL was more of a learning process
or pedagogy rather than a distinct program. Observational and interview data gave
deeper insight into the cultural readiness and commitment to a service approach to
leaming that enabled a strong fit with the philosophy of the school system. High system

level support was also consistently mentioned in the data sets as a factor that led to
implementation and sustainability of CSL at the high scbool This appeared to offset the
lack of strong, administrative endorsement for CSL at the high scbool as reported in the
survey results. A theme that

ran through the findings was that program leadership for

CSL has been adept at using muhiple approaches to implement and sustain CSL. Overall
findings pointed to a strong integration ofCSL with curriculum standards and
frameworks as wen as a market-based approach to meeting the individual needs of
students, local businesses and the community at large. Both CSL champions and non

users were in agreement that a primary CSL outcome was community development.
There was also some disagreement between the data sets about certain supports in
the development ofCSL. Interview findings stressed teacher collaboration as a

•
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mediating &ctor to CSL growth. It also stressed that the school reform goals of

professional collegiality and school climate as noted outcomes. However~ there was high
variance in the survey data with respect to teacher collegiaJity and collaboration between
users and non-users. Both groups in the survey were also in disagreement about school
climate as a recognized outcome. The wide range ofuser latitude, coupled with survey

colDlJlellts. made a sense of shared ownership for CSL at the high school difficult to
discern.
The cbronological display in Figun: 10 gives a progression ofevents both inside

and outside the bigh school that influenced the CSL program. A scan across the display

shows that the 1995-96 school year was a key turning point in both implementation and
program acceptance. That year saw key organi 7Jltional changes in the school mission

process. At the present time, CSL fundiDg is 2% of the overall school budget. It is also
evident that state-level educational reform bas been a challenging backdrop throughout
the life of the program. In addition, the first four years ofthe program show a strong
empbasis on program documentation and external network coUaboration. while the later
years give evidence ofsignificant program recognition through a national award, as a
systemwide professional g~ and through a prestigious external grant.

The cbronological display also shows that a lack ofstability in the high school's
administration bas been a problem since ~ formal ineeption ofCSL. Y ~ system level
support for CSL is highlighted by the fBct that one of the town's elementary schools
received state "Leader Service-Learning Scboor' status in the 2000. Moreover. advances

in professional development during the early years have been challenged by bigh faculty
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attrition since 1995. To conftont a potential implementation dip., the Central 0:fIice

responded with required CSL workshops for all staff in 2001.
The asterisks in the display point out key events that either indicate
institutionali71dion or influenced the process. An overnight educational retreat for the
system's leaders and mission statement endorsement ofCSL reflect a combination of

administrative support and pressure that occurred right before the town adopted fiscal
funding ofthe program. The Central Office exerted more pressure for increased
partieipation through a systemwide., professional development goal after the Corporation
for National Service recogniud CSL. The recent S 150.,000 conununitylbigber education
partnership grant by the State signifies the program's organimtional capacity to
administer a wider community-based program, as wen as a strong expectation mom
outside stakeholders for the program's continuation.. These recognition factors reflect
high external ~ and also a degree ofprogram institutionalization..
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In an effort to explain Dtitutionalj:ratio~ key variables tiom the findings were
displayed in a causal network. This general model. presented in Figure 11, descn"bes the
course of events leading to high, moderate, and low outcomes and is arranged according
to the supports provided and threats encountered during the process. The story begins in

the upper left comer with cultural readiness (1) for service-Ieaming and the award ofthe
foundation grant (2). The grant concretized fiagmented commitment and practice to
CSL. ComDl1lDity service initiatives were already present at the site, resulting in a good

programfit ofCSL (3) with the system's cbaracteristi.c and the central administrative
commitment (4) to service. Aggressive grant-lIWiting (5) became a funding strategy

which helped alleviate concern about shifting fimds tiom other programs and thus
engendered system support.
Strong central administrative commitment led to the hiring ofa full-time program
coordinator located at the high school Central administrative pressure (6) on building
princ~

directors,. and coordinators to implement CSL also contributed to system level

support and pressure (7). Support and pressure for CSL amongst the elementary
principals and curriculum coordinators was nurtured through the stability ofCentral

OjJice personnel (8). Program leadership (9) stressed user assistance (10) and promoted
teacher empowerment and collaboration (11). This resulted in increased user effort and
commitment (12), as weD as a variety of projects with both curriculum (13) and
community connections (14). The fiDdings showed that external nellt'Ork collaboration
(15) resulted in greater commitment for users through more resources for assistance, as
weD as outside recognition for the program that contributed to building endorsement (16).
Students and teachers took great pride in sharing their projects with other systems. In
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addition, CSL fostered. student leadership (17) and. activities promoted community

development (18). CSL activities were highly publicized resulting in more student and
teacher int~ an iDcreased percentage 0/ lISe (19), and community acceptance (20) of

the program. System level support and. administrative pressure led to system

endorsement (21) through a reworked mission statement and. fiscal program adoption
once the foundation grant ran out.

When the program was fiscally adopted (22), central administrative pressure took
more direct action to bring about organizational change (23). This included making CSL

a systemwide professional development goal, working with the teachers' union and
school committee to include a supportive professional growth plan in the teacher
contract, writing CSL requirements into admiDistrative job descriptions.. including CSL in

hiring protocols... making new budget lines to include mini..grants through town funding,
creating CSL liaisons for every building, and making sure materials and. equipment

would continue to be available for the program. Combined with a stable program staff
(24), all ofthese supports made up for a Jack ofovert leadership from the high school
administration and contributed to high, routinized use (25) in that building. Routinized
use over the years led to an expected continuation of certain projects by community

•

members. Thus, CSL also became institutionalized into the routine life ofcommunity
agencies and businesses.
It was necessary for CSL to ward otrthreats to sustainabllity during this process.
F~

there was the question ofcontinued internal funding (26) after the foundation grant

ran out. Although the program was fiscally adopted, there still continues to be strong

competition/or funding (27) within the town's yearly, budget cycle. The consistent

fiawe II. Data nundcd path to institutionalization oreSL at Newman Hi&h School
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advocacy by the superintendent during each budget cycle bas buffered the program
against this threat. Structural issues like time and scheduling (28) continue to be oogoing

threats to institutionalization. Procedural changes that support the program have gone
through cycles at the high school, but have not bad consistent building leadership to

sustain these changes. AdditiolUll requirements from Educational Reform (29) continue
to make scheduling and time reoccurring obstacles to participation. Strong central
administrative and system level support have counteracted the negative effect of high

attrition ofthe high school's administration (30) and teaching stqff(31) to program
understanding. Moreover. the peripheral understanding (32) ofcommunity service as a

less serious learning experience is a problem in parts ofthe high school's cuhure that is
fueled by the addition of many new staff members. High user assistance through

professional development bas been used as a remedy to make the program.1ess vulnerable
(33) to this environmental turbulence.

The general message of the model is that a combination ofhigh central
administrative pressure, consequent system level SUPPOrt. and skillful program leadership

centering on high user assistance are necessary &ctors for institutionalization (34). In
this case, the pressure from the superintendent and the leverage of the program director

were forces that were able to work around the lack ofinstructional leadership at the high
school to positively influence the outcomes oforganizational cbaoge, user participation,

routin;awI use, and community acceptance. It appears that the combination of the
streams ofadministrative pressure and user support has led to moderate to high

institutionalization at Newman High School. Although CSL bas bad no serious building
resistance or assistance gaps, institutionalization would be stronger with more evidence
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of shared ownership and stronger. consistent iDstructionalleadership at the high school
At this point ofthe process though, the lack of strong building endorsement bas made
little diflCrence. Chapter five will provide a more in depth analysis ofthe data, organized

under the research questions guiding this study.
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CbapterV
Discussion of the Findings
The final chapter summarizes the findings of this study with respect to the
research questions posed in chapter one. It also provides a discussion in light ofthe
theoretical rationale and the relevant literature. It concludes by making recommendations
for further practice and research.
Research Questions

This case study focused on the filctors and processes that have sustained service
learning at a National Service-Learning Leader School A growing body of evidence

shows that when programs do hold past the two-year JJJark. service-leamiDg is able to
have edueational impact in multiple areas. However, prominent researchers in the field
have noted that there is a lack of fWly implemented programs to study past the five-year
mark (Melchior, 2001; Shumer, 2001). What were the factors leading to this program's

sustainabi1ity when so many others become isolated or ineffective? Using

institutionalization as the unit of analysis, four research questions were posed at the
outset ofthis study in order to respond to this general question:

1.

What were the key events. decisions and basic foatures of the process during the

periods ofplanning, initiation and implementation?
Although community service initiatives had been present at this site since the

1970's, the award of a foundation grant blended these fragmented activities into a
systemwide initiative. The findings show that a D'I8Ildatory, overnight educational retreat

for administrators, coordinators, and directors in the program's second year was a critical
event itrbuilding system level acceptance and cuJtural support. An important strategy

, .

'
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used by the first director was the symbolic coonection of higher, intellectual inquiry and
educatiooal value with CSL. The CSL retreat raised the level ofprofessiooal discussion
around CSL across the school system and helped with wider program implementation.

The fourth year (1995-96), when the external grant ran o~ was the turning point
for the program. Faced with an implementation dip and uncertain internal funding,
stakeholders both within the system and fiom the community exerted pressure for fiscal
adoption ofCSL. This acceptance was connected to a dynamic, which saw strong student
leadership promote CSL in many areas of the connnunity. Successful projects provided a
tiamework of Ja".8ning and higher purpose to academic work through building
connectiom to the community. A programmatic focus on community development
engendered system endorsement, community acceptance, and led to fiscal adoption by

the town. Fiscal adoption in the fourth year enabled the central administration and CSL
direetor to establish the organimtional supports needed for wider CSL participation

throughout the system.

The National Corporation for Service recognized "full implementation" of CSL at
Newman High School in the program's seventh year through a "National Service

Learning Leader School" award. Evidence of sustained programmatic growth came in

the ninth year through the award ofa significant commnnitylhigb.er education partnership
grant. Here, both the State and external stakeholders recognized the program's

organimiooal capacity to administer more in-depth, cooununity-based projects.

Key decisions that influenced implementation retlected strong central
administrative corrmitment and pressure. Consequently, this pressure forced important
organizational changes needed to sustain the program. In the foundation grant propo~
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the superintendent created the position ofa tuJl..time CSL director, to be paid. on the
assistant principars salary scale who, would report directly to him. This administrative
arrangement gave the CSL director the leverage and tlexJbility to work around cultural

and structural obstacles throughout all stages oftbe program's development. It bas
allowed the program leadership to use multiple approaches to implement aDd sustain
CSL.

Another instrumental. decision that influenced wider implementation happened in
the program·s seventh year. This was when the superintendent made CSL a professional
development goal of every teacher in the system. With the help ofcertain building
principals, newly revised teacher evaluation procedures were used strategically to imbed
CSL into teaching methodologies through routine professional development efforts.
System level support was also strengthened by the superintendent's decision that year to

return CSL liaisons to all school buildiDgs.
CSL bas been understood consistently, through all phases ofits development. as
more pedagogy than a separate educational program. The core components of this
teaching and learning process have been critical ret1ection, reciprocal relatio~
celebration or demonstration, student voice, and curriculum connections. Although its
essence has been about community development, users believe that CSL's learning
impacts are heightened aDd more broad-based if activities are connected to the
curriculum. Infusing CSL into the existing academic program through these links bas

been an important filctor in its sustainabiIity.
Since its inception, CSL has become wider in focus and in application. This bas
allowed for greater educational diversity and autoDOmy by its users. As a result, this

•
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pedagogy links together a variety ofcognitive, civic, aod atTective goals with engagement

coming from a variety of enviroDlllCDtS. In recent years, the director bas used more of
what Dolman and Deal (1991) call a "human resource" approach to organizational
leadership. Resoun:es and. support have been given according to the individual needs of
users and their capacity for growth. Although CSL still maintains essential quality

components, it is not an overly speciaJized methodology. At this site, it is perceived as a
comprehensive approach to learning that promotes youth and community development.
Current program leadership allows for a fluid methodology, which bas in tum bas led to

high user engagement and commitment.

An intriguing feature of the implementation process bas been CSL"s widening of
purpose. As seen in the program literature from the first three years, there was an initial
focus on CSL's ability to promote whole school change. Interactive projects were
identified by CSL champions as promoting greater teacber collaboration, colDlDUDication,
and alignment ofinstruction with curriculum ftameworks. The operative definition in the

school system was closely tied to a narrower learning framework used by the State.
However, the more recent finc:lings of this study emphasize CSL's ability to promote
youth and community development in addition to elements of systemic school reform.
Although the review ofCSL activity descriptions showed variance in educational use and
purpose, both departmental and co-cunicular activities emphasized reciprocal
relationships and revealed a strong care ethic. Student voice and leadership were

constants in actual application of projects. Most respondents in interviews spoke not
about service-learning as an end in itse~ but about the educational power this approach
shares with youth, teachers, parents, and conmnmity members.

•
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Conrad aud Hedin (1991) noted specifically in their review of previous research
two theoretica1 rationales taken by advocates who support service-learning in public
schooling. Service-leaming advocates termed "youth reformers" view service-learning as
an effective and needed means for improving young people's values and behavior and for
empowering them to develop self-confidence and self-esteem, as wen as valued

contributors to their communities. Service-learning advocates termed "education
reformers" take a related but different view. Education reformers view service-learning
as an eflective tool for helping young people learn more and retain more of what they
learn. Educators taking this perspective are also concerned with transforming school
culture and creating school convnunities that empower students to be life-long learners

(Wade, 1997, p.26).
Although the framework stressed the in K-12 literature (Berman 2000, Billig
2000) understood service-Iearning as more a vehicle for systemic educational reform,
findings from this study show the Conrad and Hedin framework of"youth reform" and
added goals of internal and external community development as sustaining filetors for
user involvement. Early critics at this site were skeptical of CSL as another "fad" or
educational movement that would eventually pass. On the contrary, part ofits sustaining
power bas been that CSL is a dynamic that is larger tbanjust the school organization.

The culminating events and celebrations that are core components ofpractice have
provided an invigorating and fulfilling opportunity for local and civic colDJDlmity values
to emerge and people along a chain ofcare to meet.
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2.

What MW1'e the supports, obstacles, and coping strategies during the periods of

planning, initiation, and implementation?
Two general streams of support have been present during the stages ofCSL
development. A combination of strong user assistance aDd administrative pressure
created a web ofsupport that enabled CSL to ward oftbreats to its sustainability. User
effort aDd commitment to CSL were enhanced through assistance provided by a full-time
director and. building liaisons. Ongoing struetural support was provided through a mini
grant process that DOt only provided resources, but also fostered curriculum connections

and. teacher collaborationslt especially through cross.school partnerships. Other structural
concerns such as transportation and making cooraections with community partners were
supported through coordination ftom the director and. a part-time staffassistant.
High external network collaboration as

wen as user autonomy were strong

cbaracteristics of the program during the years ofthe foundation grant and contributed to
its durability. Partnerships with the State aDd the demonstration of projects outside the
syst~

in the local communitylt and. in the building gave the program access to additional

resources and visibility to participating teachers and students. This added credibility to

the program at the high school. in the school syst~ and in the town. Teacher autonomy
attracted users who were respected iDstructioDal1eaders at the high school and led to
projects with a variety of cwricuIum aDd commllnity connections. This created wide
exposure ofquality projects in a variety of envirooments.
With five different principals since the CSL's first year, leadership ftom that

office at the high school has DOt been a strong support during the periods ofplanning,

initiation, and implementation ofthe program. However, during this time there was staff
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stability with eurricuIum coordinators, elementary priucipals, and within the CSL offiee.

CoIIIII;tmeot and pressure fiom the supeiinteudent built a stream ofsystem level support
for the innovation primarily through this administrative network.. Combined with
aggressive grant-writing fiom a CSL co~ the strategy led to system endorsement
and finally the fiscal adoption ofthe program. It also compensated for the lack ofclear,

lMulding endorsement and ownership fiom the high school administration.

Funding, the structural constraints of scheduling and time, and increasing
requirements fiom Educational Reform were obstacles to implementation. Yet, the
program navigated these threats through adept leadership fiom both the Central Office
and the CSL director. For example, although the high school experienced scheduling

restraints through new state requirements, Educational Reform also brought with it

increased fimds for professional development. The Central Office used professional
development requirements as an opportunity to advance CSL as an instructional
methodology throughout the system. In addition. the director used program
documentation and the mini-grant process as a strategy to align CSL with the State's
curriculum frameworks. Both approaches contn"buted to an understanding that CSL was
not an additional burden, but a creative and engaging way to meet new state standards.

With the high attrition ofhigh school teaching staff since 1995, merging CSL with
professional development efforts is still used as a strategy to sustain participation.
Findings for this research question concerning the supports, obstacles, and coping

strategies during the periods ofplanning, initiation. and implementation provide a
different understanding to some of the integrators and sustainers ofpositive school
change that were identified in the literature. Ahhougb FuUan (1999) DOted that middle
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managers such as principals were essential integrators in a change ~ it was evideDt
at tbis site that it was more a combination ofleadersbip efforts that moved the program
towards implementation. The culture needed to develop aD1 sustain CSL was larger than
just the professional organimtion ofthe high school The conditions that support

professional community as outlined by Newmann and Weblage (1995) such as quality
schoolleadership9 hiring sensitive saaft interdependent work strueture9 and teacher
autonomy were in ~ but more the result ofa combination of local assistance from
the ciin:ctor and Central 0:f6ce pressure than centralized instructional leadership. The

implementation streams and corresponding supports identified in this research question
re8ect more accordingly the broad-based approach to institutionalization identified by

Berman (2000).
Although the program bas been successful as a result of systemic structures,
suppo~

resources, and pressure, CSL at Newman High School could be even more

successful with cooperating aD1 continuous principal leadership. Using both a structural
and symbolic approach, the principal can be that "Iooralleader" who helps sustain CSL
through building a culture of service. Structurally, the principal could integrate the CSL
paradigm into a more formalized teacher formation program. Symbolically9 he or she

could intentionally and consistently link quality CSL activities with the school's
educational mission at public forums, in media interviews, faculty meetiDg~ and
especially in words spoken at key events like graduation. Using these approaches, strong

priDclpalleadersbip could better restructure the grammar ofteacher beliefs to support
constructivist learning through CSL and lessen teacher and student prejudice towards
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service as a serious aDd core leaming activity. Consequently, this would nurture building
endorsement and ownership for CSL more organicaJly.
3. What supports and coping strategies led to overall implementation?
The Corporation for National Service recognized overall implementation ofCSL
at Newman High School in 1999. A series of active leadership approaches supported the

program's development ftom the initiation and adoption stages to overall
implementation. These leadership approaches also include the primary coping strategies
used during these periods. Toole (2000b) observed that much thinking about service

learning implementation bas been directed at the structural ftame. In this case, six
organbational ftameworks were identified as supportive to the implementation process:

political, symbolic, structural, human resource, cultural and ethical. The fioaID:works'
used to analyze this question build upon the works ofToole (2000a), Starratt (1994). and

Dolman and Deal (1991) as discussed in chapter two.
Under the original director, the CSL program started with a political and symbolic

approach to implementation. In its first year, the director built coalitions with
intellectuaJly respected staffmembers at the high schooL She approached teachers and

curriculum coordinators who were identified as the school's instruetionalleaders. This
political approach was highly instrumental in connecting with people who bad the
capacity to understand and talk about CSL to others. The findings showed that these

initial allies did just that., not only in the school but also at regional conferences and to
other school systems. This network gave the director added leverage to advance CSL as
a school reform strategy in the system.
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The CSL retreat in the program's third year was important to building cultural
WJllingrcss to implement a

new innovation. The director did. this by symbolically

conneetiDg higher intel1ectual inquiry aDd teacher colJaboration with servke-J.eaming.
The following year saw system. leaders rewrite the school and system mission stateJD:llt

to include service-learning e1emeots as a way to deepen the impact of Ieaming and
enbance teaching.

Th~

the political. aDd symbolic ~hes to implementation

combined to raise the level of professional discussion around CSL, enhance its
credibilityll aDd create an influential base of support. All of these factors were
contributing factors to fiscal adoption in the fourth year.
Although the town adopted fUnding for the program, the budget was tight for two

years after the foUDdation grant. WJ.tb a new principal. 110 state fUnds, and many new
staff unfiumliar with CSLll the program began to experience an implementation dip in its

6fthyear.

In the seventh year, the second director began her tenure with a wide-based,
structural approach to implementation. She attended curriculum coordinator and system
administrator meetings. This director also expanded the liaison program with the
elementary schools and the middle school The mini-grant process was expanded and
offered throughout the year. Respondents mentioned repeatedly how this director was an
effective facilitator of ideas, resources., and built user capacity through sensitivity to
individual needs. An attention to human resources was combined with a different

cultural approach to support CSL. Where the last director built a supportive culture
within the school organization, this director directed her efforts more at agencies and
town orgsnimtions to build support within their own cultures. For example, instead of
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having stakeholders come to the high school to participate on the CSL Advisory Board,

this director ended this group and joined other advisory boards in the town.
A consistent focus throughout implementation has been on the ethical. purpose of
CSL. Although projeds showed variance in length and scope.. durable projects continue
to support opportunities for youth, family, and comrmmity leadership. The ethic of care,

identified in the findings as program characteristic.. supports the dynamic identified by
Given (2000) as the operative epistemological framework ofeffective service-leaming.
A general outline of the supportive approaches and strategies to overall implementation is
located in Figure 12.
Fiaure 12. Supportive approaches to overall CSL implementation
Phase I: IaitiatiOD to Fiscal AdoptioD
Coalitions built with key. instructional leaders of the
school

Political

Users selected and identified based on high capacity for
support and demonstration.
CSL Unked to school/system mission and shared teaming

Symbolic

goals.
Cultural
Ethical

Focus on building collaboration and support in school
organization.
_t_ •
opportunities.
Activities promote community lead
Phase U: Partial to OveraU ImplelDeDtatioD

Structural

Wide-based in system through school liaisons, direct
participation in administrative routine., and frequent mini

Human Resource

Resources and assistance matched to a variety of user
rues and interests.
Focus on biDding collaborative relationships forged in
larger community.
_t_ •
opportunities.
Activities promote community •

pau""".

Cultural
Ethical

jI

I
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4. How well institutionalized is the program into the ordinary structures and procedures

ofthe school and the district?
In a study ofcommunity service programs at independent schoo~ Levison
(1994) observes that institutionalization was not "a yes or no phenomenon" but rather a

process ofdegree. The same can be said for CSL at Newman High School The
innovation is understood more as a learning process or pedagogy that involves critical
reflection, demonstration of1eaming impacts, and actions oriented towards building
community and reciprocal relatioosbips. Student impacts are heightened and sustained
through curriculum connections and the sequencing of activities throughout the grades.

However club, direct service outreach, and internship activities directly sponsored by the
CSL office have also been successtW in fulfilling coomunity needs and, thus, gaining the
support of service-learning from outside stakeholders.
Using the indicators and a conceptualization suggested by Miles (1983), it appears
that the CSL initiative exhibits the conditions and has completed the necessary passages

necessary for program institutionalization at both the school and system level (see Figure

13). Stronger institutionalization at the system level and a curriculum-based sequencing
ofactivities have been contributing &ctors to the routinized use ofCSL at Newman High
School The recent removal ofcommunity service from the system's drug abuse policy
gives evidence to a lack ofconfusion in the environment that CSL is a core rather than a
peripheral educational activity. Findings from all sources of data consistently showed
that CSL provided a variety ofacademic, social, and cultural benefits to users and

community partners. Again, this is the result ofa program that has a coomunity
development focus and possesses the quality ofeducational diversity in its

t
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Figure 13. Institutiona1i7ation ofCSL at Newman High School
HighSchool

System Level

Sup,porting Conditions:

Is a core (vs. peripheral application)
Provides be~ payoffs to users

present

present

present

present

present

present

weak

strong

Program formally attached to administrative
position for coordination, support, and
oversight

Receives support from;
Staff

moderate

elementary-strong
middle school- dubious

strong

strong

Goes from soft to bard money

present

present

Job description becomes standard

present

present

Community
PlUlSale CODipletioa:

Skills required are included in formal training

absent

dubious

program
Organizational status is established

Routines established for supply and maintenance

present

present

present

present

Survives annual budget cycles

present

present

Survives departure or introduction ofnew

present

present

Cycle Survival:

personnel
Achieves widespread use throughout organization

present

elementary-present

middle scllool-dubious
Survives equipment turnover or loss

nla

nla
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application. Accordingly, more traditional community service activities are DOt looked at
as a competing practice, but have become integrated into the CSL iDnovation.

Certain indicators show a high level ofinstitutionalization at both the high school
and system level First, the program has been part of the school department budget and

has seen consistent iDcrease in. town funding over the past six years. The CSL staffhas
remained stable and CSL Iiaisom have been added to all school buildings in the system.
Not only is the director's job a standard administrative position, but postings for building
principals and the new superintendent have also mentioned a commitment to service

learning as a requirement. CSL's organizational status at the high school was
strengthened in. 1999 when, in spite of space limitations, the program was given a fUll
classroom next to the cafeteria to house its office. The director attends aD routine
meetings ofhigh school curriculum coordinators, system administrato~ and meets on a
regular basis with the superintendent and the assistant superintendent. CSL also presents

yearly outcomes to the school committee like an other departments or areas. The
director's presence in the structural routines of the school and system has established
institutional supports for supply and maintenance of the program.

Although the findings showed that receptivity to service-learning was part of
hiriug protocol, service-learning sIdJ1s were DOt found to be part of a formal teacher
preparation program. At the high school, there is DO routine preparation program for new
teachers. Teacher training is primarily the responsibility of the curriculum coordinator,

and some depa.r1:ments support CSL more readily than others. User assistance is 01fered
through the invitation of the director at department and faculty meetings. CSL

institutionalimtion in. formal training was more apparent at the elementary schools where

•
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new teachers were expected by principals to work with a liaison to integrate CSL. The

observational findings revealed that ongoing service-1eaming skill development for
elementary arxi middle school staffis weakly institutional;zc4 through the one-shot
Marketplace Day. This professional development day bas not been a yearly event for the
high school statE

CSL is deeply embedded in both the larger goal structure ofthe high school arxi

the system. The findings revealed that an integration of service into the school's mission
statement supported a pre-existing school commitment to service. Recognized by both a
regional accreditation review and a national award, CSL was incorporated into

subsequent high school improvement plans and as a systemwide goal in 1999. Its
centrality to the high school's identity bas survived five different principals and 7S new
staffmembers since the program9s formal inception.
Thirty-seven CSL ~ sponsored by either academic departments or the
CSL oflice 9 were documented at the high school during this study. The projects varied in
arxi 1ength arxi scope, but they connected with many COnstitueDCieS and signified

widespread use within the high school coDll1lUDity. This variety ofopportunities enabled
staff and students at various stages of readiness to plug into some form, however
attenuated, of CSL. Again. a high percentage ofuse was also been recognized by the
State at the town's two elementary schools.

A constant in the institutionalization process bas been the strong advocacy of the
superintendent, support from a champion/parent on the school committee9 and the

preseDCe of key curriculumlarea coordiDators and elementary principals through all
phases of implementation. Without these advocates and with the always-present internal
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competition for fiuxiing, it is difIicuJt to say how institutionalization would be affected.
As the literature suuests. institutionaljmtjon of any innovation is not a once and for an
thing. W'ltb. this vulnerability in ~ the data suggest a moderate to high degree of

overall program institutionalDtion at the high school, supported by a high degree of
institutionali73tion at the wider,. system level
Discussion ofInstitutionali7Jlrion and SustainehiJity
Indicators at this site match the qualities of program institutionalization as
identified by Huberman and Miles (1984). Predictors ofa lack ofserious local resistance

and minimal teacher-administrator harmony were in evidence. Key points in the passage

were the survival ofCSL through six annual budget cycles and its durability through the
arrival and departure of five principals and 7S teachers. Clear organizational changes

built into the routines in the high school and school system such as CSL staffing:t the

mini-grant p~ mission statements, and professional development goals also reflect
Huberman and Miles" indicators of institutionalization. Their research defines
strong institutionalization as organizational transformation, accompanied by a reasonable

amount of assistance,. to bring about stabilized use by a large percentage ofusers. At this

site" stabilized use by users was promoted by system level support and external
stakeholder expectations ofcontinued service. Considering the large turnover ofbigh
school personnel during this process, the site still matches Huberman and Miles
indicators for strong institutionalization.
The following list presents those factors that appealed to influence CSL

institutionalization at Newman High School These indicators largely support previous
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research on program and service-leamiDg iDstitutionalimtion as identified. in the literature
(Levison, 1994, Louis &. Miles, 1990, Huberman" Miles, 1984, Mi1es, 1983).

1. Good program and system fit. There was already cultural readiness and
philosophical commitment to service present at this site. The program was designed to
advance this service commitment through linkage to the cuniculum for more wide-based
participation and educational centrality.

2. Program leadership. A full-time director with a staffassistant provided the
coordination and assistance necessary to advance wide range of user participation.

Reporting directly to the superintendent, the administrative structure allowed the director
the flexibility to promote linkages to many different constituencies in the system and
town. Using a variety oforganm.tional approaches, the director's leadership has been
central during all periods ofimplementation.

J. Administrative commitment and pressure. The superintendent's articulated
commitment to service-learning and a coDD.eCtion to the system's core values advanced
both system and building endorsement ofCSL. This commitment was balanced by
pressure to implement CSL exerted through an administrative network ofcurriculum
coordinators and building principals. Pressure to implement and integrate CSL into
professional development efforts was coupled with a high level of user assistance from
the CSL office.

4. Embed as a type. ofpedagogy. Service-learning was not implemented as

merely an adjunct program. It was institutionali7ed as way of1eaming. As a

comprehensive pedagogy, it included its own educational anthropology and worldview.
It contained a vision of the type ofperson to be educated and the kind ofcommunity that
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needed to be developed. Understood in this way, CSL acted as a link that connected a
variety of stakeholders (students, teachers, parents, admjnistrators, collDllUDity members)
and impacted nLlllDOus enviroDllJeDts.

s.

Clear place in instillltionol objectives. In the path to institutionalimrion, CSL

was written into mission statements (school, system, school committee) and the school
improvement plan. The central place of service-learning as an educational value is made
clear to students. parents, and community members through school literature and even by
signs at the entry points to town.

6. Cultivate support ofmultiple constituencies. With its unique ability to act as a
link to many enviro~ service-leaming can impact many constituencies both inside
and outside the school. System, building and community endorsement were due in a

large part to motivated students acting as ambassadors ofthe program. In addition, a
political approach by both the first director and superintendent to build fiscal support and

external program recognition advanced it through tile important passage of "soft to bard
money."
As mentioned earlier in the chapter. Conrad and Hedin (1991) presented the

"reform ofeducation" or "reform ofyoutht't as operative rationales for service-learning in
public schools. Although frameworks for implementation in the literature stressed the

theoretical framework of the "educational reformers, t't the path to institutionalization here
added the goals of the "youth reformers" as wen as internal and external community
development as sustaining factors for involvement. At Newman High School, it was an
integration of both rationales that best descn"bed the path to institutionaJimtion.
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Once the program was fiscally adopted, CSL became more that just an
educational inDovation. Observational and interview data showed how the skillful
leadership of the secood director established and nurtured community links to the

schools, which then could be translated into curriculum-based activities. A focus on
service, understood in this culture as conmunity development:, was the important element

that enabled overall implementation and. enlyuvwf sustainability. Studies by Kahne and.
Westheimer (1996), Alt and Medrich (1994), and. Conrad and. Hedin (1991) all DOte the

dDliculty of defining "service" as a variable in service-learning research. However, it

was primarily the strong cultmal agreement and understanding of service as community
develo~

which was advanced by the secood director, which moved CSL through the

final passages towards institutionalimtion.

The findings of this study confirmed key supports to service-learning
implementation and institutionalization advocated by Berman (2000) and. Billig (200080,

2000b, 2000c). Evidence of active leadership by the superinteodent, director, and
building principals that integrated a bigh level of professional development, coordination,

aDd a connection to curriculum standards was found in all the data sets. This finding
supports the Louis and Miles theory (as cited in Levison. 1994) that programs be
embedded in a variety of leadership levels in order to be institutionalized.

A person to coordinate activities was not only an important factor in

implementation, but the CSL director's direct lM:COuntability to the superintendent rather
than other middle managers also gave POlitical. cultural, symbolic, human resource and.
structural leverage to the position. The ability to use these multiple approaches was

crucial in the various periods ofimplementation. Billig also bighHghted sufficient
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funding and other resources as a key supports. This was seen in the consistent
employment and aggressive grant-writing of the CSL consultant since the program's
inception.
Although CSL did not solely take the approach ofa long-term school

improvement strategy, a broad-based path to institutionalization advocated by Berman

was confirmed by the findings. Wide participation of fi.culty in professional
development activities, user consistency in service leamin& standards (e.g. reflection,
reciprocal relationships, demonstration of impacts), connection to curriculum

fiameworks, endorsement in system policies. external recognition, sustained funding~ and
as a stated value in hiring and mission statements were all evident in the path to

institutionali7Btion gleaned from the findings. However, specific involvement of both
directors in various agencies and town groups also helped institutionalize CSL, through
particular activities, into the lives of these organimtions. This broad-based strategy, in

addition to Berman's institutional suggestions. engendered the family and community
ownership that bas supported the routini?Jttion ofCSL.
Obstacles to implementation identified by Melchior (1999, 2000) such as
transportation, logistical problems, and lack of funds were dealt with at an early stage.
This happened through the award of the private grant and employment of the director,

staff assistant, and consultant from these funds. Rather than looking at additional
educational refurm requirements and ftameworks as obstacles, CSL was marketed during

its first three years as an innovative, organic, and fulfiUing way to meet new state
standards and to promote alignment of the curriculum. Moreover, professional
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development priorities and funds earmarked by Educational Reform were integrated with

CSL implementation efforts.
Melchior's coocem about a coDtioued emphasis ofcommunity service over CSL

was ameliorated through the widely iDclusive approach ofthe second director. Rather
than look at these as competiDg practices, this director took a more developmeotal
approach by working first with user wiIIingoess to serve. The director then built greater

user capacity to make curriculum conn.ectioos. ODe-shot activities that were more club or
extra-curricular orieDted were DOt eliminated, but guided to also support community
development goals. Interviews with stakeholders revealed that some of these ooe-shot

activities were greatly supported and expected by the community, thus iDstitutionaJiziDg

the greater CSL iDitiative into the life of the town. The power of this approach to
implemeotation reflects a phenomenology ofservice and epistemology ofcommunity
advocated by Coles (1993) and Palmer (1990) respectively.

The action motifs for sustainable cbaDge, suggested by Louis and Miles (1990),
were evident in the design and implementation process. Evolutionary plarmiog took
place before the award of the foundation grant. Obstacles to implementation such as

transportation, teacher resistance and coordination were considered in the grant proposal
and dealt with at a very early stage. Vision buRdiog was twofold. Program leadership
advanced the legitimacy of service-learning within the school system as an inclusive
Ieaming strategy that had academic rigor. The CSL staff also took into consideration the

vision the community held about service-learning and integrated the tangible give-backs

the community expected. An attention to .resource attainment and management was
evident soon after the foundation grant, based on the covenantal agreement to continue
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the program at shmlar funding and a desire to lessen iDtemal competition for fimds.
Aggressive grant-writiDg, employment ofa consul.tant, and din:c:t advocacy by the

superintendent with the budget were instrumental in this regard. Although most service
learning literature stressed a structural approach to implementation. the directors used a
variety oforganimtional strategies (Dolman It Deal, 1991) as coping mechanisms durina

the process. The directors took different ~ but stakeholders were in agreement
that their respeetive approaches were right for the times.

The path ofbigb user m;sistance to institutionalimtion supports research findings
(Hargraeves It Fink, 2000; Louis &. Miles, 1990) that emphasize the amount and quality
of user assistance as important for sustaioability ODCe change is underway. In &ct,
ensuring that CSL works with quality was not only a theme in Melchior's studies on

service-leaming sustainability, but also an important characteristic of this program. User
assistance promoted quality standards such as critical reflection. student voice, academic
connections and rigor, as

wen as celebration/demonstration components.

The same research findings on institutionaJjmtion also point to implementation
pressure, baJanced with support, as a factor needed to sustain innovation. At this site,
pressure came not only through direct central administration involve~ but also as the
result ofsequenced CSL activities. Sequencing led to a self-sustaining leaming process

where both parents and students expected CSL as they advanced through educational
system.

Overall findings on CSL institutionali?ation bave some implications for the
change theory advanced by FuUan (1991). FuUan emphasizes continuous staff

development as a resource to deal with implementation challenges. This support offSets

t
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an "implementation dip" which may occur naturally in the early stage ofan innovation.

FuUan's theory was in effect true in this scenario, but high administrative and personnel
turnover can lead to a reoccurreoce of these "dips" in both understanding and
participation in an innovation. In other words, implementation dips may not be navigated
once and for all. This rea1ity caI1s for embedded and continuous professional
development.
A lack ofadministrative and staff stability may be such a part the educational
landscape today that ongoing formaJjnxl training in an innovation, once it bas reached
overall implementation and a critical mass of acceptance, needs to be considered.
Ongoing staff developmen~ formalized in the routine preparation ofteachers, is one way

the CSL program at Newman High School would be less wJnerable to such
environmental turbulence. The change theory framework also speaks to the cultural
dynamic in schools as important in understanding implementation. Because service
learning was found to be a methodology linking a number ofenvironments, a wider

understanding ofcoD'QD1mity culture needed to be considered to surfBce the shared values

and external supports that influenced the process in a positive way.

Findings about the definition and purpose of service-Ieaming were in strong
agreement with the rationales advocated by KendaD and Shumer, longtime champions
and pioneers of the movement. CSL at Newman High School was found to be more ofa
learning method or educational philosophy (Kendall, (990) as wen as having an
instrumental role in human and CODDDunity development (Shumer, (998). The definition
of CSL was not overly specialized or ~ but it did have a clear vision of type of
person to be educated, thus tying it to the tradition ofyouth reformers identified in the

literature (Wade,. 1997; Conrad" Hedin, 1989). A review of the literature also stressed
"education for citizensbip", as a motivatiDg reason for school-based service (Kahne "
Westbeimer,. 2000; Barber 1992). This was partially true at this site. Education for
citizenship did happen,. but it was rooted in a local rather than a global understanding of

citizenship. CSL educated students to the responsibility ofwbat it meant to be a

responsible aduh and citizen in this particular community. A social reconstruction or
justice orientation to service was not strong in the findings. Demographic and interview
data pointed to the stakeholder perception that the town was not perceived as a "needy
community. "

In many quality Catholic high school service programs,. the emphasis is on social
justice as weB as caring. For example, each of the seven Catholic high schools chosen as

a National Service-Learning Leader School mentions values ofcare as well as justice as
coDStitutive elements of their service-1eaming programs.

In a survey ofJesuit high school community service programs in the U.S., Carey
(2000) found that almost all ofthese Catholic schools (N=4I) provide a developmental
program ofcommunity service beginning with simpler and less demanding experiences

in fi:eshman and sophomore years focusing on caring relationships, Jeading to more

justice issues. In a personal interview about his study, Carey reported that the overall
emphasis of these Jesuit service programs was not only on character formation nUl1.1.D'ed
by building caring relationships through service opportunities, but also on how students

as "agents ofchange" can use their acquired academic knowledge and. personal talents to
promote justice.
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In their goals and criteria lit~ Xaverian Brothers' Sponsored Schools in the
U.S. call for their member schools to "work for the creation ofa new person aDd a new
humanity for justice aDd peace" as an educational goal. Xaverian sponsored Catholic
schools are called to develop community service programs that "explore human
significance" and to "address problems ofsocial justice in a Christian &shion."
After a ten--year study, researchers Bryk. Lee, and HoUand (1993) concluded that
Catholic schools have emerged as places on the American educational landscape that
"pursue peace and socialjustice within an ecumenical and multicultural world" (p.30l).
Accordingly, public schools new to the service-1eamiDg arena or, in the Newman case,

looking for new directions of growth can look to many quality Catholic high school

service programs as paradiglDi that couple both caring and social justice frameworks.
Such dialogue between both sectors can oDly enhance program designs that integrate both

ethicalleaming goals.
As sources for fimding increased in the

1990'~

service-learning became more

variously defined in the literature. Some definitions like the DOE outline in 1996 that
separated one-shot activities from the field could be descnDed as rigid. Nonetheless,

service-learning interest over the past decade has paralleled a national movement for
educational reform. Consequently, its curriculum integration as I.' distinction from
community service has been stressed.
This was also true at Newman High School Yet., sustainability ofCSL has been

helped by not separating traditiooal community service, but by looking at these activities
as a developmental stage of service-1eamiDg. Both approaches to service can be
successful at building community. Wider educational impact, institutional ownership,
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and durability~ however~ does come iom cormec::ling service to academic skills as well as
conmunity needs, critical refleeti.on, and caring for others. The widely used ASLER
definition bas an of these components. Its shortcoming is that ASLER paints service

J.eamiog as more of a specialized technique rather than the result of a developmental
learning process that begins by meeting community:needs. These findings support
Shumer's definitional conclusion &om the literature that "service-learning is an
amorphous concept that resists rigid definitions and universal understanding (2000a)."
Components of practice found in both interview and document data give some
insight into wby CSL was so successfully implemented at this site. The epistemology
advanced by CSL gains support &om the tradition of"subject-centered" learning
advanced by Freire and Palmer. With its stress on critical retlection and community
conoections, CSL practice supports the establishment of reciprocal, caring relationships
through shared J.eamiog dynamics. As a resuh of this interactivity around a common

goal. educational relationships are refhuned giving constituencies both inside and outside
a role and greater responsibility in the leaming process.
At its essence, CSL practice at Newman High School was about linking partners
along a chain ofcare who share in a larger educational identity and mission. Core
practices that included World War D veterans, intergenerational connections with the
Council on Aging, and honoring the town's "everyday heroes" are prime examples of the
relational way ofknowing that is characteristic of the program. Palmer sees service
learning as pedagogy that builds these connections, thus "energizing colDDlllDities of
learning." This epistemology provides an imponant key to understanding how mediating
&ctors worked to support community acceptance and institutionalization.
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The transformative and educational. power ofservice-learning, mentioned by
many respondents, was an important reason for user participation and programmatic
growth. Survey data showed that both users and non-users agreed that service was

meaningful to students, but there was no consensus regarding its academic impacts. The

shared goal ofcommunity development points to learning-style research of Gardner and,
more specifically, to Goleman's added domain of"emotional intelligence" as an
elevation &ctor that infuses service-learning and builds cornrmmity.

It was clear from the findings that a common intelligence or imaginative level was
tapped in a wide variety of participants. Students, teachers, and community members

noted the "satisfaction and fulfillment" in doing service outlined by Coles. The moral

inspiration connected with service may be what taps the collaborative and affective
nature ofemotional. intelligence. Ahhough fUrther discussion is beyond the scope of this
study, more research into the phenomenology of service-learning is needed to understand
what makes K-12 programs "successful."
Survey findings confirmed the Roper Starch (2000) poll that saw service-learning
as a comprehensive learning approach, supporting important learning not necessarily met

by traditional classroom practice. However, there was ambivalence in the survey sample

of this study about the academic impact ofservice. This finding is similar to the
documentation problems expressed in research reviews by Billig (2000b) and Alt and

Medrich (1994), which found it difficult to prove significant impacts on academic
performance. Such findings could be related to the absence ofongoing, formal

professional. development ofstaffto do this kind of integration of service with academic
materiaL
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As supported by Shumer (2000a), the qualitative framework of this study was

able to paint a picture ofservice-learning as a comprehensive, value-laden, methodology
that bas multiple educational impacts in a variety ofenvironments both inside and outside

the school Because this pedagogy redefines what Toole (2000a) calls the "grammar of
schoo1iDg," quantitative studies centering on changes in grades and test scores may be

inadequate measures of its wider educational meaning and impact. The transformative
power of service-learning for a variety ofparticipants may call for more sophisticated

measures and indicators than the quantitative methods used in past studies. In addition,
stories about the academic growth and professional success certain participants

experienced after high school also raise the question about whether academic impacts
develop more over time. 1bis possibility caUs for more longitudinal studies ofservice
Ieaming's academic effectiveness after high school, similar to the civic engagement study
noted by Younis and Yates (1998).

In spite of the difficulties in documenting sustained impacts, the findings of this
study supported Melchior's conclusions from the 1999 Learn and Serve study that
"quality" makes a difference in successful service-Ieaming implementation and

sustainability. The data indicated that this program was well sequenced and sufficiently
tied to the academic curriculum. Student voice and reciprocal relationships were
respected and the directors gave leadership around both curriculum and cultural
standards. CSL activities tied to classroom instruction expanded methods ofanalysis and
nurtured academic skills though projects that called for revision of work. Melchior and
Billig emphasize the power of the academic connection as significant in sustaining
service-learning programs. However, a good deal ofattention at this site was also placed
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on birtbiug a cultural Ieaming standard that engaged school users and the wider
COlDlDllDity. This was evideDCed in interviews with stakeholders and in the review of all
CSL activities.
Culminating events where students showed. told, or presented wbat they bad

learned in large group settings built culturalleaming standards around public assessment.

Program leadership also took these opportunities to help users articulate identifY and
articulate a standard of care. CSL activities at Newman High School reflected variance

in structure and level of cwricu1um connection. but a strong ethic in care and community
development in both departmental and co-curricular activities characterized the nature of
service. Promoting these ethical values in CSL ensured a degree ofquality and helped
impact a wide range ofschool and community goals. Evidence of this relational dynamic
gives support to Sbumer9 s belief that affective service-learning promotes an overlapping

educational intluence ofboth school and comnnmity on youth (1998). This standard of
quality supported the development ofa community language about learning and
responsible local citizenship. It also sur:fiIc:ed external programmatic support that enabled
CSL to become more integrated at the bigh school, in spite of the more traditional
"grammar ofschooling" held by some critics and content-bound subject areas.

Further studies on implementation and institutionalization ofeducational change
gather support and comment from this study. Researcb showing that cu1tw'e building as

important to sustain an educational reform was supported at certain levels in the findings.
Early implementation efforts showed structured opportunities to create

collaborative interactions around CSL within the high school, system, with the local
community, other systems, and the DOE. However, it was the more broad-based cultural

•
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support engeJJdered by these e1forts and advocated by Hararaeves and Fink (2000),
FuJ1an (1999), and Sarason (1996) that positively influenced institutionali7,ation. The

change strategy of"going wider" descnbed by Fullan contributed to the system and
colDlDUDity pressure that positively inftuenced building endorsement. Although
interview data from central administrators and the consultant identified the innovation's

positive impact on cultural. norms (Saphier &. King, 1985), the broader survey sample

could not clearly confirm these expectations. Y ~ interview data from the Council on
Aging did show CSL creating positive change and impact in the culture of that agency

resulting in the appointment ofthe CSL director as routine member of their advisory

board and certain CSL activities institutionalized into their ongoing program.
High school cultures can be by their very essence fragmented due to d.epartmeutaJ
and administrative stJ:uctures, traditional schedules, and their large size. These

characteristics were evident at Newman High School The presence ofa fuIl...time CSL
director, freed from a potentially balkanizing high school structure, was significant in
building the empowering relationships and cultures needed for successful implementation
(Fullan, 1997). This arrangement also allowed both the superintendent and the director to

exercise the moral1eadership necessary to build the innovation around shared school and
community values. The "foJlowership" that Sergionvanni speaks about as essential to

positive school change was nurtW'ed in two directions: "from above" by the authoritative
and symbolic efforts of the superinteDdent and "from below" through the relational work
ofthe director.
Toole's research OD service-learning implementation calls for more than a
structural approach to build the social trust necessary to inspire and sustain practice.
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High user assistaoce and aIJ.oeation ofresources at a loc::allevel was a signature approach
of the second director, aod one that key internal stakeholders attributed to overall
implementation. These fiDdings support the significaDt role that imemal taci1itators have
in building the organizational capacity needed for sustainabte change as advanced by
Moffet (2000), Fullan (1999), Newmann and WebJage (1995), and Miles (1983).
Starting with community need is an element that separates this school-based
program from the other sustainable approaches identified in the implementation literature
on service-Iearning (W'atna & Anderson, 1997; Wright, 1997). Implementation efforts

focusing on educational reform focused on the context ofcourses or cwriculum
fiamewo~

and a subsequently move out to more community-based learning.

Ind~

this program was rooted in the academic nature of schooling for wider and sustained
educational impact. Yet, its essence was clearly about community development.
Moreover, its design and implementation was highly sensitive to the larger cultural
expectations and needs of the local community.

These findings support the observations of Cortes (1996) on the power of
community-based educational reform. CSL provided a variety of structural opportunities
for community engagement with the schools. It expands the educational franchise to
include the broader colDlllUDity. In this case, such community engagement led to a sense
of shared ownership by participants in both service aod learning. It was also a central
force influencing routinized CSL use on the path to imtitutionalization.

1bis study's findings OD community development points to kindred studies on
"community schools" aod "community education" as a rich resource to further examine
service-learning sustainability. Although different in origin and orientation from service
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J.eaming, the community schools movement has been considered a parallel,

comprehensive school reform movement dating back to the early 1900's (Denton, 1998).
It was also bom out ofa desire "to bring the community into the school building to make
schools central places of J.eaming" (Shumer, 1998). Community education studies by
Decker (1992), Carter and W'mecoff (1998), as weD as program evaluations of quality

hiah school community education programs in Minnesota could provide common points
ofintersection with studies on successfUl service-learning implementation. Shumer
reports that in M1I1J1CSOta, community education programs manage service-J.eaming funds
from the state, so there is a direct link between the two. The resuhs of this study suggest

that both movements could be bound together by the ultimate COJX:el1l of community
development.
Literature on both K-12 and higher education institutionalization stressed
integration models containing such iDfluenciDg factors as mission, philosophical tit.
curriculum, administrative conunitment, and sustained funding (Berman, 2000; Melchior,
1999; Holland, 1997; Ward, 1997; ZIolkowski, 1995). An integration of contributing

school-based factors also featured heavily in the path to institutionalization at this site
and supported this research. However, the "market model" identified by Levison (1994)
in his cross-case study, which focused on meeting tangible needs and wants ofboth

students and community members, also was present in this scenario. A combination of
both models, advanced through the leadership and various aspects of the CSL program,
was able to cultivate the support ofkey constituencies both inside and outside the school

Activities like tutoring or int~ that had less explicit curriculum connections,
tbstered enthusiasm for the overall CSL initiative by both users and its beneficiaries.
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Such activities bad "market appeal" aDd f8ctored greatly into the colJDllUllity ac:ceptaDce
necessary for institutionalimtion. The presence of both paths further point to a
developmental approach to CSL that nurtures student leadersbip9 stakeholder
involvement, aDd allows

an participants to discover where aod how they fit into the idea

of community development.
RecoIllIlM:odations for Sustainable Practice

With the increasing pressures ofthe State's educational reform requireme~ the
loss ofone veteran elementary school principal aod CSL cbampion, the potential
retirement ofthe other tw0 9 and the retirement of the superintendent, a return to the
political..symbolic approach to implementation at the high school is needed to ensure
program sustainability. More specifically9 a return ofthe CSL Advisory Board to the

high school routine may be a pro-active way to counter the environmental tW'bulence the
program could be &cing in the future.
BiDig (2000) mentioned in her review ofthe research about the "fruit salad"

phenomenon ofservice-learning. The diversity ofterms and understandings about
service-learning make it difticuh to speak across programs. The following three
recommendatio~

gleaned from this study, are directed at sustaining comprehensive

service-learning program; that provide a framework ofmeaning and higher purpose to
academic work through the development of skiDs within the affective, civic, ethical. and
social domains of understanding. They have foundational support from the Melchior

(1999) Learn aDd Serve study.
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1. Document outcomes.
An action plan for sustaiDability needs to provide documentation and real-time

data that service-learning "works.'" This documentation process should not only include
publicity and learning assessments. but also euJminaring events that include the
community and showcase fiDallearrring products. Dc:K:umentation is bow service

learning becomes part ofthe school's identity 8IId, thus, more easily sustained. Students
need to show, tell, and teach what they have learned in large group settings. Such
demonstration helps build community teaming standards through public assessment and

widens participation in the educational franchise. These events are where people on the

chain of care meet and service-learning gains its educational power.
2. Ensure that itlRJra with quDlity.
Service-Iearning needs to include critical reflection, student voice and leadership,

and a critical mass of activities need to be tied to the curriculum with a level of academic
rigor. Such qualities ensure that service-learning does not become personality driven, but
part ofa broadly used pedagogy that engenders a wider sense ofownership and higher

potential for sustaioabiJity. Reflection is a key component of quality practice that
promotes reciprocal relationships and unleashes an ethic of care. Service and learning
connected to the value ofcare peaks emotional intelligence and provides an elevation
fiIctor that infuses the learning process through community development.

3. Build program sequencing to create a sustaining process.
Service-learning works

wen and its better sustained when there is a built in

sequencina ofactivities over time to create a sustaining process. Within the setting ofa
school system, service-learning in early grades builds excitement and anticipation about

t
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academic learning. Student enthwUasm and parental expectation brought to higher grades
creates both enticement and pressure for other teachers to participate. Fragmented or
"one-sbot" experiences not connected to quality standards or pedagogy have less
sustaining impact. The enthusiasm, expectatio~ and subsequent pressure rooted in

sequencing quality activities are important &ctors in the institutionalization of service

learning at the high school level
Recoll1llJeDdatioos for Additional Research
Additional qualitative research studies of service-learning institutionalization at

the high school1evel may reshape and/or confirm the results of this study. Continued
investigation of the supports., threats, and other nw:diating factors in the
institutionalization scenario will assist service-learning practitioners in the design and
implementation ofsustainable programs. Nevertheless, shared ownership in the learning
process by schoo~ &miIies, and couununity members will playa significant role in
achieving sustainable service-learning programs. In light ofthis study, the following are

specific areas that should be investigated by other researchers:
1. Curricular integration ofservice-learning is a contributing factor to
sustainability. However, this study found that service-leaming pedagogy was not simply

a technique. It was tied to a specific worldview that valued collUDunity building and
caring relationships. Further research on fWJy implemented programs needs to pay

attention to what ethical goals are connected to the teaching-learning process. Where is it
that a school and community want to be educatiooally and how does service-learning get

them there? Studies responding to this question would provide important insight into
how successful programs are tied to shared values or cuIturaVreligious apologetics.
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2. Comparative studies in service-leamiDg are Deeded to better understand how
Ido:ked systems aDd programs work. For example~ studies are needed which examine
service-learning in Catholic aDd private schools that integrate both caring and social
justice as guiding ethical ftameworks in their programs. Contrasting these with others in

the field would bighlight important design cbaracteristics. Also, service...Ieami:ng bas
been found to help students become more knowledgeable aDd reaJistic about careers.
Comparing and contrasting service-learning programs with career exploration or "School

to Work" programs that sometimes use a service theme would be an important research
project to see bow these systems work.
4. Most service-learning research reflects either quantitative efforts focusing on
direct outcomes or general program evaluations. More qualitative research is needed that
pays particular attention to the ethical context aDd dynamics inherent in service-learning.

When the structural pieces are in place~ when and how does the momentum take over?
S. More case studies are needed that provide schemes and theoretical frameworks
that define programs. Such studies will offset the "fruit salad" phenomenon of service...

learning research and further discussion of sustainabiJity across programs.

6. What are the fundamental issues ofquality in fully implemented programs?
More research needs to be considered on the quality and delivery of projects and bow this
impacts sustainabiJity.

7. Distinctions need to be clear in definitions so studies can be replicated. Thus,
more definitions from institutionalized sites should be researched in order to generate
broader discussion and study around sustainabiJity.
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8. More research on tile community outcomes of service-Ieaming programs will
playa significant role in achieviDg sustained use. What kinds ofprojects do communities
really care about and buy into? What are the partieuJar coD1lDlllrity needs that drive fully

implemented programs?

9. More longitudinal studies that follow participants' academic and professional
growth beyond high school and college should be employed.
10. Service-leamiDg research needs to make IiDks to other fields such as
philosophy, psychology, theology, and community education where experiential studies
have been happeniJJg for some time. These connections will expand the resources in this
emerging field and help practitioners better understand what factors contribute to

successfW. practice and programs.
Conclusion
Based on tile findings ofthis case study, we may continue to speculate that the

curricular integration ofservice-leamiug, in conjunction with high user assistance and
administrative conunitment, may lead to sustainable and institutionalized programs. For
this to happen ho~er, service-Ieamiug cannot be narrow in focus and application. It

needs to be understood as a comprehensive teaching methodology that connects a variety
of stakeholders and allows Ieamiug impacts to be extended into a variety ofenvironments
(see Figure 14). Service-Ieaming can be more fully implemented and sustained when its
unique ability to act as this link is supported by program directors and school1eaders.
Service-learning is an extension of tile tradition of progressive education because

it IiDks students to the community. Conmunity partnership was critical to the
epistemology of service-1eamiDg at this site. However, the service aspect ofthis
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educational approach is not an end in itself This Ieamiog process needs to be strongly

coDDeCted to a larger ethical vision or set of values.

In this case study, a variety ofcoostituencies bealme vested in the innovation
because of a shared commitnent to the value ofconmunity development that it

promoted. An ethic ofcooperation aud care I:teame a context of lJ1C8Ding for students
through service-Ieamiog. Other ethical OrientatioDS could be ones of social justice,

environmental stewardship, or democratic education. Nevertheless, the pioneering
passion needed to implement aud sustain service-leaming initiatives needs to be
generated by deeper social, moral, or spiritual commitments. In order for programs to
engender the wide range of support needed for iDstitutiona6zation. they must be
connected to some vital vision or set ofcore values that are larger and deeper than the
specific pedagogical process of service-Ieamiog itsel£
Research is now providing many good examples of institutionali7Btion in schools
and school districts. Based on the findings of this study, we may speculate that deep
passion and commitment of school leaders, students, teachers, aud community members
were mediating factors in the institutionalization process. However, it is expected that
funding ofsuch programs at the local, state, and natiooallevel will continue to be a threat
to sustainabiJity. As some point in the implementation process, once school personnel
have put the structural pieces in place, responsibility for the success of service-leamiog
programs will rely on not just school but family aud community leadership. Funding

helps, but the self-sustaining momentum necessary to truly sustain service-leamiog rests
in the shared commitment and respoDSibility of all these stakeholders to take their role in
the chain of care that ultimately educates the young people ofour communities.

I
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Fi&we 14. Extended Educational Impact of the School through Service-Learning
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Appendix A
The Character oCServicc at Newman High School
I............11 ailiatives
Dcpan....
Serrice

Descriptioa

Goals

Rcfteclio..

Freshmen study heroes in 1i1CralW'L They
work with fifth ....de students to brainstorm
characteristics ofheroes. interview local
cilizas. and recopize -ardinary herocs" in
public caanany.

Quar

"T'tM;sc kids ue lamina 'Vel')' impanam

A~

Ordinary

Heroes

EnsJish
Or.d&9

-carina

- transformative
experience .

ClIr:itt

catcher

in
Ihe Rye

Nltiw
American

English
Oradc9

Enalisb

Gnde 10

(Teacher)

-civic dury

"Everybody contributed. IalIO this mwD
and 'We had to pick the ones wbo
conbibuted the ........
(Student)

The novel C.lcher in lhe Rye realURS •
procapUst who canstanti)' criticizes sociery
but does nat chan&e iL Freshmcn interview
canununity manbas .bout issues or
problems and dlsip .n action project.

~

-soNJ

"'Tbete is an outside COMeCIion and
understandi.. of COflU'ftunity.

reconstrUction

(Teacher)

The project focuses on • study ofN.live
American litet1Iture with the intent of

QI!aa!

"II conaributes to an understandinl dull
beine human that is more lhanjust·me·...
(Teacher)

- carina

•

It

mini students' awareaas GfN.tive
Americans and cult...,.l diversity. As pan
oran effort 10 raise 'WIreDeSS" students
panicipate in a pea pel project with •
resllr'Yllbon school in New Mexico.

- transformative
experience.

Depan.....

Deleripeioa

Goals

Rellectio..

Enalish
Gra. I I

Juniors make personal quilts as I way 10
understand !he American Dram in
literature and IIIcir own family herit'le.
Clan quihs arc displayed to the cOlllmuniry.
QuilLS are &he focal" paiDt of. school
divcrsicy day.

~

"My friends vc not • diYa'SC poup. but
wbc:n 'We pullhc quik topchcr. f:'iICI)'One

Pen Pals

Serrice

..

sKills like ~ina. inlenicwin&. and
videot.pina. It is imponant lcamina
bec.use they sec even in • linle lOWD like
ours. it rcquins.1A awfiallol of people
workinc behind the scenes.•

ActiYhy

American

DraIllQuih

Fairy Tales
Project

En&lish
G.... 12

Seniors in Humanities panner with
elancntary students to crate rairy tales
_ted to etbical themes.

Forcip

luniors teach rll'Slll"adcrs Spanish related to
the science curricululII and the study of the
MOIW'Ch buacrt1y. Students.1so tach
pctinp. nUIllbcis. colors, and months of
Students also ac:hanpd lmcrs
with Maican childtca. Formal journals are
k-.
Juniors teach interdiscipUnary lessons to
second ....den in a )CIr1on& prO",111
involvlna
panncrships. The
proaram ends with a celcbr.tiGn. Formal

o

- carina
transfonnative
experience

~

-carini
-social
rcconslluction

came from e-verywhcre. Instead ofwrilina.
paper or tellina. story. it was like scwin&a
story 1Oplhcr. The quilt rcprcsenIImy
life."
(Student)
"There is mlJoauc between hish school .nd
elementary studcJau. Kids sec I\artt.
opponunities for conununicy service
lamina because lhcy arc exposed to ic in
early padcs.I t
(Tachcr)

Monarchs in
Mexico

.......ae
Spanisb
Gr" 11

Spanish
Lanpa.
Panncrship

Forcip

Lanauaae
Spanish
Grade II

the,.....

CfOSH.

journals arc kcpt.

~

-additive
experience

.. I enjoyed die opportuniry to share lIlY
Spanish knowlcdae with yauna studencs.
"I now have an appreciation of all my
teachers. It is not an easy job,"

ClIDIC

(Students)

tb!.dIx

.. II's about care and relalionships."

It

-carina

-additive
experience

QJ!.QG
-carina

(Teacher)

MJ wu .1'I\IZIId .bout bow rcccplivelhcy
were to 'camin& somcthin& so dilfcrent.
l1'IC)' dove risht inaa all the information ....
they looked forwvd to our visits. ..
(Student)

~
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SctYicc

Adhity
Latin
LanluaF
Pannership

IkplnlnClll

J)~'SCripiioa

Goa..

Reflec1ioas

Forcip
La"lUalC

The Latin mnv I:Iass takes period Jona
racld trips to an elcmcn1ar)' school 10 teach
studcnls Latin lanluale and culture. Class
time is used to rdlcct about visits and creale
lesson plans. Formal journals arc kcpt.

~
-additive
experience

..) have never realized how quickly younpr
sludents lcam and how quickly the absorb
informalion. It is amazing and I am proud
orthe class. I am &lad to work on such a
lively hands on project with my classmates.
We have also discovered what it is like to
be I ICIchcr."
(Student)
"If the hish school Sludcrus are late. my
class asks me iflhcir 'French buddies' are
comin&-"
(Teacher)

Latin IJJ
Latin IV

'-b!Jl&t
-carina

French
Lanlua,e
Panncrship

Foreisn
LaliluaP
French Club

La Cay Nueva
Vida

Foreisn
Lanauap

Teachin&
Spanish

Spanish Club
Forcip
LanluaP

Hip "hool sludcms accompany teacher to
an eIcmcntary school for lessons in French.
BOlb dcmcrnary and hip school stuclcms
keep journals and share each OIher'. impect
on Ihc Icamin& process.
The Spanish Club orpnizes fundraisilllaad
holiday activities for a Hispanic shelter in

Boston.

Spanish Club

Sena
AdlWly
To Smoke or
Not to
Smoke

The Spanisb Club led by a teacher lau&ht
basic Spanish to a founh &rIde class. Hip
scbooll1uden15 led sman IfOUPI and tau""
seasons, months, and years. The project
culminated in a class celebration for aU
panicipanls. Informal disc:ussioD and
rcflcctioa is included.

Q!!ti!x
-additive

cxpcricnc:e

kb!a&t

-c.rinI
k.b!n&t

-carina
-social
reconstruction

Qati!x
..dditive
experience

"You can imlline the joy of our flnulia
felt 15 a result ofknowiag that others care."
(Sheller Director)

"The children really enjoyed it Ind had a
grelll experience. They bad ~n and learned
a 101."
(Student)

'-I!I!Ja!
-carina

Depln. . .1

DcsmptioII

Goa"

Rellec:rio.

HClIth

Hip school smokcrslquiners speak to sixth
sndcrs about the conscqucnc:cs of smok.ina
on I wcekJy basis. Panicipanu arc
fCCOpized an Class Nip as bcin&
effective lraders for the younp:r ItUdaIlS.

~
-elrinJ
-trlnsfonnltive
cxpaiaa

"II is bcner to hear from kids thanjust bcina
lectured by adults...
"Every week I look forward to the
prDp'am."
(Studcatl)
"These arc lower level IUds who are
an opponunity for leadersbip. They tab
their involvcmcm with the YOUJllCl' kids

Cross-sradc

"Yen

very seriously."

Issues for
Youth

Parkina
Project

Lot

Health
GradclO

SIUdents create inleractive posters about the
danpn of drup. alcohol, and toblcco and
place them in common areas of the school.

~
-additive
-cxpericna

Mathematics

Rcalizina Ihcrc was • parkinl problan for
lhe student population. the class analyzed
Ihc parkina situation and made
reconwclldations to school officials.

kbID&t

Imermediate

Alpbrl
Grade JJ

Tast)'
Math

Milhemllics
Statistics
Grade 12

Senion taUabl fifth Ind sixth srldcrs from
the Altcrnltive School about probability
usina pma and candy prizes to reinforce
leamin&

-social
reconstruction
-transfonnative
experience

Q!!!w
-elrinl!

(CSL Director)
""The interactive posters have inspired
thousht provokina and inspired discussion
bach in classrooms throuahout &be
buildin&-"
(CSL Director)
"This project bas • direct impact 011 Ibc
students involved and addresses their
nccdsllCimina styles. By bcin& invoMd
with an Ictual projct trom nan to flDisb.
students arc povided with abC opponunity
to lakc on a leadersbip role and IIIUDIC
responsibility for solvilla a rcal problem
involvina the hip school commUDity and
convnunicatiaa their resulll."
(Teacher)
"I never rCllizcd how diffICult it is to mab
and lesson plln and then to tach it to
someone."
(Students)

f
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Semce

J)qNtn.....

DaaipIioIt

Guais

Rrllenioas

Freshman

Science

EnWDfto.
memal

Grade 9

FrC5hmcls desip atvironmcnUlI projec1s
around 10C81 issues. They are raponsiblc
. for nsearchint their topic, sugcstina
solutions. and sbarirI& rmdinp in oral

~
-additiw
experience

"ltts lookiolat current real world issues
that would directly impact the commuilily
load. It teaches studcn1s IhIt they can
make a difference...
(CSL Director)

Acti¥IIy

Projec1s

prtSCIDboas.

Chemistry in
the
Community
CAFE

SlIIndards
Project
WorIdW.,
IIVtdeo
Project

Science
Chcmisuy
Gracia 10112
Science

Environmcm
al Science
Grade 12
Social
Studies

U. S. History
GradcJO

Tll'ouah hands-on study. studenIs aplen
the c:hanic.el reactions in",_ ill air
pollutic;m. corrosion. ...... ud radon in
enclosed s.-ca. .
Sixth ....de and bip school cnvilonmaul
scil:nce teachers pIIl1icipatc ia a CI'CJII-tIF
project in which students rescarcb .... let
an auto fUel d'fteicnc)' ~.
This is 1111 OIJIOin, class project IUt
involws a daily journal. re:sarch paper. UIId
interviews. It also includes video wark and

nuraliaa,. ediliD& die vickoI. an InterDIl
review ud pnscnta1ion of1hc Yideo 10 the
commuaily.

ktII!i.tt

-additiw
expcricnc:e

QEill
..c:ivicdlny
-acIditiw
expcricnce

Q.ar:.iIX
-additive
experience
~

-carirt&
_ _formatiw
experience

"As the students sat ud ..u:bed the
YeterllllS come into to the bllrary. the did DCIl
realize how maD)' I10ries . . . hiddIa
behind the faces of these ardiJIBy ~ .

.t.

plGplc.
"MaftJ S'l1IdreIIIs wac sUl'pl'iled at .... ...,
hard and
sure I CIIft . .y'" ~
was impressed by die COUIIIF.Ihu .....
individuals hIId cabibiIId.
(5......)

Senice

De..n. . .

Dam.....

TechnolOl)'

Studads produce • video documcnlina the

Actl¥ky

Multi-media
CSL

Documca

conummity scrvice-lc:amina
initialMs Iakina plllCC lhJouahoullhc
District. Vldeo-stramina suppon for
various nau is also providid.
IJIU)'

McdiaIT.V.

utioa

Production

Project

Gracia II.
12

eae.",

ReIec:tiHl

kb!d!I

"11IeR is a clear connection bctweeII wbII
sludads arc dolna in the curriculum ad
usina chose skills ill the real world. Tbe

-additiw

.0.'

is to produce IUllriab .... dICJ can
put on local cable. 1bey . . 1hemIctwIu
valuable conuibuun. T'hey COIIIJt to IhiI
project wich a variety of moIivatioal ad
IIdp out whc:nc'¥Cr 1hIy can.

(CSL Diredar)

•

2SS

II. s.__ C-1I7 SeI'Vice AftMdes
A~i\ilies Sapponed

and Farllitaled by eM Co.......ail)' &e"1ce LaI'Dilll 0fIice

J999-1001
Senire ArtiYil1
Autism Volumcas
S'CUSE

Descriplioo

Goals

These studenlS are voIuntlCl'S who help
dUkIrcn wi1h a",ism tbrouP Ibc Family
Autism Center.
This is a hip school c:lub mat aims to
beautify chc IOWL The IfOUP undcnook a
Icn-dIIy task to enhance the lJOunds in &on!
of... Hip Sc:hooL T'bcrc is. SU'q
p!ItUlCrSbip with the tOWn's (iarden Club.

tl!aiIx

ReOcctiaa

-JiYin&

t..b!D.E
-carinI

"Every so oftco 1 am reminded our toW'D is a
specia' place. S'CUS members indiated Ibc
idea. NorhiDa c:alchcs lhe eye DOW, bul in
sprin& lhc ..bon ofSludcnu, lcac:hcn" and
lownsfolk.lhc efforu ofpeoph spannina three
FMlations, wilt blcuom into beauty,"
(TcadIer)

Service' Ar1triIY
Chccrq Up

DeseripliOll

Chorus and band studcalS 'Visit and perform
a~ the IIIOIdbIy binhda)' cclctntian for Ihc
elderly al tile cammunit)' ceMcr.

G_1s

RcftccIioM

-c:arin&

"We JIa)' and .... QUI wiIb the ICbion at die
CC1lnl1lUllit)' Caatcr for aboula baIf-hour to
IiD& '1Upp)' Siftbday'.Mit mUes their (thc scnion) lives bcner. It',
WODdcrfUIIO see Ihcm 1IIU'Ie ..... be able 10 talk
willi ahem whas we're Ihcre...
(StudIaIs)
"'The best pan is comiD& 10fICIha'."
(Seaior Citizen)

c..

.

Chctnobyl Club
Crafts for Ihe Community

StudenlS promote awareness and .ppan. for
vkrims ofthc ....
I crisis.
An anoual. OI'KMime event 'Where Sludcms
and fac:ully create c:rafts for cblritic:s and

fi.andraisinl eYCbU.

~
<mcdill)'
~

-&Mal

J was happy to be Ihcre. I thouJht
Ihe studcnls CI\iO)cd whit die)' did.
rally c:ared abut doifta this project since 1hr,y
would frcqucntJ)' ask for help 0Il1hc 1GJ 1M)'

MIl was fun.

n.,

wacmaJda&."

Eleanor 'Robbins Community

Prclpam: Carini for ElIch
Other

Students spend time with nw:nIaUy inllla
and cIemeaIcd .,.tianJ in a local nursin&
home. Stuclenq keep • pcnanal dial')' and
.,.rtic:ipau in mon'lhly debrief... as well as

a IUpport paup. Prorasianalsocial
workers, ncuro-ps:ycholoPts. .... medical
edminiJIratcn provide aD ac:adcmic
componellL

.

kb!D&t

-Pin.

....nsfonnative
experience

(Tcadlcrl
'"Our school was approached by Sri..... and
Women's Hospital in Boston to penicipate in
this lUghi)' JClectivc prosram. I bdic¥C . .
were asked to partic:ipllC boca. . orour
commi1mcna to service ..... provca IcacIcnIip
in the field. We also ..d 1M orpnizIticaI
capacity ...., 10 implcmeallhil imparIaat
initiativc.
(CSL Director)

•
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SeI'"Vift AriMIY
Halloween ror the Hun8ll'

OecriPlioe

Goals

Srudents coordinate. rood ctrive dial
supplies provisions far shelters in die local

Q]!rin:
-giYina

.....

ReOectio.

.

Hurricane Relief

Students run drives to lid burricane victims.

~

Internship Course

This is an dective course sponsored by the
CSL OffICe rhal ancmpts to place IS many
swdenu IS possible in service
plac:emans and .,...proftta. Values
clarifacalion Iftd rcf1cction exercises are an

Qmo&!
-carini

..It was • lot of Aln. I was able to do this witb
my mends. It (cit really &ood tI.a 1 wu able 10
help out ather people...
(Sludent)
"1'his is a hiBhly instilutionalized proaram. It
is very identifiable in the c:ommunity and has
been RpJic:ahld (or many years.
(CSL Director)

agjWtl!

on_eel

-uansrormalive
experience

imJlOlU!1' componenIto ,the course.

"I lamed a lot &om my in~IYemCnI with
Special Olympics. I am 110 Ionpr afraid of
someone with a disability."
(Sludent)
"We Iry to place students ia locations we..
lhcrc is as muc:.h as a service componenIu
possiblc."
(Tea~)

Job Bank

The CSL On-ICC racilitalts SludcaI
volumeers to help senior cidzaIs with such
tasks like shovcliDa snow or takia& out the
trash. Durin& the 2QOO..2001 academic year,
dle Job Baak bu provideciltUdents to run
weekly Binao for senior ciaizaB at a ICIcaI
nunina hornc.

~

.giYing
-dut)'

"With a srowina numba' offanlilies with
parcnU in the workforce. there are very (ew
people in our lO'WII who haft 1bc time and
Dcxibilit)' to provide wlunleCr ...nee. or cue
aivinI (or our seniors. M..., SlUdenIs haft
lime durina the day, which Ihey an devoIc 10
volunteer... It has proved to be a bcndiciaI
and educatiocal experiacc (or ail
(Counctl 011 Alina DirccIar)

Sel"rict' AetivitY

Lakeside (interpncrationllf)
Ball

DescrinliOli
Hip school sludeats plan an cveninc of
dance and music for senior citizens of the

Goals

Rdecdo..

~
-carina

"They serve us and dance with us. J feel like •

community

quccn."
(Senior Citizen)

..It is our belie( that communi., and school
pro.,..... wofkin& IOICther provide not only
rcsourca, but u opportun&, to prGmGle
topthcrncss in the community UId co pramole
awareness of the needs and concerns

or.U

0nc.Qn.0ne Tutorial

Hish school students provide aua help to
students throuahout the l)'Stem and in the
Early Childhood Proamn.

~

-civic: duty
~

-carina

JCllCl'ltions."
(Council on Alli,.. Oircaorl
"This is the mosc popular extracurricular
activity ofI"crcd in conjunclian with comnaniIy
service Iarnin&- Mu)' oflhe
who
participate work with the same ceachIr'.
students each year or 10 back to the Ie8Cher
lhc1 had when the .RaIded eIcmerary
school

II""

(CSL Director)
Outreac:.h (or Interf.ith Teen
Council
POWER (environmental)

Seniors Helping Newman
Day

CSL Oft"lCe facilitateS the panic:ipalion or
studenllcaders to support intcrf'aitlt
ICtiYitits in the lown.
StudenU promott and support recyclina
initiatives at die scbaoI.
The senior class undertakes. oae-dey blitz.
or the community with service projects.
Last year seniors spent lime at 17 sites
rakin.. paintiq. performina dnma ror fllSt
graders. Itclpina autislic children and adults.
soninl food. and wuhina fn trucks. This
project is done instead of taking ranal
exams.

~
-carini

CbI!:itt

.additive
exDCricnce
QJ!riIx

-Bivins
-civic duty

"Everyone rclt pretty pod about what1hcy did.
They pve back 10 the community nthcr than
stress out and won")' about aradcs.
"I never saw this class so IOpther. You cantt
let this experience in the classroom"
(Sludents)

~
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AppendixB
Master Code List for Interviews
Culture and Context
The social and persofUll climate as well as the larger setting in which service-learning
occurs.
1. Belief statement ofassistant superintendent
2. BeUef statement ofcommunity service director
3. BeUef statement ofsuperintendent
4. BeUef statement ofteacher
S. Biograpbical data of key actor
6. Communieation between teachers
7. Communication with other schools
8. Community connection
9. Concern for the weU-being ofyouth
10. Cultural readiness ofschool
11. Cultural readiness of town
12. Culture of community
13. Cultureofschool
14. Demographics
IS. History
16. Service valued by community
17. Service valued by school committee
18. Serviu valued by teachers
Philosophy and Purpose
The ideas. reasons. and intentions that guide the program and its planning.
19. District value stated
20. Learning goals of activity
21. Learning goals of csl overall
22. Learning goals of internship program
23. Learning goals of school
24. Mission statement school
2S. Motivation for teachers
26. Motivation of parent
27. Motivation ofstudents
28. Objective of service-learning
29. Philosophy ofservice learniDg
30. Purpose understood by assistant superintendent
31. Purpose understood by assistant principal
32. Purpose understood by community
33. Purpose understood by community service director
34. Purpose understood by consultant
35. Purpose understood by CSL director
36. Purpose understood by funder
37. Purpose understood by principal
38. Purpose understood by school comminee
39. Purpose understood by state
40. Purpose understood by superintendent
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41. Purpose understood by teacher
42. Sdlool value stated
Policy and Parameters

The organizalionaJ elements that define service-learning.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Administrative support
Administrative support of ass( superintendent
Administrative support of school committee
Administrative support of super
Administrative support of vice principal
Advisory council
Advocacy by school committee
Advocacy by superintelldent
Distribution of resources
Educational reform as a support
Extemal network development
External obstacle
External support
Funding
Intema1 obstacle
Internal suppon
Professional development fimding
Professional developmeot goal ofadministration
Professional development goal ofcurriculum coordinators
Professional development goal ofteachers
Professional development scbool goals
Professional developmeut training
Program stability
Program weakness
Quality standard
School day structure
System level support
Teacher hiring

Practice and Pedagogy

The components ofpractice and implementation.
71. Authority of students in learning
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

81.
82.
83.
84.

Celebration
Cross-scbool collaboration
Curricular goal
Enthusiasm of parents
Enthusiasm of students
Enthusiasm of teachers
Improvement suggested by assistant superintendent
Improvement suggested by teacher
Integrated into curriculum
Leadership of CSL program
Leadership of principal
Leadership ofstudeots
Leadersbip structure
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85. Participation inclusive for students

86. Participation selective for students
87. Pedagogical use
88. Program characteristics
89. Public recognition of program
90. Structured. reflection

91. User characteristics
92. Viewed as add-on
Assessment and Accountability
The evidence that service-leaming is meeting its goals and processes are being reported.
93. Documentation
94. Evaluation ofactivity
95. Evaluation of program
96. Evaluation ofteacbers
97. Evidence of credibility
98. Evidence of institutionalization
99. Impact on administrator
100. Impact on community
101. Impact on parents
102. Impact on school
103. Impact on students
104. Impact on teachers
105. Supervision of program

Event Chronology
The key events. transitions. and theories that lead to sustainability and institutionalization.
106. Event chronology implementation

107. Event chronology initiation
108. Initial student users
109. Initial teacher users
110. Key event implementation
111. Key event initiation
112. Key transition implementation
11 3. Leadership chronology
114. Resulting state from implementation strategy
11 S. State of research
116. Strategy for implementation
117. Strategy of initiation
118. Theory of implementation
119. Theory of institutionalization
120. Theory of sustainability
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AppendixC
Newman High School Faculty Smvey
Introduction

My name is Bruce Pontbriand. I am a doctoral candidate in educational
administration at BC. This is my fourteenth year as a high school teacher.
At the present time, I am a teacher at Boston College High School and direct
the Youth and Government program. This survey is part of my research for
a dissertation entitled "The Sustaining Factors of Service-Learning at a
National Leader School: A Case Study."
You are invited to participate in this survey on service-learning. It does not
require you to identify yourself personally. I hope that the results ofthis
study can serve to strengthen the future of service-learning at Newman High
School. I will make available the conclusions ofthis study to the Director of
Commtmity Service Learning.
For those who wish to participate, there will be a drawing for a "door prize"
from completed swveys. See the last page for details.

Many thanks,
Bruce J. Pontbriand
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Pleue Circle tile Best Rapoue

YeusofT~hmg:

_____________

Sex: M or F
Do you live in the town?

Yes

No

1. Have you participated in a service-leaming project?

Yes

No

Ifyou circled YES, how often do you have classroom based service-learning time?
(please circle)

O.e week darill. tile year
2·3 weeks dana. tile year

3-4 weeks daria. tile year
4-6 weeks daria. a qaarter or semester

..0,.:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ please specify
Was the activity associated with a specific classroom curriculum topic?

Yes

No

1. How do yoa aDdentaDd service-learaia.? (pleue circle the best response)
A teaching method that promotes better academic learning.
1 2 3

4

5

neutral

somewhat agree

strong1y agree

3
neutral

4
somewhat agree

5
strong1y agree

4
somewhat agree

5
strong1y agree

Responding to a community defined need and teaming in the process.
1 2 3
4
Strongly disagree
somewhat disagree
neutral
somewhat agree

strongly agree

Strongly disagree

somewhat disagree

A way that helps the outside community.
I
Strong1y disagree

2
somewhat disagree

Applying knowledge to solve community problems.
1 2 3
Strong1y disagree

somewhat disagree

neutral

s
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3. How .... serviee-leal'llilll bee. developed at Newllla. IIiaJa Se"ool?
As a goal of the school's educational mission.
I

Strongly cfisaaree

2
somewhat disagree

4

s

3
neutral

somewhat agree

strongly agree

3
neutral

4
somewhat agree

strongly agree

Through education reform initiatives.
I

2

5

resuIt of the Foundation Grant.

As a

1

2

Strongly disagree

3

4

somewhat disagree

5
strongly agree

As a professional expectation from the administration.
1

.....
ro.p
.....

2

Stn.aIYdIIacne
~r ..

.... I . . . .tdilllpee

3
.......

4

5

.... . . . .t .....

worldal witla ot"er Newmaa teacllen.

1 2 3
Stn.aIY diIIIpee
JOIIIe....t dIIacne
.......

4

5

4. Rank order why you think service-Ieaming is useful (1 =most useful 6=1east useful)
Teac"er co.bo...tio.
Eft'eet oa stadeat leal'llial
Eft'ect OD stadeat behavior
Seniee impaet OD the commD.ity
Teacher eft'eetiveDessireaewal
Sc"ool cUmate
5. What supports have been helpful for participation in service-learning?
~rhe

miDi-graDt program.

41......
1

san.ctY
agree

...
...

. ......

t

.......
3

2

dIIacne

4

5

4

5

4

5

The school.dmiailtratioa (priaeipal'. oflice).

t.........

1 2 3

san.ctY diIIIpee

sa.l....

.wlnl

t...... ... . .

The servia-leaniDI coordi••tor .ad staft'.
1

Stn.aIY tI.IIIIcree

2

........

3
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Stradllnd m.e for disc.llio•••d P....ial.

.....

1

sa...,..........

2

.... w...

dl.............
3

4

s

4

s

_wut .....

Ot.er Newm•• teac:.en ••d coordill.ton.

.....

1 2 3
somewII.Ud..... ee
. . .hal

~.........

1G.'wut.....

6. What are obstacles to participating in service-leaming?
It takes too IIIUC:. time to develop .ad iBlplemeat.

Str...,.......
.....
I

2
JiOIIIICw.........

3
_ahal

4
.........t . . .

s

It soaads lood bat it reqaires too maeb additioaal work with preseat
nspoasibiUties.

s......,..........
.....
1

.........tdlsapee lie.....
2

3

......t.....
4

S
stroagly

lam sk.eptic:alabout how Blueh IearaiDg it adllaBy provides forsftldeats.
1

2

3

4

S
Sb-aiY

I a. aaBare wbetller the prvjeet wiD be saec:essfaL

.....
sa....,.
.....

3
aeabal

4

S

1 2 3
dIsapee
...aewIuIt dIsapee
. .abaI

4

S

1

~ dIsapee

2
_ I . b t dIsapee

I doa't have eaoagh teaelliag esperieaee.

Are there aay otller obstaeles yoa have
esperieaeed?__..............................__.........._____
7. How might service-Jeaming be improved at Newman High School?

.an, thanA for ,our participation In the surve,.
•
•

Fully completed surve,. are eligible for a '100 dollar drawing.
Remove ,our ticket and k_p It In a safe pIIIce. The drawing will take piece at
the end of 8cllool on Tllur8day. february 151ft.... Comtnunlty 8ervIcel.ean*lg
0ft1ce.
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AppendixD
Informed Consent Protocols
DEAR INTERVIEW PARTICIPANT:

You are invited to participate in a research study on service-learning. I
would like to interview you because of your knowledge and participation in
service-learning during its initiation and implementation stages at Newman
High School.
My name is Bruce Pontbriand. I am a doctoral candidate in educational
administration at Lynch School of Education at Boston CoUege and also a
classroom teacher at Boston College High School. This interview is part my
research for a dissertation entitled "The Sustaining Factors of Service
Learning at a National Leader School: A Case Study."
The interview will last no more than one balfhour and there are no known
risks to the participant. I have a series of prepared questions concerning
service-learning at Sharon High School. During the session, you have the
right to pass on any question that I pose. You are also free to ask questions
or leave at any time. Confidentiality of your comments will be ensured by
anonymity in the dissertation.
Participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw your participation
from the study at any time.

I hope that the results ofthis study can serve to strengthen the future of
service-learning at Newman High School. I will make available the
conclusions ofthis study the Director ofCommunity Service Learning, at its
completion. Many thanks for your generous gift of time.

Participant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

----
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To: PriDcipal, Newman High School
From: Bruce 1. Pontbriand
h: Service-Leaming Sustainability Study
I am interested in looking at the &ctors that sustain service-leaming at Newman High
School Specifically, I am interested in exploring the key events, decisions, and basic
features ofthe process during the periods of initiation/planning and implementation. The
study
display bow weD institutionalized the program is into the ordinary structures
and procedures ofthe school and district. In preliminary discussions over the past year
with the Superintendent and the service-teaming director, 1 have been encouraged by

wm

their support.
For my research, I would like to invite all department heads to participate in IS-minute
interviews concerning the level of participation ofservice-learning in their departments.
I would also like to offer a survey to all tacuIty and staffconcerning their knowledge and
support for various types of service activities. This survey
be anonymous. Finally, I
would like to invite four tacuIty members to participate in an hour focus group and
interview a small sample ofteacher-practitiouers. These participants will be identified by
the service-learning director based on their knowledge and demonstrated commitment to
the program.

wm

When the study is completed, I would be more than happy to come to school and share
with you and the other administrators what I have learned. I thank you in advance for
your help.
I have read the above project description and agree to have &culty and statrin my school
participate in this study providing those interviewed have given their informed consent.

____________________________

_____________

~O'e
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